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Abstract 

 

 

Allostery, the process by which action of an effector at one site of the protein provokes 

a functional response at a distant site, is critical in the regulation of metabolic pathways. Yet, 

despite its importance, allostery remains enigmatic and little detailed information is known 

about how the function of the protein is affected, how the allosteric signal is communicated or 

how allosteric regulation evolves in a protein. 

 

The overall objective of this thesis is to provide new insights into the understanding of 

allostery by studying computationally allosteric regulation in the metabolic enzyme 3-deoxy-

D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate synthase (DAH7PS) which catalyses the first committed 

step in the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids. Not only is DAH7PS a promising 

antimicrobial drug target, owing to its presence in microorganisms but not in animals, but also, 

the unique variety of allosteric regulation mechanisms found in this protein family makes it the 

ideal playground to study allostery. 

 

Firstly, in Chapter 2, using a variety of sequence and phylogenetic analysis tools, the 

evolution of allosteric regulation in the DAH7PS family was explored. New subgroups of the 

DAH7PS family were identified and it was found that DAH7PS is likely to have acquired 

allostery by the recruitment of an N- or C-terminal regulatory domain via gene fusion. Loop 
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extensions and N-terminal domain mutations then gave rise to more complex allosteric 

regulation mechanisms. 

 

In Chapter 3, a new computational method, which is based on the monitoring of 

calculated pKa variations of ionisable residues over the course of molecular dynamics 

simulations, is used to identify allosteric communication pathways in protein relying on 

dynamic allosteric regulation. This approach is used to decipher the subtle allosteric regulation 

mechanism of DAH7PS from pathogen Neisseria meningitidis. A number of key charge-charge 

and hydrogen bond interactions were identified as being responsible for the communication of 

the allosteric signal in this protein. These predictions were verified experimentally and showed 

that pH variations can mimic the allosteric control, by changing the protonation state of the 

residues involved in the identified key interactions. 

 

The allosteric regulation of the DAH7PS from hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima, 

which relies on major domain motions, is explored using molecular dynamics simulations in 

Chapter 4. It was found that the flexibility of the allosteric domains impedes the entrance to 

the active site, explaining the lower catalytic activity observed experimentally when compared 

to a mutant lacking the regulatory domains. Furthermore, the simulations revealed that 

although the inhibition of the enzyme is achieved by blocking the access to the active site, the 

residual activity of the enzyme at high inhibitor concentrations observed experimentally, can 

be explained by the opening of a back door providing direct access to the catalytic site. 

 

In Chapter 5, using a combination of X-ray crystallography, homology modelling and 

small-angle X-ray scattering, the allosteric regulation mechanism of DAH7PS from 

thermophilic soil bacterium Geobacillus sp. was studied. These methods revealed that binding 
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of the allosteric ligand to the allosteric regulatory domains stabilises a more compact 

conformation of the protein, limiting the catalytic functionality of the DAH7PS domain active 

site. In addition, molecular dynamics simulations are currently in progress to further explore 

the allosteric regulation of this enzyme are presented. 

 

In Chapter 6, the different attempts to model the first step of the reaction catalysed by 

DAH7PS, using hybrid quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics simulations, are presented 

and recommendations for future work toward the complete modelling of the reaction are 

provided. 

 

Finally, the implications of this work are discussed in the general context of allosteric 

regulation mechanisms. 
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Chapter 1 – Protein dynamics, allostery and 

molecular modelling 

 

 

“Indeed  the  protein  molecule  model  resulting  from  

the X-ray  crystallographic  observations  is  a  ‘platonic’  protein,  

well removed in its perfection from the kicking and screaming 

‘stochastic’  molecule  that  we  infer  must  exist  in  solution.”   

Gregorio Weber, Adv. Protein. Chem. 1975 [1] 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

Proteins are dynamic entities. They are not static, rigid systems, an image that X-ray 

crystallography often conveys, and which is perpetuated in many biochemistry textbooks. 

Proteins move and, most importantly, their movements are related to function, such as in 

catalysis, signal transfer, or allosteric regulation. Allostery, the process by which an event at 

one site of the protein triggers a functional response at a distant site, is intimately linked to 

protein dynamics [2] and therefore to understand the allosteric regulation of a protein, one 

needs to study its dynamics. Several methods can be used to reveal functional motions involved 

in allosteric regulation, including but not limited to single-molecule Förster resonance energy 
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transfer (smFRET) [3], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [4], hydrogen-

deuterium exchange studied by mass spectroscopy [5], isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) 

[6] and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In this chapter after introducing protein 

dynamics and the energy landscape theory, the concept of allostery will be explained both from 

a historical and a modern point of view. Then, the different methods enabling protein allostery 

to be studied computationally will be reviewed and illustrated with recent examples from the 

literature.  

 

1.2 Protein dynamics 

1.2.1  Historical perspective 

 

Almost 60 years ago, the pioneering work of Linderstrøm-Lang on hydrogen-exchange 

in proteins led him to conclude that proteins were, in fact, dynamic systems and coined the 

term “protein motility” [7,8].  But  it  was  only  in  the  1970’s  that  initial  experiments,  including  

the use of fluorescence [9-11], hydrogen exchange studies [12], phosphorescence [13], NMR 

[14], and MD simulations [15], demonstrated the flexibility of proteins in solution [16-18]. 

From then, a whole body of experimental and computational studies have been accumulated, 

not only to verify that proteins are indeed dynamical entities, but also to demonstrate the inter-

relationship between protein motions and function.  

 

1.2.2 Energy landscapes and folding funnels 

 

In a cornerstone paper published in 1991 [19], Frauenfelder, Silar and Wolynes 

introduced the concept of protein energy landscape, a rough high-dimensional surface that 
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describes the energy of the protein as a function of its conformational coordinates. Protein 

motions can be understood in terms of exploration of this energy landscape, where valleys 

correspond to the multitude of conformational states the protein can adopt and peaks to the 

energy barriers the protein has to cross in order to explore the next valley. The relative free 

energy difference between minima dictates the relative population of each conformational state 

based on a Boltzmann probability distribution, whereas the height of the energy barriers 

between states is linked to the rate of interconversion between conformations [20] and therefore 

the energy landscape theory describes protein dynamics both in thermodynamic and kinetic 

terms.  

 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic one-dimensional representation of a folding funnel. The unfolded protein on top is 

guided toward the bottom of the folding funnel (native state) thanks to the rugged funnel wall. Each local minimum 

along the path corresponds either to a folding intermediate or a kinetic trap. The native state, found at the bottom 

of the funnel, does not correspond to a single conformation but instead to the ensemble of conformations 

accessible to the folded protein. 
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The concept of the energy landscape was soon extended to include protein folding, 

leading to an energy landscape representation that resembles a rugged funnel (Figure 1.1), 

which describes the energy-biased folding pathway from a fully unfolded state at the top of the 

funnel to the native state at the bottom [21]. Protein folding can occur via multiple pathways 

[22], each being punctuated with local low energy states corresponding to folding intermediates 

or kinetic traps in the case these local minima are surrounded by high energy barriers the 

intermediate cannot easily escape. The bottom of the funnel does not correspond to a single 

well, but instead to a rugged portion of the energy landscape that describes the dynamics of the 

native state [23-25]. 

 

1.2.3 Taxonomy of the energy landscape 

 

The portion of the energy landscape corresponding to the folded protein, which defines 

both amplitude and timescale of the motions accessible in the native state, can be divided into 

three tiers [19,20] as represented by the simplified one-dimensional energy landscape in Figure 

1.2. Tier-1 and tier-2 dynamics correspond to localised fluctuations of small groups of atoms 

at the picosecond timescale (e.g. side-chain rotations) and nanosecond timescale (e.g. loop 

motions). Since the energy barriers between the states in tier-1 and 2 are small (inferior to 1 

kT, k being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature), conformational changes occur often 

and a large number of states are sampled. Tier-0 dynamics are characterised by the transition 

between a small number of states, which are separated by large energy barriers of several kT. 

Tier-0 dynamics correspond to broad domain motions, which require the collective movement 

of several groups of atoms and are therefore rare. Thus, although the transition itself is fast, the 

timescale of such transitions is important (microsecond to millisecond) due to their infrequency 

[26].  
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The energy landscape is not static but rather dynamic [25] as external factors such as 

ligand binding, changes in environmental conditions (pH, ionic concentration, etc.) or single 

point mutations will reshape the energy landscape [20,27,28], leading to differences in 

dynamics that can affect protein function both by changing the height of energy barriers and 

the relative energy difference between conformations. As we shall see in the following section, 

the effect of an allosteric effector can be fully explained by the associated reshaping of the 

energy landscape of the protein. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Simplified one-dimensional representation of a part of the energy landscape accessible to a 

folded protein. The free energy landscape can be decomposed into three tiers; tier-2 and tier-1 dynamics are 

localised fluctuations of small groups of atoms occurring at the picosecond and nanosecond timescale 

respectively, while tier-0 dynamics correspond to major collective motions of large groups of atoms and occur at 

the micro- to millisecond timescale. Adapted from [20]. 
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1.3 The concept of allostery 

1.3.1  The importance of allostery 

 

Allostery is the process by which an effector alters the function of a biological 

macromolecule at one site by inducing a perturbation at a remote site. Allosteric regulation 

primarily affects proteins via the binding of a ligand (small molecules, lipids, RNA, DNA, 

proteins, etc.) at a site distant from a functional region, but can also arises from light excitation, 

changes in environmental conditions, mutations or covalent events such as phosphorylation or 

glycosylation [29].  

 

Although allostery takes place at the protein level, its effect has implications at the 

cellular level [30], more specifically allostery serves as a mean to communicate environmental 

intra- and inter-cellular signals and is therefore able to alter specific cellular functions. For 

example, allostery is critical to the regulation of metabolic pathways by feedback regulating 

metabolic enzymes in response to the concentration of key intermediates or end-products [31]. 

Allostery is therefore of primary importance to cellular communication but because of this key 

role, misuse of allosteric regulation can lead to catastrophic effects on the cell. Aberrant 

allosteric regulation can lead to proteins being constantly switched on or off, not able to 

adequately respond to environmental factors. As cellular pathways are interconnected, 

uncontrolled protein functions can cascade into detrimental abnormal cell function typically 

leading to diseases [32].   

 

Due to the key role of allostery in cellular processes [32], the benefits of developing 

drugs that target allosteric binding sites are twofold. Not only can they help to modulate rogue 

human protein function to restore a balanced cellular response, but they also may help to fight 
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pathogens by specifically disrupting bacterial or fungal metabolic pathways. However, 

understanding the mechanisms associated with allosteric regulation in proteins is a prerequisite 

for the development of effective allosteric medicines.  

 

1.3.2  Historical perspective 

 

In 1894, Fisher proposed the lock-and-key model [33] to explain the binding process of 

a ligand to a protein, based on the assumption that proteins were rigid bodies. The first attempt 

to introduce some flexibility in the protein was made 64 years later by Koshland, who proposed 

the induced-fit hypothesis [34], suggesting that a binding event induces conformational 

changes within the protein in order to accommodate for the ligand. This model was then 

extended to allostery: the Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) induced fit model of allostery [35] 

proposes that conformational changes propagate through the protein matrix after binding of the 

ligand. In another approach, developed by Monod, Wyman and Changeux (MWC symmetrical 

model of allostery) [36,37], it is postulated that two conformations independent of ligand 

occupancy exist in equilibrium and that a ligand will stabilise the conformation to which it 

preferentially binds. The MWC model was however limited to symmetric multimeric proteins. 

 

Both the MWC and KNF models present a number of limitations. Firstly, they are 

phenomenological in the sense that they do not answer at the atomic level of detail as to how 

the binding of a ligand at one site can affect the function of a distant site [38]. Moreover, both 

MWC and KNF original models were created based on the existence of only two distinct, well-

defined conformations and the transition between them. In the case of the KNF model, each 

subunit can either adopt a conformation A or B (tertiary structural changes) whereas in the 

MWC model, a symmetrical multimeric unit can adopt either R or T state (corresponding to 
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quaternary structural changes). Consequently, both models are intrinsically linked to 

conformational changes between two clearly defined states. The only potential generalisation 

to allostery without conformational changes is mentioned in the MWC paper: “It   is   also  

possible that the quaternary constraints might not force any significant sensu stricto 

"conformational" alteration of the protomers, but only, for example, a (symmetrical) 

redistribution  of  charge  within  the  molecule.” [38].  

 

It was only 20 years later, in 1984, that Cooper and Dryden [39] demonstrated that 

allostery could exist even in the absence of conformational changes via a purely dynamic, 

entropic process. Using a statistical thermodynamics framework, they showed that binding of 

an allosteric ligand can cause allosteric interaction energies of several kJ/mol via changes in 

frequency and amplitude of the protein atomic motions without changes in the mean atomic 

positions.  

 

1.3.3 Today’s  view  of  allostery   

 

The three major papers described above laid the foundations for the development and 

refinement of the current models of allostery. A large body of experimental, theoretical and 

computational work has permitted new insights into the modern understanding of allosteric 

regulation, which has been detailed in a number of excellent reviews [2,28,38,40,41]. 

Notwithstanding these advances, no real consensus has been reached and the mechanisms of 

allostery, especially at the atomic level, and these remain a hot topic still very much debated 

today. 
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In the following sections, the core concepts of allostery will be discussed in terms of 

energy landscape theory. Firstly, conformational selection and induced fit, which are based on 

the MWC and KNF models respectively (summarised in Figure 1.3A) will be described and 

then the concept of dynamic allostery will be presented. These three models correspond to the 

most extreme scenarios, the fact that real-life allosteric regulation mechanisms often consist as 

a combination of more than one of these models will then be explored.  

 

1.3.3.1 Induced fit 

 

The induced fit model of allostery corresponds to the KNF model and states that ligand 

binding induces a conformational change and that in the absence of ligand the protein remains 

in a single state. Figure 1.3B provides a simplified representation of the induced fit model in 

its original formulation. The protein exists in a single active conformation (global energy 

minimum), upon binding of the allosteric ligand, the energy landscape is entirely reshaped and 

the ligand-bound active conformation is now of high energy, the enzyme will therefore change 

its conformation to a more stable ligand-bound conformation, which in this case corresponds 

to the ligand-bound inactive enzyme.  

 

This model might seem hardly compatible with what is now known on protein dynamics 

and the fact that the protein does not exist in a single conformation. However, one must 

remember the taxonomy of the energy landscape: if tier-0 is considered here, the induced fit is 

not incompatible with protein dynamics. Indeed, although the protein exists in a distinct tier-0 

conformation, it does not prevent the exploration of the accessible subspace of the energy 

landscape, corresponding to the conformational substates from tier-1 and 2. The role of the 
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allosteric ligand, in this case, is to reshape the energy landscape in order to make favourable a 

tier-0 conformation so far inaccessible.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Induced fit versus conformational selection. A. Schematic representation of the induced fit versus 

conformational selection models. Whereas the induced fit model suggests that conformational changes in protein 

occur after the binding of a ligand, the conformational selection model considers the pre-existence of an ensemble 

of conformations sampled by the protein, the binding of a ligand occurs at a preferential conformation without 
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inducing any conformational changes. The active state of the protein is shown in green and the inactive form in 

red and the allosteric ligand as a yellow star. B. Schematic changes to a one-dimensional energy landscape 

associated with the induced fit model and C. the conformational selection model. The conformation of the enzyme 

corresponding to each energy minimum is represented on each diagram. Red corresponds to the inactive enzyme, 

green to the active enzyme and blue to another (less) active conformation. The beads in the energy basins represent 

the relative population of each conformation and the red arrows the population shifts. The energy surface prior to 

allosteric ligand binding is identified by a dashed line. 

 

The induced fit model is therefore not incompatible with protein dynamics and in its 

present formulation should refer to a conformational change that is only possible in the 

presence of a ligand, without precluding any exploration of the energy landscapes accessible 

individually to the unbound and bound forms. 

 

1.3.3.2  Conformational selection  

 

The conformational selection model (or population shift model) is a reformulation of the 

MWC model developed essentially by Nussinov and Tsai that takes into account the free 

energy landscape theory [25,27,42]. Proteins in solution are in constant motion, sampling large 

ensembles of pre-existing conformations over time (and not only two as per the original MWC), 

the majority being weakly populated. The conformational selection model argues that an 

allosteric ligand will bind weakly populated, high energy conformations, altering the free-

energy landscape in this region and shifting the population toward this bound conformation.  

 

A simplified schematic of this model is presented in Figure 1.3C. Each protein 

conformation is sampled, but the relative population of each conformation is given by a 

Boltzmann  distribution  based  on  the  conformations’  relative  free  energy  differences.  The  active  
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protein (green) being of lower energy, it corresponds to the most populated conformation, 

although higher energy states (blue and red) are also sampled. The addition of an allosteric 

ligand will lead to the preferential binding of the high energy inactive conformation (red). This 

region of the energy landscape will be affected and the ligand-bound inactive state becomes a 

global minimum. The population of the other conformations, now of higher energies, is 

therefore shifted toward the lowest energy state, leading to a population redistribution and the 

inactive conformation becoming the most populated one. The conformational selection model 

is applicable to virtually any tier of the energy landscape: for example, large domain motions 

(tier-0), loop motions (tier-1) or side chain reorientations (tier-2). 

 

1.3.3.3 Dynamic allostery 

 

Dynamic allostery as defined by Cooper and Dryden [39] is relatively recent when 

compared to the other two historical models, but perhaps more importantly, it seems to have 

been forgotten about for almost 20 years before molecular dynamics, NMR and ITC studies 

verified  Cooper  and  Dryden’s  predictions  (see  for  example  [43,44]). The concept of dynamic 

allostery then gained traction and was discussed in great detail in two major reviews on the 

subject [2,45]. 

 

Dynamic allostery, which is entropically driven, arises when the mean position of atoms 

does not change in response to the allosteric signal, but the fluctuations around the mean do 

alter. These changes could be due to highly correlated low-frequency normal mode motions or 

random anharmonic fluctuations of individual atoms [39]. For example, let us consider an 

enzyme that requires large amplitude low-frequency hinge motions around its active site to 

effectively accept the substrates, perform the reaction and release the products. Binding of an 
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allosteric ligand might, for example, reduce the flexibility of this region of the enzyme, 

effectively leading to a stiffening of the active site (Figure 1.4A). In terms of the energy 

landscape, the  result  to  be  expected  is  a  reduction  of  the  “width”  of  the  affected  energy  basin,  

accompanied with a lower energy to stabilise the new entity and raise the energy barriers to 

escape the energy well (Figure 1.4B) [46].   

 

 

Figure 1.4. Dynamic allostery. A. The active enzyme (green) presents large fluctuations around the active site. 

These fluctuations are significantly reduced upon binding of an allosteric ligand (yellow star) rendering the 

enzyme inactive (red) without affecting the mean conformation of the enzyme. B. Schematic changes of a one-

dimensional energy landscape corresponding to the dynamic allostery model. The beads in the energy basins 

represent the relative population of each conformation a. The surface prior to allosteric ligand binding is identified 

by a dashed line. 

 

1.3.3.4  Combined mechanisms 

 

The induced fit and conformational selection models have been the subject of decades of 

vivid  disputes  to  determine  once  and  for  all  which  one  is  the  “true”  mechanism  of  allostery  

[47] (and binding as these two models primarily concern binding mechanisms), whereas 

dynamic allostery has only been considered more recently.  
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Although of the first two models, induced fit historically has been preferred [48], growing 

evidence in recent years supports the conformational selection mechanism as being the 

prevailing mechanism of allosteric regulation. Yet the subject remains highly controversial. In 

the following paragraph, a number of papers that highlight these discordances but that 

nevertheless tend to favour conformational selection over induced fit will be presented. 

 

Vogt and Di Cera showed for example that conformational selection is sufficient to 

explain binding kinetics, whereas induced fit is only applicable in rare cases [49-51]. However, 

as adroitly noted by Weikl and Paul [52], again using kinetics, if the binding or unbinding 

events are faster than the time spent by the protein in different conformations, then the binding 

or unbinding events are decoupled from the conformational transition (they occur when the 

protein is in a given conformation) leading to a temporal ordering of the events (binding occurs 

either before or after the conformational transition). Based on the detailed balance principle, it 

signifies that the reverse pathway of the conformational transition actually is the induced fit 

mechanism and vice-versa (Figure 1.5A), making the two processes the two sides of the same 

coin. Vega and co-workers recently went one step further and tried to unify induced fit and 

conformational selection under a common model in which the equilibrium constant between 

conformations is the key parameter [53]. Although the idea is appealing, one might argue that 

in order to build this model the authors redefined induced fit as being an equilibrium between 

two states with one being weakly populated, whereas conformational selection was redefined 

as an equilibrium between two states, both being significantly populated. So effectively the 

authors replaced induced fit with conformational selection and the common model could 

essentially be interpreted as a unification between two types of conformational selection 

mechanisms. It has also been proposed that there is a continuum of binding mechanisms in 

which conformational selection and induced fit are the two extremes of this mechanism and, 
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depending on the transition rate between conformations and the ligand concentration, the 

fraction of induced fit versus conformational selection may vary [54,55]. One of the most well-

accepted theories is that ligand binding may occur primarily via conformational selection, and 

then protein-ligand interactions could be optimised by an induced fit mechanism consisting of 

side-chains and backbone rearrangement, effectively leading to a mixed conformational 

selection – induced fit mechanism (Figure 1.5B). This compromise has been proposed as early 

as 2001 [56], and since then has received great interest [41,47,52,57]. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Combined mechanisms. A. Schematic description of Weilk and Paul [52] proposal applied here to 

allostery B. Schematic representation of a mixed conformational selection – induced fit allosteric mechanism 

where the allosteric ligand is considered not to bind the blue conformer, thus a conformational selection from blue 

to green is required permitting the ligand to bind, followed by an induced fit mechanism that increases the affinity 

of the binding site for the ligand. 

 

Dynamic allostery can theoretically be seen as a mechanism taking place in the absence 

of conformational changes, in contrast with induced fit and conformational selection. However, 
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in practice this is not entirely the case, as the absence of conformational changes should not be 

interpreted literally and it would be better to refer to an absence of changes in shape or 

backbone conformation [45] or an absence of major conformational changes. Indeed, even 

Cooper and Dryden warned the  reader  that  “In practice, ligand-induced changes in both the 

mean conformation and dynamics are to be expected”   [39]. Moreover, failure to observe 

conformational changes does not necessarily imply that they are not at play, but it might instead 

signify a limitation of the experimental or computational technique used [58]. Therefore, 

protein dynamics do not preclude any structural changes and can even considered as part of 

mixed mechanisms involving changes in conformation and in dynamics as it has for example 

been nicely demonstrated in the case of Hsp70 [59].  

 

1.3.3.5 Communication of the allosteric information 

 

From the preceding discussions, a major question remains unanswered, how can the 

binding of a ligand at one site, affect a distant functional site? Or in other words, how does the 

allosteric signal communicated through a protein to perturb its functional site? To date, the 

answer to this question remains somewhat unresolved as well as protein-dependant. Although 

some authors have proposed a model in which allostery can exist in the absence of 

communication pathways [60,61], it is generally accepted that allosteric information is 

propagated through multiple, pre-existing pathways [29] across the protein matrix.  

 

As early as 1985, it has been postulated that upon action of a specific effector, collective 

structural changes can propagate through the protein as a quake-like intramolecular motion 

named   “proteinquake”   [62]. Using femtosecond X-ray measurements, low-amplitude 

collective motions that spread throughout the protein at the picosecond timescale have been 
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observed [63,64], providing direct evidence of proteinquakes. These quake-like motions, that 

can involve partial unfolding of local regions of the protein, have been suggested as a possible 

mechanism of allosteric signal propagation [65]. 

 

Similarly, it has also been postulated that energy can flow through the protein matrix via 

specific channels connecting allosteric and functional sites [66] and the ballistic energy flow 

(i.e. a form of heat transport that occurs at the speed of sound without scattering and which can 

be extremely anisotropic) recently observed in the case of albumin [67] has been proposed as 

a mechanism for allosteric propagation of ligand binding energy through the protein structure. 

 

Currently, one of the most popular ways to explain communication of the allosteric signal 

across a protein is to consider the protein as a network of residues interconnected via non-

covalent interactions [68], such as hydrogen bonding, charge-charge interactions or 

hydrophobic interactions, but which could also involve conserved water molecules [69]. An 

allosteric effector can reorganise part of the network, thereby communicating allosteric 

information via local changes in conformation or dynamics arising from the formation and 

cleavage of the non-covalent interactions. This approach has led to the development of several 

methods to try to track down the atomistic mechanisms involved in communicating the 

allosteric signals [70]. 

 

1.3.3.6 Towards a general model of allostery? 

 

Fifty years after the proposal of the KNF and MWC models, processes involved in 

allosteric regulation are still not completely understood and a large amount of work is still 

required before a consensus toward a grand unified theory of allostery is reached. Nonetheless, 
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two groups, in particular, have greatly contributed to improving our understanding of allostery 

via the proposal of general models of allostery: Nussinov and Tsai, who proposed the  “unified 

view”   of   allostery   [71,72], and Hilser, Wrabl and Motlagh who developed the ensemble 

allosteric model [28,61,73]. Both approaches seek to unify an extended MWC model and the 

concept of dynamic allostery with the energy landscape theory and both find their roots in a 

thermodynamical, macroscopic, description of allostery, although the unified view 

incorporates atomic-level structural elements in its approach.  

 

1.3.4  Timescales relevant to allostery 

 

In order to correctly characterise the dynamics of a protein, the three tiers need to be 

studied since biologically important conformational changes in a protein are often due to the 

subtle equilibrium between fast, localised fluctuations (tier-1 and 2 dynamics) and collective, 

slow motions (tier-0 dynamics).  
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Figure 1.6. The timescale of protein dynamics and various biophysical techniques used to study the 

dynamics of allostery. 

 

The timescale of protein dynamics spans several orders of magnitudes, from bond 

vibrations at the femtosecond-picosecond timescale to protein (un)folding events that could 

take place with time constants of hours [74]. Of particular relevance for allosteric regulation, 

local fluctuations such as side-chain rotations and loop motions correspond to a picosecond - 

nanosecond timescale, while highly correlated motions such as large domain motions and 

ligand binding occur at the microsecond to second timescale [20]. 

 

Among the number of techniques (Figure 1.6) that have been developed to follow protein 

dynamics involved in allosteric regulation, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations enable to 

access motions within the femtosecond to microsecond timescale and with atomic resolution. 

It is therefore a method of choice to study the allosteric regulation of proteins. 

 

1.4 Studying protein allostery computationally  

1.4.1 Exploring the conformational energy landscape  

 

As we have seen, protein dynamics is intimately linked to allostery and to study allostery 

one must analyse protein movements. Molecular dynamics simulations are ideally suited for 

this task as they enable the study of protein dynamics at the picosecond – microsecond 

timescale at atomic resolution. Moreover, enhanced sampling methods make the observation 

of microseconds to milliseconds motions amenable within reasonable calculation times. Due 

to its atomic scale resolution, MD provides all the necessary information to identify allosteric 
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communication pathways and a number of methods have been developed to retrieve this 

information. Here, the theory behind MD will first be briefly described and a number of 

advanced sampling techniques relevant to allostery will be detailed and then methods enabling 

identification of allosteric communication pathways will be presented. Finally, alternative 

approaches to MD that permit an exploration of the energy landscape to be made will be briefly 

reviewed. 

 

1.4.1.1  Classical all-atom molecular dynamics 

 

MD simulation is one of the few techniques able to provide direct information on protein 

dynamics and has been referred to as the  “computational  microscope”  of  biochemistry [75]. 

Several books and reviews present MD in great detail and describe how this technique is 

implemented in a computationally efficient and robust manner (see for example [76-79]). Here, 

only the theoretical basis of MD and some of its variants will be summarised. 

 

The central concept of MD simulation lies on Newton’s  second  law:  

 𝑭 =   𝑚  . 𝒂   (1.1) 

which states that it is possible to determine the acceleration 𝒂  of a particle 𝑖 of mass 𝑚   by 

knowing the force 𝑭  applied on it. Since the force acting on each atom of a macromolecule 

can be expressed as the first derivative of the potential energy 𝑉 of the system with respect to 

the atom position 𝒓  , and the acceleration corresponds to the second derivative of the atomic 

position with respect to the time, equation (1.1) can be rewritten in its differential form as: 
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 −
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝒓  

=  𝑚  .
𝑑 𝒓  
𝑑𝑡  (1.2) 

For atoms with positions 𝒓  at a specific time 𝑡, the position a small time step ∆𝑡 later is 

given by a second order Taylor expansion. 

 𝒓 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) =   𝒓 (𝑡) +  𝒗 (𝑡). ∆𝑡 +
1
2𝒂 (𝑡). ∆𝑡  (1.3) 

  This enables the atomic positions to be calculated numerically after a small time step 

knowing the position, velocity and acceleration at time 𝑡, the acceleration being obtained with 

Newton’s  second  law.  Therefore,  starting from an initial atomic model prepared from X-ray 

crystallography or NMR data, and from initial velocities obtained from a Boltzmann 

distribution at a given temperature, a trajectory can be calculated by derivation of the potential 

energy function with respect to the three-dimensional position of each atom. 

 

However, equation (1.3) is, in fact, a truncated version of the Taylor expansion, which 

includes higher order terms. These terms cannot be simply ignored, as it would lead to 

important errors. One computationally efficient way to overcome this is to use the Verlet 

algorithm or one of its variants. Presently the velocity Verlet algorithm is used in most of the 

MD simulation packages owing to its improvement over the classical Verlet algorithm and its 

leap-frog variant. Indeed, the Verlet algorithm uses no explicit velocities and lack of precision, 

whereas in the leapfrog variant, velocities are explicitly calculated but they are not calculated 

at the same time as the positions. In contrast, the velocity Verlet algorithm does not 

compromise on precision and velocities, accelerations and positions are calculated at the same 

time 𝑡 by relying on equation (1.3) and also on equation (1.4), which gives the velocities 𝒗  at 

a specific time 𝑡 plus a small time step ∆𝑡 later. 
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 𝒗 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡) =   𝒗 (𝑡) +  
1
2 [  𝒂

(𝑡)   +   𝒂 (𝑡 + ∆𝑡)  ]  . ∆𝑡  (1.4) 

The only missing piece is the potential energy of the system to retrieve the acceleration. 

Even though potential energy can be calculated using quantum mechanics in order to take into 

account electronic effects, this is only possible for small molecules due to the computational 

resources required. For proteins, the potential energy can only be calculated by empirical 

energy functions based on classical mechanics. Both the energy arising from bonded and from 

non-bonded interactions should be taken into account as shown in the simplified, typical force 

field described in Figure 1.7 [80]. Bonded interactions, bond stretching and angle bending are 

modelled using harmonic potentials, while the steric barriers (as well as electronic effects 

depending on the force field) between atoms separated by three bonds are modelled by a torsion 

angle potential. Non-bonded interactions are composed of van der Waals interactions, modelled 

by the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, and of electrostatic interactions represented by a Coulomb 

potential. Parameters used in the potential energy function are determined using both quantum 

mechanical calculations on small systems and experimental data. The potential energy equation 

and its parameters are collectively referred to as a force field. Several force fields are available 

and each of them is based on slightly different equations and parameters, the most common 

include AMBER [81], CHARMM [82] and GROMOS [83].  
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Figure 1.7: Typical molecular mechanics force field. Example of an equation used to approximate the potential 

energy function of a protein (from reference [80]. Chemical bonds and atomic angles are modelled using harmonic 

potentials, whereas dihedral angles are modelled using a sinusoidal function. Van der Waals interactions are 

modelled using the Lennard-Jones  potential  and  electrostatic  interactions  using  Coulomb’s law. (© Durrant and 

McGammon; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. 2011). 

 

The trajectory of each atom can then be solved numerically using a MD software 

packaged such as AMBER [84], CHARMM [85], GROMACS [86,87], GROMOS [88], or 

NAMD [89], all of which are specifically designed to run MD simulations on supercomputer 

clusters. In addition, in order to integrate the equations of motion, MD codes allow the 

microscopic data (atom positions, velocities, etc.) obtained from the simulation to be linked to 

macroscopic observables (energy, temperature, pressure, etc.), using statistical mechanics. At 

this point, it is important to note that MD simulations calculate time averages while the 

macroscopic observables are assumed to be an ensemble average, therefore, to link the results 

of a MD simulation to macroscopic data, one should rely on the ergodic hypothesis which states 

that ensemble average equals time average. To satisfy this equality, MD simulations should be 

sufficiently long to sample enough representative conformations.  

 

Using the best-in-class supercomputers, classical all-atom MD studies can hardly reach 

timescales of up to a few microseconds for protein systems. They are therefore particularly 

adapted for sampling the free energy landscapes corresponding to tier-1 and tier-2 dynamics. 

However, since the simulated timescale should be several times longer than the slowest event 

of interest, tier-0 dynamics remain mainly inaccessible with this technique. Consequently, 

when this is required, classical all-atom MD must be modified to access rare events. In order 

to access long timescales with reasonable computational resources, several methods have been 
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developed which are usually based on an enhanced sampling of the free energy landscape or 

on the clustering of short trajectories by numerical methods based on probability theory.  

 

1.4.1.2  Enhanced sampling techniques based on MD 

 

Enhanced sampling techniques consist of modifying the classical all-atom MD procedure 

in order to speed-up the sampling of the free energy space. As these methods introduce bias 

and thus alter the kinetic or thermodynamic results obtained from the simulations, it is often 

required, for example, to combine different techniques or to perform a reweighting procedure. 

 

1.4.1.2.1  Targeted MD 

 

In targeted molecular dynamics (TMD), both an initial and a final state have to be known, 

and the system will be driven toward the targeted conformation by the application of a bias 

force which is a function of the difference between the initial and final coordinates (represented 

by the RMSD value) is applied to each atom as shown in (1.5): 

 𝑉 =   
𝑘
2𝑁  [𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷

(𝑡) −  𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷∗(𝑡)]  (1.5) 

where 𝑉  is the bias potential, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷(𝑡) is the RMSD from the target at time 𝑡, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷∗(𝑡) 

corresponds to the linear evolution of RMSD between the initial and the target structure, 𝑘 is 

the spring constant and 𝑁 the number of atoms affected on which the TMD force is applied. 

 

This RMSD-dependent force is greater for large-scale global motions that will decrease 

the RMSD more quickly than small-scale localised changes and therefore large motions will 

occur first and small ones will occur later while more realistically a combination of both occur 
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over time. Therefore, the computed path depends on the direction (initial to final or final to 

initial) and does not truly describe the conformational transition. Thus extensive additional 

work is required to better describe the system and eliminate the bias [90,91].  

 

1.4.1.2.2  Accelerated MD 

 

The accelerated molecular dynamics [92] (aMD) method applies a bias potential if the 

potential energy falls below a threshold energy defined by the user; it raises the energy 

landscape of deep wells while leaving the rest of the landscape unaffected. As a result, the 

barrier separating adjacent energy basins is lowered, allowing the system to escape low energy 

wells more easily and to sample a larger part of the conformational space when compared with 

classical MD. 

 

The challenge of aMD is to find the appropriate acceleration parameters for the studied 

system, i.e. the  acceleration  factor  α  which  determines  the  shape  of  the  modified  potential  and  

the threshold energy E which controls the portion of the potential surface affected by the boost 

(Figure 1.8). The choice of these parameters is critical since, if not chosen wisely, only little 

enhancement of the sampling could be observed or instead the system could explore regions 

that are not of interest and lead for example to the partial unfolding of the protein [93].  
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Figure 1.8. Schematic representation of accelerated MD. In the aMD method, when the original potential (thick 

line) falls below the threshold energy E (dashed line), a boost potential ΔV(r)  is  added.  The  shape  of  the  modified  

energy   profile   (thin   lines)   is   determined   by   the   acceleration   factor   α (source: NAMD manual 

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu).  

 

For example, aMD has been used by Gasper et al. to study the allosteric regulation of 

thrombin upon association with thrombomodulin [94]. In this work two different boost 

potentials were used, one for the dihedral energy and the other, weaker, for the total energy of 

the system. The parameters 𝐸(𝑑𝑖ℎ)  and 𝛼(𝑑𝑖ℎ) for the dihedral boost and 𝐸(𝑡𝑜𝑡) and 𝛼(𝑡𝑜𝑡) 

for the boost on the total potential were chosen so: 

 𝐸(𝑑𝑖ℎ)  −  < 𝑉𝑜(𝑑𝑖ℎ) >= 𝑥 ×   𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑒𝑠 (1.6) 

 𝛼(𝑑𝑖ℎ) =
1
5 ×   𝐸(𝑑𝑖ℎ)  −  < 𝑉𝑜(𝑑𝑖ℎ) >   (1.7) 

 𝛼(𝑡𝑜𝑡) = 𝐸(𝑡𝑜𝑡)  −  < 𝑉𝑜(𝑡𝑜𝑡) >  = 0.16  𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙. 𝑚𝑜𝑙 ×   𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 (1.8) 
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where < 𝑉𝑜(𝑑𝑖ℎ) > and < 𝑉𝑜(𝑡𝑜𝑡) >   represent the average dihedral and total potential 

energies respectively, and were obtained after a short classical MD simulation. Two levels of 

acceleration were chosen for the dihedral boost, a moderate and an aggressive one, where 𝑥 

was set to 2 and 4 kcal.mol-1 respectively. These two levels of acceleration were used to access 

the motions occurring at the hundreds of nanosecond (moderate acceleration) and tens of 

microseconds (aggressive acceleration) timescales and were used in conjunction to classical 

MD to study fast and slow motions relevant to the allosteric regulation of thrombin. 

 

1.4.1.2.3  Metadynamics 

 

In metadynamics [95], a boost potential is added to the energy well corresponding to the 

present location of the system. This history-dependant bias energy takes the form of small 

potential hills that flatten the already visited energy landscape and prevent the system from 

revisiting it. So  effectively,  metadynamics  “fill”  the  energy  basins  as  they  are  visited,  but  this  

can only be performed on a limited number of conformational coordinates, otherwise it would 

be too expensive computationally and difficult to interpret.  The challenge is to identify the 

conformational coordinates (collective variables) that describe correctly the motions of interest 

of the protein and require therefore a priori knowledge. Metadynamics also suffers from 

convergence problem, but this is in a large part solved by using its variant, well-tempered 

metadynamics [96]. One of the most interesting features of metadynamics is that the free 

energy changes along the selected coordinates can easily be retrieved as it corresponds to the 

negative mirror image of the energy bias [97], and recently a method has been developed to 

retrieve transition rates from metadynamics simulations [98,99].  
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A variant of metadynamics, well-tempered ensemble [100], has recently been used to 

study the allosteric regulation of the KIX domain of the CREB-binding protein that takes place 

on the millisecond timescale with limited computational resources [101]. The authors were 

able to compare their results to NMR experiments and to characterize structurally and 

dynamically an excited state relevant to allostery, which could not be characterized by NMR 

owing to its short lifetime.  

 

1.4.1.2.4  Replica-exchange molecular dynamics 

 

During temperature replica-exchange MD (T-REMD) [102] simulations, N replicas 

(series of simultaneous non-interacting simulations) are generated, over a range of user-defined 

temperatures. At a given exchange rate, adjacent replicas are allowed to exchange their 

conformation, which induces large thermal fluctuations, which in turn, assist replicas in 

escaping low energy basins and optimize the free energy landscape sampling. Although 

kinetics information cannot be extracted directly from T-REMD experiments due to the 

temperature swaps between MD trajectories, recent developments allow the generation of 

pseudo-kinetics that are sufficient for the kinetic clustering of the system [103]. In order to 

perform well, T-REMD requires a good exchange acceptance ratio between replicas (typically 

> 20%) which corresponds to the number of successful attempts to switch between replicates 

on the total number of attempts to switch, and the larger the system the higher the number of 

replicas required to maintain a ratio above 20%. Therefore, T-REMD is essentially limited to 

relatively small systems. To overcome this limitation, other replica methods that are not based 

on temperature changes have been reported in the literature [104], such as Hamiltonian replica-

exchange (H-REMD). 
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A H-REMD method was recently used to study the disorder-to-order transition of an 

intrinsically disordered loop of sortase A [105]. This approach enabled to sample a significantly 

larger region of the conformational space than a classical MD simulation of the same length 

and allowed to decipher the allosteric regulation mechanism of the protein. 

 

1.4.1.3  Coupling Markov state models with conventional MD 

 

The main strategy developed within the past few years, mainly in the field of protein 

folding [106], to access long timescales is to run very short simulations, each sampling different 

parts of the free energy landscape and then to reconstruct the whole process using Markov state 

models (MSM) [103,107,108]. MSM is mainly based on a kinetic clustering of discrete 

conformations obtained from several short MD runs. Conformations that can interconvert 

rapidly, thus belonging to the same energy basin, will be grouped together into the same state. 

A transition probability matrix is constructed and gives the probability of transitioning from a 

state to another during a time Δt chosen to make sure that the system is memory-less (or 

Markovian – i.e. the probability of transition does not depend on how the system arrived in its 

initial state). From this model the pathways and kinetic rates between different energy basins 

can be determined. 

 

Different techniques have been used to run the short MD simulations that indeed sample 

adequately the energy landscape, for example the folding@home project relies on running 

several MD simulations in parallel, as soon as one experiences a conformational change 

identified by monitoring heat capacity spikes associated with the crossing of free energy 

barriers, all the simulations are reset and restarted from the new coordinates obtained following 

the transition in order to explore the new basin identified. So in practice, instead of running 
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one extra-long trajectory using N processors, N very short trajectories are run on a single 

processor [109]. Another approach consists in using MSM-driven adaptive sampling [110]: 

MSM models are generated on the fly during the MD simulations and enables to identify 

regions of the conformational space that are underexplored, permitting simulations specifically 

to be started to explore these areas. Yet another method recently employed is based on 

performing a morphing between two end structures of interest and to start simulations from 

coordinates along the pathway, in order to sample primarily the region of the landscape relevant 

to the function of interest [111].  

 

The Amaro group reported the study of allostery of a prototypical signalling domain 

based on an ensemble of MD simulation combined with MSM [112]. Their results show that 

both the apo and allosteric effector-bound systems are able to sample the active and inactive 

states, but the presence of allosteric effector favours the active state while its absence favours 

the inactive one, indicative of a conformational mechanism of allostery. In addition, the authors 

showed that although the presence of the allosteric effector permits the sampling of the inactive 

state, it slows down significantly the active-to-inactive transition. The authors were able to 

draw these conclusions because the combination of adaptive sampling and MSM permitted a 

thorough sampling of the energy landscape. 

 

1.4.1.4  Revealing allosteric communication pathways by analysing MD trajectories 

 

Exploring the energy landscape is a first step towards the understanding of allosteric 

regulation mechanisms in proteins, however, except in the case of obvious conformational 

changes, it is not always sufficient to understand the communication of the allosteric 

information from the allosteric binding site to the catalytic site. One of the great advantages of 
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MD simulations is that it gives an atomic level resolution of protein dynamics, however, it 

means that a tremendous amount of information is generated but only a fraction is interesting 

from a functional point of view. Therefore, powerful analysis techniques [70] are required in 

order to discriminate between motions relevant to allosteric regulation and the rest.  

 

1.4.1.4.1 Correlated motions between residues 

 

One of the most popular approaches consists in studying correlated motions between 

residues. The idea being to identify the residues that move in a concerted manner along the 

pathway between allosteric and active sites. Traditionally, correlated motions are identified 

using the Pearson coefficient, unfortunately it means that only linear correlations will be 

accounted for and that the potentially important more complex, non-linear correlated motions 

will not be taken into account. In order to study non-linear correlated motions, mutual 

information, which is based on information theory [113], can be used as a measure of 

correlation. It has been used to identify alpha carbon correlated motions [114] and more 

recently, with allostery specifically in mind, correlated motions between dihedral angles 

(including those of the side chains) [115]. 

 

1.4.1.4.2 Dynamical network analysis 

 

Correlated motions give an account of the correlated inter-residue movements, but it 

might be complex to interpret as correlated residues might be very distant in space from one 

another, making it impossible to identify an allosteric pathway by solely relying on this 

approach. This was solved by Sethi and co-workers who resorted to graph theory to identify 

allosteric pathways [116]. In this approach, referred to as dynamical network analysis, each 
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residue corresponds to a node of the network (or graph) and non-adjacent residues that are in 

contact (based on an inter-residue distance falling below a specific cut-off distance) represent 

the edges of the network, which are weighted as a function of the degree of correlation between 

the motions of these residues. The obtained network can then be analysed in terms of optimal 

and suboptimal paths to identify allosteric communication pathways (Figure 1.9). They can 

also be decomposed in communities of highly interconnected nodes to coarse grain the results 

of the network analysis. Initially applied to alpha carbons [116], this approach was soon 

advantageously extended to the centre of mass of each residue [117] and the approach was 

partially modified to analyse the ensemble of suboptimal paths rather than the optimal one in 

order to identify hub residues that are involved in a large number of suboptimal paths, and are 

therefore key to allosteric signal propagation [118].   

 

This approach was used by the McCammon group in their study of allosteric regulation 

in thrombin [94]. Instead of using the Pearson coefficient, the authors relied on mutual 

information to identify correlated motions between residues. Using this approach, they were 

able to identify two allosteric pathways, rationalising the results from H/D exchange 

experiments. Dynamic community network analysis was also used more recently to provide a 

mechanistic explanation of the how the Ras protein is affected by an oncologic allosteric point 

mutation [119].  
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Figure 1.9. Dynamic network analysis. Each node of corresponds to a residue (or nucleotide) and the edges 

between nodes indicates residues in contact within a given cut-off distance (a). The correlations data between 

residues (b) is used to weight the network (c). The resulting network can be coarse grained in communities (d) 

which have stronger connections with the other nodes belonging to the same community than with the nodes 

belonging to other communities. In addition, optimal (red) and sub-optimal (blue) communication paths between 

two  given  residues  can  be  identified.  (images:  tutorial  on  “Dynamical  network  analysis”  http://www.ks.uiuc.edu).  

 

 

 

1.4.1.4.3 Other approaches relying on networks of correlated motions 

 

Two approaches that are related yet different to the dynamical network analysis have 

been developed to identify communication pathways in proteins. The first one relies principally 

on information theory [120], first local correlated motions are determined using mutual 

information, and the network of correlated residues and shortest path are calculated as per the 

dynamical network analysis. In addition, the correlation between local and global motions are 
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also included in the analysis using once again mutual information, with the global motions 

being extracted from principal component analysis.    

 

In the second approach, named MONETA [121], the network is composed of clusters of 

residues, each cluster presenting residues that have highly correlated motions but presenting 

weakly correlated motions with the residues found in other clusters. These clusters are 

identified using local feature analysis (a method used in image processing) from the principal 

component analysis. These clusters are then connected via chains of communicative residues 

obtained by calculating the inter-residue distance variance. 

 

1.4.1.4.4 Frustration 

 

In another approach, the concept of frustration in folded proteins [122], has been applied 

to allostery [123]. This approach seeks to identify regions of high frustration, which arise when 

the contact between two residues is not energetically optimised. The rationale behind this is 

that upon binding of an allosteric ligand, the level of frustration in these regions will decrease, 

enabling the identification of residues involved in allosteric regulation. The authors used this 

method on a number of allosteric proteins known to deploy large-scale conformational changes 

upon allosteric action and found that highly frustrated regions tend to be the regions that 

reconfigure locally upon allosteric regulation. 

 

1.4.1.4.5 Force directed analysis 

 

Force directed analysis (FDA) has been developed as a method to visualise strain 

propagation within a protein [124]. More specifically FDA works by calculating pairwise 
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atomic forces within the structure and seeks to identify residues that experience large changes 

in forces upon binding of an allosteric ligand. This enables the identification of signal 

propagation even in the absence of major atomic displacements.  

 

This approach has been used to identify allosteric communication pathways within 

various proteins [125-127], in particular in the case of the allosteric activation of the methionine 

repressor which does not experience any major conformational changes, the authors were able 

to identify using this method a number of residues which had been shown to be essential in the 

allosteric communication via mutagenesis experiments [128]. 

 

1.4.1.4.6 Other approaches  

 

Various other methods have been used to study allostery from MD simulations, such as 

the study of the dynamic correlation of residue-residue contact events [129], identification of 

directly coupled side chains [130] or N-body information theory analysis [131] 

 

 

1.4.1.5 Alternative methods 

 

A number of techniques involving modified MD procedures have been developed to 

directly identify allosteric pathway within proteins, for example, using anisotropic thermal 

diffusion [132] or rigid residue scan [133]. But MD is not the only method that can study 

allostery via illumination of protein motions, and a number of approaches that require 

significantly less computational resources have been reported.  
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Using  a  Gō  model,  Okazaki  and  Takada  showed  [134] that binding of small molecules 

tends to follow a conformational selection model, whereas protein-macromolecule binding is 

more likely to proceed via induced fit. The conclusions of this work have been in part 

contradicted by the recent study of a protein-protein binding using NMR [135], which 

demonstrated that a conformational selection mechanism was at play. Nevertheless, the 

simplicity of the model made amenable the modelling of several binding and unbinding events 

in the presence of absence of conformational changes, within a limited computational time. 

 

The group of Andrej Sali has developed a hybrid structure-based / Gō  model  defining  

simplified 2-wells energy landscapes based on the crystal structure of the bound and unbound 

form of an allosteric protein [136]. The energy landscape can then be explored using MD 

starting from different points along this landscape and effective sampling can bridge the gap 

between microscopic motions and macroscopic allosteric mechanisms.   

 

Elastic network models (ENM), which are a coarse-grained model for normal mode 

analysis, have been used with some success to describe allostery. As they enable to assess with 

good accuracy the large amplitude, low-frequency modes, ENM models are particularly well 

suited to study dynamic allostery [137-139]. 

 

1.4.2 Exploring the catalytic energy landscape  

1.4.2.1 Modelling enzymatic reactions to understand allostery 

 

In the case of an enzyme, allosteric regulation usually implies that action of an allosteric 

effector will affect the catalytic activity of the enzyme, in which case an in-depth understanding 

of the reaction taking place within the enzyme can be extremely valuable to understand how 
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conformational or dynamical changes at the active site can affect the energy profile of the 

reaction. As molecular mechanics (MM) is based on classical mechanics, this approach cannot 

be used to model bond formation or cleavage and therefore in order to model the electrons of 

the system, one needs to resort to quantum mechanics (QM).  

 

QM calculations are particularly intensive from a computational point of view and the 

required computational power increases significantly with the size of the system. It is therefore 

typically not feasible to model a complete protein (and surrounding solvent) with QM. 

However, changes occurring during catalysis are usually confined to a small region of the 

enzyme with only a few residues directly involved. Therefore, a very powerful approach to 

study enzymatic reactions is to use a hybrid QM/MM scheme in which the active site and 

substrates are modelled using a QM level of theory, whereas the rest of the solvated enzyme is 

modelled at the MM level of theory. This approach enables to model in a computationally 

efficient manner the reactions taking place within the active site of an enzyme. 

 

 

1.4.2.1 Brief overview of the foundations of quantum chemistry 

 

The theoretical underpinning and computational implementation of quantum chemistry 

have been detailed in several classical textbooks [76,140,141] and here only some of the key 

concepts relevant to the work presented in this thesis are introduced. 

 

Quantum chemistry is typically based on the time-independent Schrödinger equation, 

which requires a number of approximations to be applied in order to find a solution. The first 

one, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, consists in considering the nuclei as fixed in space. 
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Indeed, due to the difference in mass between nuclei and electrons, the electrons will move 

faster and thus their motion can be considered as being instantaneously equilibrated at each 

nuclear displacement. This approximation helps to greatly simplify the Schrödinger equation, 

but is not sufficient. The next approximation, the orbital approximation, consists in considering 

the wave function of a many-electron system as the product of one-electron wave functions 

called orbitals. In the third approximation, each orbital can be described by a linear 

combination of a set of atomic orbitals (LCAO) that form a basis set.  

 

These approximations form the basis of the Hartree-Fock (HF) method. HF, however, 

does not take into account electron correlation, i.e. the tendency of electrons to avoid each 

other, and this omission can lead to significant errors. To overcome this problem, other ab 

initio methods, such as the 2nd order Møller-Plesset (MP2) method, take into account electron 

correlation at the cost of an increased computational burden. Density functional theory methods 

(DFT) have been developed with the objective of approaching the accuracy of the post-HF ab 

initio methods at a lower computational cost. These methods rely on the electron density 

distribution instead of the wave function in order to calculate the (ground state) energy. 

However, the functional linking electron density and energy is not known and the different 

DFT methods seek to approximate it. Several functionals have been developed, among which 

B3LYP is probably the most famous. Semi-empirical methods (such as MNDO, AM1, PM3, 

PM6, DFTB etc.), are the least computationally demanding methods. MNDO-types methods 

are based on a simplification of the HF method whereas DFTB is based on DFT. Semi-

empirical methods are typically the least accurate and rely on experimental correction to 

improve accuracy. However, utilisation of a semi-empirical method on a reaction for which the 

method has been correctly parametrised can lead to results that approach the reliability of high-

level calculations for the fraction of the computational burden. 
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1.4.2.2 Hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical simulations 

 

QM/MM methods have been presented in great detail in various excellent reviews [142-

147] and I focus here on the approaches used in this thesis. Hybrid QM/MM approaches for 

modelling enzyme reactions are based on using a QM method to describe the substrates as well 

as the residues involved in the reaction and an MM force field to describe the rest of the system. 

The size of the QM region, i.e. which atoms are treated by QM, is a trade-off between accuracy 

and computational cost: the more atoms added the longer the calculations, but the better the 

accuracy might be. Usually, the substrates, the residues participating to the reactions (in most 

of the cases their side chain only) as well as other molecules that might be directly involved in 

the reaction (metal ions, water molecules, inorganic ions, etc.) are included in the QM region. 

 

The total energy of the system can be expressed as follows (in the case of the additive 

QM/MM approach relevant to this thesis): 

 𝐸 =   𝐸 +  𝐸 +  𝐸 / +  𝐸  (1.9) 

where 𝐸  corresponds to the energy of the QM region, 𝐸  to the energy of the MM 

region, 𝐸  arises from the finite number of atoms in the simulation, and   𝐸 /  

describes the interactions between the QM and MM regions. This term accounts for the 

electrostatic  “embedding”  of  the  QM  region  within  the  MM  region,  allowing  the  QM  region  to  

be affected by the charges of the atoms in the MM region. It also includes van der Waals 

interactions between QM and MM atoms as well as bounding terms arising when the separation 

between  QM  and  MM  region  “cut”  a  covalent  bond  (e.g.  when  only  the  side  chain  of  a  residue 

is included in the QM region). In this case, the most common approach consists in creating a 
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fictitious link atom (usually a hydrogen atom), which is added along the covalent bond that 

crosses the QM-MM boundary, so the valence of the QM atom is satisfied. It is important to 

note  that  one  should  avoid  “cutting”  polar  covalent  bonds  and,  when  possible,  a  good  choice  

consists in cutting a C-C bond distant from any functional groups or from the backbone atoms.  

 

There are two main types of QM/MM approaches to model reactions. The first one, 

adiabatic mapping, essentially relies on performing energy minimization at different values of 

a reaction coordinate to reconstruct the potential energy surface. The advantage of this 

approach is that high-level QM methods can be used (ab initio, DFT). The main drawbacks are 

that the energy minimization can lead to local minima (and thus conformational changes during 

the reaction cannot be correctly modelled) and the calculations lead to a potential energy profile 

and not a free energy profile, although the free energy profile can, for example, be estimated 

by performing frequency calculations in order to include an approximated entropy contribution. 

The second approach is similar but consists in running MD simulations, more specifically 

umbrella sampling along the chosen reaction coordinate (QM/MM-MD approach). This has 

the advantage that it leads to a free energy profile after statistical reweighting of the umbrella 

sampling trajectories, using for example, the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM), 

and to a more accurate exploration of the phase space. However, this method requires a large 

number of calculations of the energy (one per MD step) so only less accurate, semi-empirical 

methods (e.g. AM1, PM6, SCC-DFTB, etc.) can be used. 

 

As conformational and catalytic landscapes are linked and different conformations can 

lead to different energy profiles of reactions [148-150], it is important several QM/MM 

calculations starting from slightly different conformations are performed (e.g. obtained from 
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MD simulations) to account for the fact that, in reality, the reactions do not start from a single 

structure but instead from an ensemble of structures. 

 

QM/MM has, for example, been used to study the Fe-CO bond dissociation energy in 

myoglobin [151] and the authors showed that the dissociation was more facile in the T state 

than the R state with an energy lowered by 2.6 kcal/mol, essentially because of steric effects, 

accounting for the existence of two different allosteric states. More recently, it has been shown 

using QM/MM that allosteric phosphorylation of the insulin receptor kinase enhances the 

catalytic rate of the enzyme by affecting the dynamics of the protein, which in turn significantly 

changes the free energy landscape of the first step of the reaction, thereby directly showing 

how dynamic allostery can impact enzyme catalysis [152]. 

 

1.4.3 Exploring the evolutionary landscape 

 

The processes by which allosteric regulation has emerged in unregulated enzymes can 

be analysed from an evolutionary perspective. Evolution has led to the development and fine-

tuning of various allosteric regulation mechanisms, from large domain motions to subtle 

changes in protein dynamics. Yet despite its importance, little is known about how allosteric 

regulation has been acquired and has evolved in proteins [153].  

 

Recent findings provide some clues on how allostery can evolve. For example, from a 

structural point of view, it is thought that three mechanisms can occur: expansion of flexible 

or unused parts of the protein (e.g. N- or C- terminal domains, loops); formation of homo- or 

hetero-protomers which give rise to new potential binding sites and communication pathways; 

gene fusion to create multi-domain proteins [154]. In addition, it appears that latent allosteric 
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diversity in proteins can be exploited by novel regulators, initiating a selection process 

producing divergent allosteric responses [155]. It has also been shown that allosteric site 

residues tend to be less conserved than catalytic site residues suggesting they evolve along 

different pathways [156].  

 

A number of examples are found in the literature in which evolutionary analyses, either 

at a residue level via co-evolution, or at a protein level via phylogenetic analysis, has provided 

valuable insights into the allosteric regulation mechanisms of proteins. 

 

1.4.3.1 Co-evolved residues 

 

One of the most popular approaches that link evolution to allostery is called statistical 

coupling analysis (SCA) and was originally developed to identify energetically coupled 

residues [157]  but was soon extended to the identification of allosteric regulation pathways by 

monitoring residues that have co-evolved [158]. Co-evolution at the residue level, or correlated 

mutation, primarily arise when two residues are entangled and the relationship between these 

residues needs to be preserved to maintain function [159]. As a simple illustrative example, let 

us consider a Lys residue, which upon binding of an allosteric ligand forms a salt bridge with 

a Glu residue, essential to communicate the allosteric information. If the Lys happens to be 

mutated into a Glu, then the Glu residue may in turn, be mutated into a Lys so the key regulatory 

interaction is conserved. SCA has received considerable interest in its original formulation and 

has been later updated to define the concept of protein sector, corresponding to networks of 

coevolving adjacent residues that can provide a framework for the evolution of allosteric sites 

in proteins [160,161]. SCA has also been used in conjunction to MD to identify residues 

correlated both from a dynamical and evolutionary point of view [162]. 
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In a recent example of application [163], SCA performed on a family of cysteine 

peptidases led to the identification of protein sectors and the surface residues belonging to these 

sectors were used to identify potential allosteric binding sites in cathepsin K which belongs to 

this peptidase family. Computational docking permitted the identification of a novel inhibitor 

whose inhibitory effect was confirmed experimentally. 

 

1.4.3.2 Phylogenetic analysis 

 

Apart from SCA, more classical bioinformatics approaches such as phylogenetic analysis 

or ancestral sequence reconstruction can be used advantageously to shed light on allosteric 

regulation mechanisms and evolution. For example, using phylogenetic analysis, ancestral 

sequence reconstruction and structural biology, Thornton and co-workers [164] studied how a 

steroid hormone receptor, which is allosterically regulated in vertebrates, evolved into an 

unregulated one in molluscs. They were able to identify the residues mutations causing the 

protein to remain constantly switched on in molluscs, effectively deciphering part of the 

allosteric regulation mechanism at the molecular level. 

 

1.5 Aims of this thesis 

 

The overall objective of this thesis is to provide new insights into the understanding of 

allostery by studying different allosteric regulation mechanisms using a variety of 

computational methods. The metabolic enzyme 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate 

synthase (DAH7PS), which catalyses the first step of the shikimate pathway, is used as a model 
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enzyme for allostery due to the unprecedented variety of allosteric regulation mechanisms this 

protein can deploy, from large domain movements to dynamic allostery, representing an ideal 

playground to study allostery as discussed in Chapter 2.  

 

However, with the notable exception of M. tuberculosis DAH7PS, which has been 

studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [165], the different allosteric regulation 

mechanisms are unclear and have only been deduced from static models obtain by X-ray 

crystallography. Although these models can help envisage possible effects of allosteric 

inhibition, for example, based on the structure of an initial and a final state as well as on the 

temperature factors displayed by different parts of the protein in the crystal structure, they lack 

information about the actual dynamic process occurring within the protein and which is of 

upmost importance for allosteric signal propagation. For instance, MD simulations of M. 

tuberculosis DAH7PS, which gave access to the protein dynamics, have played a key role in 

deciphering the complex synergistic regulation of type II DAH7PS enzymes.[165]  

 

 

In Chapter 2, The DAH7PS family and its metabolic importance are presented, and its 

relationship to other phosphoenolpyruvate aldolases is explored. Then, using a variety of 

sequence and phylogenetic analysis tools, the phylogenetic relationship between members of 

the DAH7PS family is revisited in light of the DAH7PS sequences and structures available 

today, and the evolution of allosteric regulation in this enzyme family is discussed. 

 

In Chapter 3, a new method to identify allosteric communication pathways in protein 

relying on dynamic allosteric regulation is presented. This approach, which is based on the 
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monitoring of calculated pKa variations of ionisable residues in proteins, is used to decipher 

the allosteric regulation mechanism of DAH7PS from pathogen Neisseria meningitidis.  

 

In Chapter 4, Using MD simulations, the allosteric regulation of the DAH7PS from 

hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima is brought to light, and reveals hidden complexity in 

the seemingly cumbersome mechanism that involves large amplitude domain movements.   

 

In Chapter 5, DAH7PS from thermophilic soil bacterium Geobacillus sp. is studied using 

X-ray crystallography, homology modelling and small-angle X-ray scattering in the presence 

and absence of an allosteric inhibitor, revealing domain capping as well as the folding of a 

flexible region of the regulatory domain. The strategy used to explore the allosteric transition, 

based on MD simulations, currently in progress are also presented. 

 

In Chapter 6, different attempts to model the first step of the reaction catalysed by 

DAH7PS are described and recommendations for future work toward the complete modelling 

of the reaction is provided. 
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Chapter 2 – Revisiting the phylogenetic 

relationship between members of the DAH7PS 

family 

 

2.1 Introduction  

2.1.1 Aromatic amino acids and the shikimate pathway 

 

The three proteinogenic aromatic amino acids phenylalanine (Phe), tyrosine (Tyr) and 

tryptophan (Trp) are essential to all living cells. Animals are not capable of making Phe and 

Trp, which therefore must be acquired through diet (Tyr is a conditionally essential amino acid 

as it can usually be biosynthesised in animals from Phe via an enzymatic hydroxylation step) 

[166]. Microorganisms and plants, however, do not rely on diet to acquire aromatic amino 

acids, but instead utilise the shikimate pathway to produce the essential intermediates for the 

biosynthesis of the three aromatic amino acids as well as a variety of important compounds 

such as vitamins B9 and K1 [167].  

 

The shikimate pathway consists of seven enzymatic steps which ultimately convert 

erythrose 4-phosphate (E4P) and phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) into chorismate, the key 

intermediate in the biosynthesis of the three aromatic amino acids (Figure 2.1) [167]. As this 
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pathway is only present in bacteria, fungi, plants and in some apicomplexan parasites but not 

in mammals [167-169], it represents a key target for the development of novel antibiotics 

[170,171], antifungal and antiparasitic agents [172], but also of herbicides [173]. The potential 

for drugs and pesticides targeting the shikimate pathway is particularly well illustrated by 

glyphosate [174], marketed in 1974 by Monsanto under the tradename Roundup®, which is 

perhaps the most commonly used herbicide worldwide. Glyphosate targets 5-enolpyruvyl-

shikimate-3-phosphate synthase which catalyses the 6th step of the shikimate pathway and owes 

much of its success to its high potency on an extremely wide range of plants while remaining 

one of the least toxic herbicides to animals [175].  

 

Figure 2.1. Shikimate pathway and aromatic amino acids biosynthesis. E4P and PEP are converted into 

chorismate in 7 steps, the first reaction being catalysed by DAH7P synthase. Chorismate is then converted into 

Tyr, Phe and Trp. These end-products, as well as intermediates chorismate and prephenate, have been shown to 

regulate the shikimate pathway by feedback inhibition of DAH7PS.  

 

2.1.2 The DAH7PS family  

 

The first committed step of the shikimate pathway is catalysed by 3-deoxy-D-arabino-

heptulosonate 7-phosphate synthase (DAH7PS), which catalyses an aldol condensation 
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reaction between PEP and E4P to yield 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 7-phosphate 

(DAH7P) and inorganic phosphate. DAH7PS is a metalloenzyme that requires a divalent metal 

ion to activate the aldehyde functionality of E4P, thereby facilitating the attack of PEP. 

DAH7PS is a key control point of the shikimate pathway, via feedback inhibition by the 

aromatic amino acids, chorismate, prephenate but also hydroxyphenylpyruvate, 

phenylpyruvate and arogenate [167,176]. Due to this pivotal role, an in-depth understanding of 

the mechanism of allosteric regulation of DAH7PS is of primary importance for the 

development of new antimicrobials targeting pathogens and parasites that rely on the shikimate 

pathway.  

 

Enzymes of the DAH7PS family are usually classified  as   type  Iα,   type   Iβ  and  type  II  

based  on  sequence  analysis.  Although  all  DAH7PS  enzymes  share  a  common  (α/β)8 TIM barrel 

and an extended β2α2 connecting loop covering the active site, major structural variations exist 

among the different types of DAH7PS, and even within a single type, which is particularly 

evident by comparison of the known DAH7PS crystal structures (Figure 2.2). For instance, 

type   Iβ  can  either  be  unregulated  (absence  of  regulatory  domain) as in Pyrococcus furiosus 

(PfuD) [177] and Aeropyrum pernix (ApeD) [178], possess a N-terminal ACT regulatory 

domain which binds Tyr as in Thermotoga maritima (TmaD) [179,180], a N-terminal 

chorismate mutase (CM) regulatory domain which binds chorismate and prephenate as in 

Listeria monocytogenes (LmoD) [181] or a or C-terminal CM domain. Type  Iα  enzymes  present 

a  β-hairpin insertion  in  the  α5β6 loop and an N-terminal extension  which  interacts  with  the  β-

hairpin of an adjacent monomer to create an allosteric binding site, as in Escherichia coli 

(EcoD) [182] Saccharomyces cerevisiae (SceD) [183], Francisella tularensis (FtuD) [184] and 

Neisseria meningitis (NmeD) [185]. Finally, type II enzymes are equipped with an N-terminal  
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Figure 2.2. Representative structures of DAH7PS. For each subtype, the canonical catalytic barrel is shown in 

green  (β-strands), blue (helices) and grey (loops) whereas allosteric decorations are shown in red. On the left are 

displayed schematic representations of the secondary structures and on the right the X-ray tertiary structure of the 

monomeric units are shown.  

 

extension usually coupled  to  a  α2β3 loop insertion, that form the binding site for the aromatic 

amino acids that act as feedback inhibitors, as in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtuD) [186] 

which is synergistically inhibited by a combination of Trp and Phe further increased by the 

presence of Tyr [187] and is able to recruit CM for a more complex inter-enzyme regulation 

[188,189]. All the wild-type DAH7PS enzymes for which the structure was solved have been 

shown to be tetrameric. As these structural insertions or additions are responsible for the 

binding of allosteric inhibitors and the transmission of the allosteric signal, enzymes of the 

DAH7PS family exhibit a broad variety of regulatory mechanisms, ranging from drastic 

conformational changes to subtle changes in protein dynamics. 

 

Various organisms express more than one DAH7PS, it is especially common to find 

different  type  Iα  isozymes  within a given organism, each being allosterically regulated by a 

different aromatic amino acid. For example, E. coli [190] and Neurospora crassa [191] express 

3 type Iα isozymes, whereas S. cerevisiae [192] and Candida albicans [193] express 2 type Iα 

isozymes, one being Tyr regulated and the other Phe-regulated, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

expresses two type Iα isozymes, one regulated by Tyr and the other by Trp [194]. Nonetheless, 

several organisms express only a single type  Iα DAH7PS, such as N. meningitis [185]. It has 

been suggested that organisms that rely purely on an endogenous formation of aromatic amino 

acids use an asymmetric regulation of DAH7PS, i.e. a regulation by a single amino acid, 

whereas organisms that can utilize aromatic amino acids from exogenous sources have found 

an effective way to respond to their environment by expressing isoenzymes regulated by each 
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aromatic amino acids [167]. If this is correct, then organisms that express a single DAH7PS 

represent better therapeutic targets, as they cannot incorporate amino acids from their 

environment.  Other organisms express both type Iα and type II DAH7PS. It is, for example, 

the case for N. crassa [195], Stigmatella aurantiaca [196], Acanthamoeba castellanii [197]  

which also express type II DAH7PS in addition to type Iα. It has been suggested that in this 

case the type II enzyme is not involved in aromatic amino acid biosynthesis, but instead in the 

formation of secondary metabolites [198]. 

 

Higher plants have also been shown to possess different isozymes, but from type II 

DAH7PS, as observed in Nicotiana silvestris [199], Arabidopsis thaliana [200] or Vigna 

radiate [201]. These isozymes, however, appear to play different roles, for example two 

isozymes have been identified in the plastid, with one continuously expressed and the other 

expressed in response to infection or wounding [200]. The existence of an isozyme in the 

cytosol, involved in secondary metabolites has also been postulated, however, no conclusive 

evidence confirms this hypothesis [168,202]. Plant DAH7PS are not inhibited by aromatic 

amino acids, but instead can be activated by Trp [168,203].  

 

2.1.3 Relationship between members of the DAH7PS family 

 

The first dichotomy of the DAH7PS family, which distinguished between microbial 

DAH7PS and plant DAH7PS, arose from the fact that the only microbial (bacterial and fungal) 

DAH7PS nucleotide sequences known up to the middle of the 1990s belonged to the current 

type  Iα  DAH7PS  class  and  thus  shared  a  very  low  sequence  (below  20%)  identity  with  plant  

DAH7PS (type II) sequences which were also studied at the time [204]. In 1996, Walker and 

co-workers identified for the first time DAH7PSs in bacteria and fungi that resembled plant 
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DAH7PS and not bacterial DAH7PS, and proposed a revisited classification: type I DAH7PS 

have an E. coli-like sequence and type II DAH7PS have a plant-like sequence [195].  

 

Two years later, study of 3-deoxy-D-manno-octulosonate 8-phosphate synthase 

(KDO8PS) which catalyses the condensation between PEP and D-arabinose 5-phosphate (A5P) 

revealed that this enzyme is also able to catalyse the condensation between PEP and E4P, 

suggesting a common origin of the two enzymes [205]. The evolutionary relationship between 

DAH7PS and KDO8PS was confirmed by sequence analysis and led to the distinction between 

type  Iα  and  type  Iβ  DAH7P  [205].  Type  Iα  corresponds to E. coli-like DAH7PS whereas type 

Iβ corresponds to KDO8PS and to a number of DAH7PS resembling Bacillus subtilis DAH7PS 

and having either no regulatory domain or an N-terminal regulatory domain, which can be a 

CM domain or something else (which was later identified as an ACT domain). It was proposed 

that the divergence between  type  Iα  and  type  Iβ  occurred  prior  to  the  evolution  of  allosteric  

regulation  within  the  DAH7PS  family,  accounting  for  the  existence  of  unregulated  type  Iβ  and  

the lack of sensitivity to allosteric control in KDO8PS [205]. Phylogenetic analysis then 

suggested a microbial origin of type II DAH7PS, proposing that plants acquired DAH7PS via 

endosymbiosis from Gram-negative bacteria [198].  

 

Birck and Woodard revisited the phylogenetic relationships between DAH7PS on the 

basis of maximum likelihood (ML)on a set of sequences that included type I and type II 

DAH7PS  and  proposed  a  class  I  DAH7PS  (type  Iβ)  and  class  II  DAH7PS  (type  Iα  and  type  II,  

although the later corresponded to a set of only two structures and diverged significantly from 

the former) [206], KDO8PS was not included in this tree but instead was studied separately. 

Their approach was vividly criticized by Jensen, who published an updated tree (based on 

Neighbour-joining (NJ)), which describes the relationship between type I DAH7PS and 
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KDO8PS and claimed that type II DAH7PS cannot be included on the premises that the 

homology between the two types cannot be detected from a sequence point of view and that 

they should be considered has having evolved independently [207]. Jensen, however, 

acknowledged that structural determination of type II DAH7PS might change this perspective 

by providing insights into the divergent evolution between the two types.  

 

This became possible four years later with the structure determination of type II DAH7PS 

from M. tuberculosis (MtuD) by Webby et al. [208], which revealed how surprisingly similar 

the catalytic scaffold of type I and type II are, indicating a common ancestor between the two 

types of DAH7PS. In spite of the newfound relationship between type I and II thanks to the 

structure of MtuD, Roberts and co-workers, who studied the evolution of the shikimate pathway 

in Eukaryotes, constructed a distinct phylogenetic tree for type I and type II and inferred their 

evolution separately [209]. Woodard and co-workers refined type I DAH7PS, distinguishing 

unregulated, N-terminal regulated and C-terminal  regulated  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  [210], but did 

not provide any insight onto the type II and type I relationship. Even in a very recent study of 

the shikimate pathway in prokaryotes fails to reconsider the phylogenetic relationship of the 

DAH7PS family [211]. 

 

It is also important to note that during the first half of the 2000s, the phylogenetic 

relationship between KDO8PS, which is involved in the biosynthesis of lipopolysaccharides in 

Gram-negative bacteria, and the NeuB family, which is responsible for the synthesis of N-

acetylneuraminic acid, became evident [212]. Bacteria utilise NeuB to synthesise N-

acetylneuraminic acid, which is then found at the end of lipopolysaccharides in order to mimic 

the cell surfaces of Eukaryotes and prevent the immune response from the host. The reaction 

proceeds via the aldol condensation of PEP and N-acetylmannosamine, however, in contrast 
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with DAH7PS and KDO8PS in which PEP attacks the re face of the aldehyde moiety of the 

second substrate, NeuB catalyses the attack of PEP on the si face of the aldehyde. Since 

KDO8PS   is   related   to   type   Iβ   DAH7PS,   which   was   later   confirmed   by the structure of 

unregulated PfuD which is extremely similar to KDO8PS structures [177], the phylogenetic 

relationship between type I DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB was briefly studied [213]. However, 

to date, no phylogenetic studies of the three DAH7PS types and their relationship to the two 

other PEP aldolases have been reported. 

 

In the following, I propose to revisit the evolutionary relationship between members of 

the DAH7PS family in light of the tremendous amount of DAH7PS sequences now available, 

as well as the numerous structural and biochemical studies of this family conducted since the 

last phylogenetic trees were proposed. This new analysis details the phylogenetic relationship 

of type  Iα,  type  Iβ and type II and permits the identification of type  Iα and type  Iβ subgroups 

distinct from their parent groups. Moreover, the inclusion of the related KDO8PS and NeuB 

sequences in the analysis enables to identify the most likely scenarios that retraces the evolution 

of PEP aldolases.   

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Retrieval of sequences  

 

In order to create hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles that accurately represent the 

three enzyme families, the seed sequences from the three Pfam [214] families PF00793 (DAHP 

synthetase I - which includes type I and type I DAH7PS as well as KDO8PS), PF01474 

(DAHP synthetase II – which includes type II DAH7PS) and PF03102 (NeuB) that are related 
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to this study were first retrieved. Each seed sequence was aligned using Clustal   Ω [215] 

implemented in Seaview [216] and used as input file for the jackhmmer tool available on the 

HMMER web server [217]. Jackhmmer generated a HMM for each multiple sequence 

alignment (MSA) and this HMM was, in turn, used to scan four databases: UniProt [218], 

RefSeq [219], Pfamseq [214] and NR [219]. Initial tests showed that using an E-value sequence 

cut-off of 10-15 allowed to avoid the most obvious short sequence fragments and without losing 

any relevant sequences. For each database, the scan was iterated until convergence, i.e. no new 

sequences found. The results from each database were then grouped together and duplicates 

removed using Jalview [220], leading to 11591 type I DAH7PS and KDO8PS sequences, 2678 

type II sequences and 3088 NeuB sequences.  

 

2.2.2 Clustering and curation 

 

From the sequences obtained, the identification of the different families and subfamilies 

is not straightforward due to the diversity of structural decorations found in these enzymes and 

the  low  overall  sequence  identity.  In  particular,  type  Iα,  type  Iβ,  and  KDO8PS  sequences are 

mixed together. Therefore, to identify homogenous groups of sequences that correspond to the 

different families and subfamilies, the three set of sequences obtained in the previous step were 

combined and processed with the clustering method implemented in CLANS [221]. 

Specifically, after an all-against-all BLAST search of the sequences, the force directed pairwise 

similarities clustering algorithm was run for more than 5000 iteration cycles at a P-value of  

10-40,  yielding  five  clusters  that  were  identified  as  type  Iβ,  type  Iα,  type  II,  KDO8PS  and  NeuB  

and for which the sequences could be retrieved. In order to further remove sequence fragments 

and extremely long sequences consisting of several genes fused together, each cluster of 

sequences was curated based on its sequence length. More specifically the sequences that were 
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shorter than the mean sequence length of the cluster minus three standard deviations, or longer 

than the mean sequence length plus three standard deviations were discarded. This enabled 

outliers to be removed without tampering with the sequences corresponding to unregulated 

enzymes or enzymes with very long structural decorations. The average length and standard 

deviation of the sequences composing each cluster are reported in Table 2.1. Moreover, 

sequences   that   included   the   words   “chimera”,   “mutant”,   “variant”,   “synthetic”,   “scaffold”  

within their ID were removed as they correspond to man-made sequence variants, and 

sequences  for  which  the  organism  was  “unknown”  or  “unnamed”  were  also  removed.   

 

Table 2.1. Average sequence length and standard deviation for each cluster.   

 
Average 
sequence 

length 

Standard 
deviation 

Type  I  α 358.5 20 

Type  I  β 341 57 

Type II 451 74 

KDO8PS 277.5 24.5 

NeuB 358 92 

 

 

CLANS was then run individually on each previously identified and curated large cluster 

in order to obtain a finer clustering of each family and subfamily. About 5000 iteration cycles 

were run for each initial cluster. Identification of the different clusters was conducted 

automatically using the network based clustering algorithm available in CLANS with a 

minimum number of sequences per cluster defined at 20 and the maximum number of rounds 

set to 100 and refined manually when needed.  
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2.2.3 Selection of representative sequences and alignment 

 

The important sequence variations complicate significantly the alignment of the different 

DAH7PS sequences as most alignment software aligned distinct domains such as an ACT and 

CM domains. Among the different algorithms tested: Clustal  Ω [215] and Muscle [222] with 

modified gap penalty, MAFFT [223] with the E-INS-I method, T-Coffee [224] with the 

accurate mode and PRANK [225]  with the +F option, PRANK was the only programme to 

correctly align the domains and extensions and was used in all the subsequent multiple 

sequence alignment (MSA). However, PRANK can only handle a limited number of sequences 

and, therefore, the alignment could not be directly performed on most of the clusters. Instead, 

a representative selection of sequences was extracted from each cluster following the procedure 

described below, leading to a number of sequences PRANK can handle without compromising 

the phylogenetic and taxonomic information contained in the initial set of sequences.  

 

For each of the fine clusters identified, the sequences were exported in separate fasta files 

and the identifier of each sequence modified to include only the accession number and the 

genus and species of the organism. The taxonomy information of each sequence was then 

retrieved from the NCBI taxonomy database [226] and appended to the identifier of each 

sequences using an in-house Python programme. Taxonomic information was then used to 

determine to which phyla and class each DAH7PS type belongs. Sequences, which were tagged 

as unknown or belonging to ecological or organismal metagenomes, were discarded. Using    

T-Coffee [224], sequences from each fine cluster presenting more than 90% sequence identity 

or having less than 40% average accuracy with the other sequences were removed. For each 

fine cluster, the resulting sequences were aligned with PRANK [225] using the +F option over 

5 iterations. The resulting alignments were then used to curate manually the sequences, 
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removing sequences missing the key catalytic residues or extremely long extensions only 

present once. Each resulting fasta file was then split into multiple fasta files; one for each 

phylum and a set of representative sequences was extracted from each of the resulting 

sequences using T-Coffee (-action +trim _seq_%%90_O40 command). The number of 

representative sequences selected was proportional to the total number of sequences present in 

each previously generated file in order to obtain a set of sequences with a good representability 

of each phylum. The selected sequences for each phylum for each fine cluster were then 

concatenated into a single file and aligned with PRANK using the +F option over 10 iterations, 

leading to a representative selection, both in terms of phylum and sequence differences, of 

aligned sequences for each DAH7PS type and KDO8PS. To remove the columns that do not 

contain phylogenetic information and reduce the computational cost of the calculations, Noisy 

[227] was used using default setting, owing to its capacity to reduce an alignment without 

worsening the phylogenetic results [228],  and all columns with a calculated Noisy score below 

1 were removed using Trimal [229]. The entire procedure, except manual curation, was 

automatized with python and bash scripts to ensure a robust, yet flexible, reproducible selection 

of representative sequences.  

 

2.2.4 Construction of the phylogenetic trees  

 

For each MSA, the best fitting model was determined using ProtTest3 [230] and led to 

LG+G (Le and Gascuel substitution model and gamma distribution to account for rate 

variations among sites) for   type   Iα,   type   Iβ,  KDO8PS  and  LG+G+F   (F indicate the use of 

empirical base frequencies drawn from the alignment) for type II.  Using these models, 

maximum likelihood (ML) trees were constructed with RAxML 8.2.2 [231] using the rapid 

bootstrapping   algorithm   (‘-f a’   option)  which  performs   tree   search  and   rapid  bootstrapping  
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concomitantly. 1000 rapid bootstrap searches were performed for each multiple sequence 

alignment (MSA) (corresponding to 200 ML tree searches). Tree construction using the 

conventional bootstrapping (100 replicates) and separate ML tree search (200 searches) was 

also tested but did not lead to significantly better trees (based on Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) 

test) and because the method was an order of magnitude slower, rapid bootstrapping was 

preferred. Branches of the resulting best trees presenting bootstrap support value lower than 

10% were collapsed using Dendroscope [232] and the tree figures prepared with Figtree [233]. 

 

A set of representative sequences from each tree was then extracted from the 

phylogenetic trees and was aligned with PRANK, and the MSA reduced with Noisy as 

previously. The resulting MSA served as an input for a phylogenetic tree that includes all 

DAH7PS types as well as KDO8PS, constructed with RAxML using the same method as 

previously and the LG+G model suggested by ProtTest3. 

 

In order to root the tree, sequences from NeuB were added to a selection of sequences 

from each MSA. However, due to the major sequences differences between NeuB, KDO8PS 

and DAH7PS, the alignment obtained with PRANK was not completely accurate with some 

conserved regions not correctly aligned. In order to overcome this, the programme BAli-Phy 

[234] which relies on the concomitant Bayesian inference of both the alignment and 

phylogenetic tree, was used. Only a limited number of sequences can be used in this method in 

order to ensure convergence and thus, the analysis is performed only on a small subset of the 

enzyme families. Eight independent MCMC chains using the LG+G+I model were run for 

about 55000 iterations each and the resulting samples combined using a 10% burn-in. Potential 

scale reduction factors, and the average standard deviation of split frequencies were calculated 

to be 1.003 and 0.012, indicating convergence. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Clustering of DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB sequences 

 

To analyse the phylogenetic relationships between members of the different types of 

DAH7PS, and to understand how allosteric regulation has evolved within this family, the first 

step consisted of retrieving the sequences from a large number of proteins belonging to this 

family, but also to the closely related KDO8PS and NeuB families. Due to their great diversity 

in terms of sequences and structures, identification of sequences that belong to these families 

is not straightforward. Here, profile hidden Markov models (HMM) as implemented in 

HMMER3 [217] were used to identify remote sequence homologs that possess the PEP 

aldolase function found in the three families of interest. The resulting sequences were then 

clustered in homogenous groups of sequences using CLANS [221], which relies on the all-

against-all BLAST search of an unaligned set of input sequences followed by a clustering based 

on a force-directed graph drawing algorithm. The result of the clustering performed at a cut-

off, refer to as P-value, of 10-40 on the ensemble of DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB sequences 

is shown in Figure 2.3. The cut-off of 10-40 means that the sequences having a statistical 

significance threshold for reporting matches against database sequences (E-value) higher than 

10-40 are not subjected to the force directed algorithm of CLANS. 

 

Five clusters can be identified: type  Iβ,  type  Iα,  type  II,  KDO8PS  and  NeuB.  Moreover,  

type  Iβ  is  composed  of  one  major  cluster  and  a  smaller  adjacent  one,  which  is  relatively  distant.  

This sub-cluster corresponds to C-terminal  CM  regulated  type  Iβ.  The distance between this 

group and the   rest   of   the   type   Iβ   family   is   intriguing,   especially   considering   that   the   other  

subgroups (N-terminal CM domain, N-terminal ACT domain, unregulated) cannot be 

identified at this P-value level. 
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Figure 2.3. Clusters obtained after running CLAN on the ensemble set of DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB 

sequences obtained from the HMMER searches. Type  Iβ  sequences  are  coloured  in  green,  type  Iα  in  red,  type  

II in blue, KDO8PS in cyan and NeuB in purple. Grey lines represent the BLAST high scoring sequence pairs and 

are a measure of how similar two sequences are; here only scores having a P-value below 10-10 are represented 

with a gradient of grey (the darker the more similar the sequences are). The sequences are projected onto a 

Cartesian coordinate plane. 

 

Overall this clustering provides an overview of the sequence identity between the 

different families and subfamilies. Type II DAH7PS sequences represent the most distant group 

and present very limited connections at a P-value of 10-10 with type I DAH7PS clusters, no 

connections with the KDO8PS and NeuB. This was also observed during the HMMER scan 

using the type I HMM model: with an E-value cut-off of 0.01, only 1 sequence of type II 

DAH7PS was picked at the first iteration and a few more after the second iteration. As a 

comparison, a larger number of NeuB sequences were picked up during this first two iteration 

steps using the same cut-off. Stronger  connections  exist  between  the  type  II  and  type  Iα  clusters,  

which suggests that type II shares a  better  pairwise  sequence  alignment  with  type  Iα  than  with  
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type  Iβ  and  might  be more  closely  related.  NeuB  sequences  are  mainly  connected  to  type  Iβ  

and KDO8PS than with type   Iα, suggesting again that NeuB is more related to type Iβ  and  

KDO8PS.   Type   Iβ   and   KDO8PS   present   the   strongest   connections  which agrees with the 

neighbour-joining tree presented by Jensen et al.[207].  

 

The CLANS clustering presented here has been done on the  “raw”  sequences  obtained 

from the HMMER scans and therefore, the set of sequences still contains sequence fragments 

and very long, multidomain sequences that are only present once and are likely the result of 

automated prediction based on adjacent genes rather than true multifunctional proteins. These 

outlier sequences were filtered based on the average sequence length of each cluster, as 

described in section 2.2.2. After curation, each cluster of sequences was submitted individually 

to CLANS in order to perform a finer clustering and identified possible subgroups and 

additional outliers. Clusters of sequences obtained from this finer level of clustering could then 

be further curated, and representative sequences extracted for phylogenetic tree construction 

and sequence analysis. Here, only the detailed results for the DAH7PS enzymes are presented. 

 

The repartition of the thereby obtained DAH7PS sequences as well as their global phyla 

representation is shown in Figure 2.4.  The  majority  of  sequences  (51%)  belongs  to  type  Iα  and  

type Iβ and type II DAH7PS represent 25% and 24% of the sequences respectively, which is 

not   surprising   given   that   type   Iα   is   often   present   as   two  or   three   isozymes within a single 

organism. In addition, 47% of the sequences belong to Proteobacteria, 18% to Firmicutes and 

12% to Actinobacteria. Eukaryotes are essentially represented through Fungi (6%) and 

Viridiplantae (2%).  
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Figure 2.4. Phylum and type to which belong all the DAH7PS sequences used in the study after curation.  

 

2.3.2 Type  Iβ  DAH7PS 

2.3.2.1 Clustering and taxonomy  

 

Finer   clustering   of   type   Iβ   (Figure 2.5) not only confirmed C-terminal CM domain 

DAH7PS as being a clear subgroup but also permitted the identification of several additional 

clusters within the main group. Of particular interest N-terminal CM domain DAH7PS form a 

relatively homogeneous group in which known structures LmoDAH7PS and GspDAH7PS can 

be found. Intriguingly, ACT-domain regulated and unregulated DAH7PS sequences form a 
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single group. Three minor groups were also identified with one corresponding to 

Leptospiraceae and another one to Chlamydiaceae.  

 

 

Figure 2.5.  CLANS  clustering  of  type  Iβ  sequences. Each dot represents a sequence and each cross corresponds 

to a known DAH7PS structure or an enzyme currently studied in the Parker group. PniD: Prevotella nigrescens 

DAH7PS, PfuD:  Pyrococcus furiosus DAH7PS, TmaD: Thermotoga maritima DAH7PS, ApeD: Aeropyrum 

pernix DAH7PS, LmoD: Listeria monocytogenes DAH7PS, GspD: Geobacillus sp. DAH7PS. The sequences are 

projected onto a Cartesian coordinate plane. 

 

Analysis of  organisms  that  possess  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  (Figure 2.6), reveals that most of 

the 2523 sequences belong to Firmicutes (46%) and to Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi (18%) phyla. 

Type   Iβ  DAH7PS   is   found   in  almost  all  bacterial  phyla, with the exception of Caldiserica, 

Aquificae and Lentisphaerae, or, at least, was not retrieved from the databases at the time of 

the  analysis.  Moreover,  type  Iβ  is  found  in  Archaea,  more  specifically  in  Crenarchaeota and 

Euryarchaeota but not in Eukaryotes. C-terminal CM DAH7PSs are primarily found in 

Bacteroidetes (total of 421 sequences) and to a far lesser extent in Proteobacteria (delta-epsilon 
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subdivision, 9 sequences). A few other Bacteroidetes are found in the main clade (30 

sequences) but do not share a C-terminal CM domain. 

 

Figure 2.6.  Taxonomy  of  the  organisms  in  which  a  type  Iβ  sequences  were  identified.       

 

2.3.2.2 Phylogeny and sequence analysis 

 

A ML phylogenetic   tree   for   a   representative   selection   of   332   type   Iβ   DAH7PS   is  

presented in Figure 2.7 for which branches presenting a bootstrapping value below 10% were 

collapsed in soft polytomies. At the deepest level of branching, two clades are identified, one 

corresponding to C-terminal  CM  DAH7PSs  and   the  other  one  to   the  main  group  of  type   Iβ  

DAH7PS enzymes. This divergence, which is in good agreement with the CLAN analysis, is 

strongly supported by bootstrap support value. The subgroup of C-terminal CM DAH7PSs was 

used to root the tree as it is a valid outgroup, as shown in section 2.3.5.  

Firmicutes Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group

Cyanobacteria Proteobacteria

Spirochaetes Actinobacteria

Fusobacteria Deinococcus-Thermus

Chloroflexi Crenarchaeota

Planctomycetes Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group

Other
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Figure 2.7.  ML  phylogenetic  tree  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS.The numbers on each branch correspond to the bootstrap 

support values obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. Branches with bootstrap support values 

below 10% have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by phyla. The tree is rooted using the 

major   subgroup  of   type   Iβ  DAH7PS  (C-terminal CM DAH7PS) as an outgroup. Regions that are highlighted 

correspond to the taxa equipped with a regulatory domain: light pink: N-terminal ACT domain, light cyan: C-

terminal CM domain, light green: N-terminal CM domain, light blue-grey: ACT domain and unregulated mixed 

together, light yellow: ACT domain and TIM barrel extensions. 
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Figure 2.8. Representation of the conserved residues in the subgroup of type  Iβ  DAH7PS  corresponding  to  

the C-terminal  CM  domain  DAH7PS   (A)  and   the  main  group  of   type   Iβ  DAH7PS   (B).    The figure was 

obtained with WebLogo3 [235] from   the   alignment   of   representative   sequences   of   type   Iβ  DAH7PS  used   to  

generate the ML tree in Figure 2.7. Residue numbering corresponds to the sequence numbering of PfuD. Orange 

rectangles highlight the  conserved  residues  in  the  sequences  belonging  to  the  main  group  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  that  

have been analysed as forming key non-covalent interaction between a monomeric unit and its two adjacent 

counterparts to form a tetrameric assembly of PfuD [236]. The letter on top of some rectangles enables to identify 

interacting residues in the main group (e.g. Tyr152 interacts with Ser64, Tyr66 and Gln69). 

 

The  subtype  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  corresponding  to  C-terminal CM DAH7PS appears to be 

significantly  distinct  from  the  rest  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  (highlighted  in  light  cyan  on  in  Figure 

2.7). In terms of sequences, it appears that most of the residues that are deemed important for 

the formation of a tetramer in PfuD and which are conserved among sequences belonging to 

the   main   group   of   type   Iβ   DAH7PS   are   replaced   with   other   residues   in   C-terminal CM 

DAH7PS (Figure 2.8) [236]. These residues tend not to favour the interactions required to form 

the tetrameric assembly or the canonical dimer assembly observed in the main group of type 
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Iβ  DAH7PS.  For  example,  using  PfuD residue numbering, Glu145 and Arg169 that form a 

strong coulombic interaction are replaced with a Leu and a non-conserved residue respectively, 

and the same is true for the favourable coulombic interaction between Arg137 and Glu172, 

which is lost. Similarly, the hydrogen bond between Gln69 and Lys124 is replaced with a 

coulombic repulsive interaction between a Glu and an Asp (or Glu). It has recently been 

confirmed experimentally with the study of Prevotella nigrescens DAH7PS (PniD) which is 

equipped with C-terminal CM domain, that this loss of residues prevents this subtype of 

DAH7PS to form a tetramer or a classical dimer. Indeed, early results1 based on analytical SEC 

and AUC suggest that PniD exists as a dimer in solution (only known case for a DAH7PS to 

date). Moreover, based on the ab initio modelling of SAXS data, the dimer seems to sustain 

via the dimer formed by the CM domains rather than via the DAH7PS domains, and the 

truncated version of PniD that lacks the CM domain is monomeric in solution.  

 

Within the main group, a monophyletic group composed of Firmicutes and Deinococci 

sequences correspond to the N-terminal CM DAH7PS, which are not found elsewhere 

(highlighted in light green in Figure 2.7), as well as a group of Streptococcus species which, 

despite being the most distant taxa from the common ancestor of this group, do not have any 

allosteric decorations and is therefore likely composed of unregulated enzymes. N-Terminal 

CM regulatory domain seems, therefore, to have only evolved found in Firmicutes (mainly 

Bacilli) and Deinococci DAH7PS. Most residues composing the CM domain are reasonably 

conserved. Moreover, key residues for the CM catalytic activity [237-240] are well conserved 

within the N-terminal CM domain (Figure 2.9), confirming that most of these CM domains are 

                                                 

1 Bai, Y; Parker, E. J., unpublished data, 2015. 
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capable of converting chorismate into prephenate, although some might be more effective than 

others depending on which of these residues are mutated. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Representation of the conserved residues in the N-terminal  CM  domain  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS.   

The figure was obtained with WebLogo3 [235]  from  the  representative  alignment  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  sequences  

used to generate the ML tree in Figure 2.7. Residue numbering corresponds to the sequence numbering of GspD 

studied in Chapter 5. Key catalytic residues forming hydrogen bonds with the substrate chorismate or product 

prephenate are identified with red rectangles and those forming hydrophobic interactions with blue rectangles. 

 

All  type  Iβ  DAH7PSs  belonging  to  the  main  group  seem to share a common ancestor 

with two Archaea from the phylum Crenarchaeota: hyperthermophilic Pyrolobus fumarii and 

Aeropyrum pernix (ApeD), which are both unregulated. Other Crenarchaeota, which branch 

before the rest of the main group, present very low bootstrap support values so their 

phylogenetic relationship with the other DAH7PS from the main group remain unclear. 

Moreover, they are all equipped with a regulatory domain and cluster with an Euryarchaeota. 

The  other  archaeal  Type  Iβ  DAH7PS,  belonging to Euryarchaeota, are unregulated. Most of 

them, including PfuD, form a clade with ACT domain regulated TmaD and another 

Thermotogae which lack a regulatory domain. This close relationship between PfuD and TmaD 

might partly explain the successful ACT domain transfer from TmaD to the unregulated PfuD 

[241].  
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Figure 2.10. Representation of the conserved residues in the N-terminal   ACT   domain   of   type   Iβ  

DAH7PS.The   figure   was   obtained   with   WebLogo3   from   the   alignment   of   representative   type   Iβ   DAH7PS  

sequences, used to generate the ML tree in Figure 2.7. Residue numbering corresponds to the sequence numbering 

of TmaD studied in Chapter 4 Region corresponding to residues 1 to 75 in TmaD. Key residues forming hydrogen 

bonds or salt bridge between adjacent regulatory ACT domain to maintain a closed form are highlighted with 

purple rectangles. Residues for which the side chain binds the allosteric ligand in TmaD are highlighted with green 

rectangles. Residues of the ACT domain interacting with residues of the catalytic main barrels are identified with 

red rectangles and residues playing a key role in the flexibility of the linker region are identified with blue 

rectangles.  

 

In general, sequences possessing an ACT domain similar to that of TmaD do not form 

distinct clades but instead are mixed with sequences that lack a regulatory domain. Moreover, 

the residues composing the ACT domains are not well conserved (Figure 2.10). For instance, 

most of the residues deemed important for maintaining the ACT domains in a closed form (see 

Chapter 4) such as His29, Ser31, Glu35, Asp45, Arg46, etc. are only very weakly conserved. 

In contrast, residues corresponding to the linker region (after residue 63) present a better degree 

of conservation, suggesting that there might be more selective pressure on the residues 
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composing the linker region. For example, Val65 has been predicted using MD simulations to 

be important for the flexibility of the linker region (Chapter 4) and is well conserved or replaced 

with an Ile. The importance of the linker region flexibility has been recently confirmed 

experimentally2, with point mutation V65P reducing the inhibitory effect of the allosteric 

ligand, whereas replacing Pro68, which is even more conserved, with an Ala drastically 

increases the flexibility of the linker.  

 

 

Figure 2.11. CLANS clustering of the ACT domains. ACT domain and linker region (equivalent to residue 1 

to 90 in TmaD) from the  set  of  representative  sequences  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  used  to  generate  the  ML  tree  in  

Figure 2.7 were used in the CLANS analysis. Grey lines represent the BLAST high scoring sequence pairs and 

are a measure of how similar two sequences are; here only scores having a P-value below 10-12 are represented 

with a gradient of grey (the darker the more similar the sequences are). The red cross corresponds to the ACT 

domain of TmaD. The sequences are coloured according to the cluster to which they belong. The sequences are 

projected onto a Cartesian coordinate plane. 

 

                                                 

2 Moore, J.; Parker, E. J., unpublished data, 2016. 
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Despite the lack of conservation between residues comprising the ACT domain, a 

number of patterns can be identified. Indeed, performing a CLAN analysis of the ACT domains 

found in the selection of sequences used to construct the tree, reveals the existence of a number 

of clusters (Figure 2.11). In particular, most ACT sequences are found in a group of three 

closely related clusters (coloured green, purple and orange in Figure 2.11) with two of these 

clusters corresponding to single-phylum clusters (purple and orange corresponding to 

cyanobacteria and Firmicutes respectively), and the biggest cluster (green) being a mix of phyla 

and including the ACT domain of TmaD. There are slightly more distant clusters such as a 

cluster of Bacteroidetes (yellow) and various other more isolated sequences (black). Some 

clusters are however much more distant and with only low connections at this level of P-value, 

accounting for the major sequences difference found in this regulatory domain, which might 

fold or dimerise differently in these examples to the archetypical ACT domain.  

 

 

Figure 2.12. Sequence alignment of the N-terminal regulatory domains identified in a clade of 

Crenarchaeota. The same region in the unregulated ApeD is indicated at the top of the alignment for comparison. 

 

One of these clusters (coloured in red in Figure 2.11) corresponds to two clades of 

Crenarchaeota equipped with an N-terminal domain containing about 60 additional residues 

than the N-terminal tail of ApeD (Figure 2.12). This N-terminal extension, which is not a CM 

domain does not, however, quite correspond to the canonical DAH7PS ACT domain found in 
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TmaD, as suggested by the CLAN analysis: for example, the extension of Vulcanisaeta 

moutnovskia shares only 19% identity (30% similarity) with the ACT domain of TmaD, 

whereas for Metallosphaera yellowstonensis it corresponds to 28% identity (37% similarity) 

with the ACT domain of TmaD. Protein domain databases Pfam [214], CATH [242] and 

PROSITE [243] do not return any hits for this domain. Protein secondary structure predictions 

for these two domains using JPred4 [244] predict a secondary structure similar to an ACT 

domain but with the second helix missing (Figure 2.13). On the other hand, tertiary structure 

predicted by homology using RaptorX [245] (Figure 2.14) results in the domain belonging to 

M. yellowstonensis being modelled as an ACT domain based on the structure of TmaD (P-

value 1.03×10-02), whereas in V. moutnovskia the  regulatory  domain  is  modelled  as  a  αββββα  

motif, modelled on the basis of a DNA-binding domain (PDB:1KAF, P-value 9.08×10-03). 

However, both secondary and tertiary structure predictions should be regarded with significant 

caution, and the actual structure of this archaeal regulatory domains might very well be a 

classical  βαββαβ  fold  despite  little  sequence  identity  with  the  regulatory  domain  of  TmaD as 

the ACT domain motif often present very large sequence variations and is primarily identified 

structurally [246]. 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Secondary structure prediction for two N-terminal domain extensions found in Archaea M. 

yellowstonensis and V. moutnovskia. Predictions made with JPred4 [244]. Jnet: consensus prediction, jhmm: 

HMM profile based prediction, jpssm: position specific scoring matrix based prediction, H: helix  region,  E:  β-

strand region.  
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Figure 2.14. Tertiary structure prediction for two N-terminal domain extensions found in Archaea M. 

yellowstonensis (A) and V. moutnovskia (B). Models were generated with RaptorX [245].  

 

One of the most intriguing group of sequences within the main group correspond to the 

clade formed by a number of delta-epsilon Proteobacteria and Thermodesulfobacteria and that 

have undergone the largest number of changes from the common ancestor of all type   Iβ  

DAH7PS (clade highlighted in yellow in Figure 2.7). Sequences from this clade possess a 

longer C-terminal  tail,  but  more  surprisingly  appear  to  have  an  extended  α3β4 loop and have 

what  looks  like  a  longer  β6α6 loop. Almost no other sequences in this group present insertions 

within  the  catalytic  domain,  which  are  a  feature  of  type  Iα  and  type  II  DAH7PS.  In  addition,  

some of the most conserved residues of the catalytic barrel, which are not involved in the 

catalytic reaction, are mutated. Moreover, the N-terminal ACT domain of these taxa is 

unconventional as it is longer than the ACT domain of TmaD (blue cluster in Figure 2.11) and 

present charged or bulky polar residues in lieu of small hydrophobic residues at some key 

points of the ACT domain, such as conserved Glu, Tyr and Arg residues on the β-sheet of the 

ACT domain, instead of a Val38, Gly40 and Ser61 respectively in TmaD. Modelling of the 

structure of one of these taxa, the DAH7PS from Nitrosococcus oceani, by homology with 

TmaD using Modeller for the tetrameric structure, permits the structural location of the 

differences to be highlighted (Figure 2.15). The insertions within the catalytic barrel are mostly 
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localised in the solvent exposed region of the tetramer and are not expected to affect the 

tetrameric assembly. Although the role of these extensions remains unclear, the mutations in 

the  ACT  domain   take   place   at   the   interface   between   the   two   facing  β-sheets that form the 

allosteric binding site. The presence of the charged or polar bulky residues is likely to affect 

the stability of the ACT domain interface as well as the selectivity for the allosteric ligand.  

 

 

Figure 2.15. Structural model of Nitrosococcus oceani obtained by homology with TmaD. The structure of 

TmaD is represented in blue whereas the superimposed structure of the model for N. oceani is in white with the 

regions that are predicted  to  change  in  red.  Major  differences  between  residues  situated  on  the  β-sheet of the ACT 

domain are shown with sticks. 

 

Surprisingly, the clade of Bacteroidetes found in the main group, belongs to the same 

organisms and strains than some of the Bacteroidetes found in the C-terminal CM domain 

subgroup. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first noted example of isozymes 

within  type  Iβ  DAH7PS.  Members  of  this  clade  are equipped with an N-terminal domain that 

resembles the sequences of the N-terminal ACT domain described in the above paragraph 

although shorter. This group corresponds to the yellow cluster Figure 2.11. Based on what is 
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known for the CM-regulated and ACT-regulated enzymes, the ACT domain isozyme might be 

sensitive to the aromatic amino acids whereas the CM-regulated isozyme might be inhibited 

by chorismate and prephenate. 

 

Overall the topology of the tree suggests that C-terminal  regulated  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  on  

one hand and N-terminal  regulated  along  with  unregulated  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  on  the  other  hand,  

evolved from a common ancestor. Evolution of the N-terminal CM domain from the last com-

mon ancestor of the unregulated and N-terminal  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  is  also  well  supported  and  it  

seems that a lineage of Streptococcus may have lost the N-terminal CM domain through 

evolution. However, taxa equipped with an N-terminal ACT domain or that do not have 

regulatory extensions are mixed together, without clear evolutionary or taxonomic pattern. This 

observation might suggest that the evolutionary pressure is more important on the catalytic 

barrel than on the regulatory ACT domains. This is confirmed by constructing an equivalent 

tree as in Figure 2.7, but following removal of all the allosteric terminal domains.  The topology 

of this tree (Figure 2.16) is very similar to that of the tree with the regulatory domain, in 

particular for the unregulated and ACT-domain regulated lineages. 
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Figure 2.16.  ML  phylogenetic  tree  for  the  catalytic  barrel  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS. The numbers represent the 

bootstrap support values obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. Branches with bootstrap 

support values below 10% have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by phyla. The tree is rooted 

using the major subgroup  of  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  (C-terminal CM DAH7PS) as an outgroup. 
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2.3.3 Type  Iα  DAH7PS 

 

Clustering  of  type  Iα  sequences  using  CLAN  (Figure 2.17) enables the identification of 

a  major  subgroup  (type  Iα  subgroup)  distant  from  the rest of the main group. The main group 

itself can be subdivided into 5 sub-clusters, including one of Pseudomonas species and another 

one of Actinobacteria species.  All  the  known  type  Iα  DAH7PS  structures  belong  to  the  same  

cluster of the main group. 

 

 

Figure 2.17.  CLAN  clustering  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  sequences. Each dot represents a sequence and each cross 

corresponds to a known DAH7PS structure or an enzyme currently studied in the Parker group. FtuD: Francisella 

tularensis DAH7PS, NmeD:  Neisseria meningitidis DAH7PS, SceD: Saccharomyces cerevisiae DAH7PS, EcoD: 

Escherichia coli DAH7PS. The sequences are projected onto a Cartesian coordinate plane. 
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Figure 2.18.  Taxonomy  of  the  organisms  in  which  a  type  Iα  sequences  were  identified. 

 

Analysis   of   the   organisms   in   which   type   Iα   DAH7PS   is   present   reveals   a   narrower  

taxonomic  diversity  when  compared  with  type  Iβ  DAH7PS.  Type  Iα  DAH7PS  is  mainly  found  

in four bacterial phyla: Proteobacteria, which is by far the most common in this DAH7PS type 

(66%  of  the  5048  type  Iα  DAH7PS  sequences  identified  for  this  analysis),  Firmicutes  (13%),  

Actinobacteria (7%) and some Cyanobacteria (2%). The other bacterial phyla, although 

negligible in proportion can nonetheless represent a substantial number of sequences reaching 

sometimes   the   same   level   than   in   type   Iβ:   for   example,   the   same   number   of   sequences  

belonging to the Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group in both subtype. In contrast to the type 

Iβ  DAH7PS,   in  which  was  found   in  a  number  of  Archaeal  sequences,  none  are represented 

here,  but   instead,   type   Iα   is  present   in  Eukaryotes,  especially   in  Fungi   (9%),  Stramenopiles  

(0.4%), Amoebozoa, Alveola, Cryptophyta (0.1% each). 

 

 

Proteobacteria Firmicutes Opisthokonta
Actinobacteria Cyanobacteria Other
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Figure 2.19.  ML  phylogenetic  tree  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  sequences. The number on each branch represents the 

bootstrap support values obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. Branches with bootstrap 

support values below 10 have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by phyla. The tree is rooted 

using  the  major  subgroup  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  as  an  outgroup.   
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An ML tree  for  type  Iα  DAH7PS  is  presented in Figure 2.19.  As  for  type  Iβ  DAH7PS,  a  

well-supported clade, corresponding to the subgroup identified during the clustering, forms a 

distinct  outgroup  from  the  main  group  type  Iα  DAH7PS  and  was  used  to  root  the  tree.  Except  

for a few taxa, this subtype of type  Iα  is  almost  exclusively  found  in  Firmicutes  and  this  phylum  

is not present in the main group. Moreover, Bacilli in this subgroup form a distinct clade and 

include a number of Streptococcus species, including Streptococcus agalactiae, which is also 

found  in  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  within  the  group  of  Bacilli  having  lost  their  N-terminal CM domain 

(although it corresponds to a different strain). Even more interestingly, sequence analysis of 

this subtype reveals clear differences in the regions corresponding to the N-terminal  tail,  β0 and 

β-hairpin of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  and  residues  that  have  been  identified  as  being  responsible  for  

the allosteric regulation of NmeD (Chapter 3) and which are well conserved within the main 

group are not present in the subgroup. In particular, using the residue numbering of NmeD, 

residues Glu98, Asp148 and Glu176 which have been shown to communicate the allosteric 

signal [247], as well as Asp8, Asp9, Gln153 and Ser182 that bind the amino acid function of 

the allosteric ligand, are all very conserved within the main group, but not conserved at all 

within the subgroup (Figure 2.20). The region corresponding to the second β-strand forming 

the  β-hairpin in the main group (residues 218 to 222) is missing in the subgroup but residues 

composing   β6 are nonetheless conserved. Instead, there is a 5-residue insertion in what 

corresponds  to  the  β6α6 loop of the main group. Finally, residues Glu27 and Arg126, which 

have been shown to be essential to maintain the tetrameric structure [248], are not particularly 

well conserved within the subgroup. Major differences with the main group in terms of 

allosteric regulation and perhaps in the quaternary structure are therefore to be expected for 

this subgroup. 
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Figure 2.20. Representation of the key conserved residues in the subgroup  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS. Conserved 

residues  in  the  main  barrel  of  the  main  group  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  (A)  and  the  subgroup  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  (B)  

obtained with WebLogo3 [235] from  the  alignment  representative  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  used  to  generate  the  ML  

tree in Figure 2.19. Sequence numbering corresponds to NmeD (studied in Chapter 3). Orange rectangles highlight 

the residues of importance discussed in the main text. 

 

Within the main groups, most residues are well conserved and no major insertions com-

pared   with   the   structurally   known   type   Iα   DAH7PS   are   observed.   The   main   differences 

between sequences of the main group appear to be at the N-terminal tail, for which composition 

and length vary greatly from one taxon to another. Some sequences present, for example, an 

N-terminal tail 69 residues longer than the N-terminal tail of NmeD. In case of such a length, 

the N-terminal tail is likely to adopt a secondary structure. Querying protein domain databases 

Pfam [214], CATH [242] and PROSITE [243] with the sequences from the two longest N-

terminal tails (found in Metascardovia criceti and Bifidobacterium gallicum) did not return any 

known domains. Secondary structure predictions using JPred4 [244] are shown in  Figure 2.21 

and propose a two helical regions and one β-strand region fold for the two tails (although not 
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in the same order for both these sequences), however, this is inference must be treated with 

caution as secondary structure prediction can be unreliable. 

 

 

Figure 2.21. Secondary structure prediction for the two longest N-terminal tails. The longest tails were 

identified in the list of representative sequences used to generate the ML tree in Figure 2.19, obtains with JPred4 

[244]. Jnet: consensus prediction, jhmm: HMM profile based prediction, jpssm: position specific scoring matrix 

based prediction, H: helix  region,  E:  β-strand region.  

 

A   few   type   Iα  DAH7PS,   that  were indicated as belonging to animals were retrieved 

during the HMM search of the database. Additional database searches revealed that most of 

the other enzymes of the shikimate pathway had been reported for these organisms. In order to 

ascertain if these sequences were due to sample contaminations during the sequencing or were 

indeed animal DAH7PS, they were included in the phylogenetic tree construction. All the 

putative animal sequences are found in bacterial clades, whereas all the other Eukaryotes form 

a distinct clade, strongly suggesting a bacterial contamination of the sequenced animal 

genomes. This is not unprecedented in the study of DAH7PS [209] and a review of the literature 

confirmed the contamination. Indeed, Pantholops hodgsonii (Tibetan antelope) is found within 

an alphaproteobacteria clade  in  the  type  Iα  tree,  and  as  a  sister  taxon  of  an  alphaproteobacteria  

clade in the type II tree (section 2.3.4), in agreement with Laurence and co-workers who 

recently demonstrated a contamination of this particular genome by the alphaproteobacteria of 

genus Bradyrhizobium. In the case of Bombus impatiens (common eastern bumblebee), the 
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DAH7PS sequence most certainly belongs to a gammaproteobacteria from the gut microbiota 

of this insect [249], explaining why this sequence groups with other gammaproteobacteria. 

Finally, the genome of Ceratitis capitata (Mediterranean fruit fly) has also been shown to be 

contaminated, with for example Enterobacteriaceae from its gut [250], which is consistent with 

the sister taxa of this DAH7PS sequence corresponding to salmonella enterica sequences. 

 

True eukaryotes sequences are grouped within a single clade presenting, however, a low 

bootstrapping value. The subsequent branching to form clades of single phyla are, however, 

well supported and lead to distinct monophyletic groups of Fungi, Amoebozoa, Stramenopiles 

and Cryptophyta. Due to the low support value, it is not clear from which bacteria Eukaryotes 

DAH7PS are related to, however, the tree topology seems to suggest Proteobacteria.  

 

2.3.4 Type II DAH7PS 

 

CLAN clustering of type II DAH7PS (Figure 2.22) enables a number of relatively well-

defined clusters to be identified. As for the two type I DAH7PS subtypes, type II also seems to 

have a main subgroup, which is more distant from the main group of clusters, but this subgroup 

is scattered and does not contain many sequences. This subgroup includes the short variant of 

type II DAH7PS of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PaeD). MtuD is found in a distinct cluster to 

the long variant of PaeD, whereas Helicobacter pylori DAH7PS (HpyD) belongs to a cluster 

of Helicobacter pylori strains. 
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Figure 2.22. CLAN clustering of type II DAH7PS sequences. Each dot represents a sequence and each cross 

corresponds to a known DAH7PS structure or an enzyme currently studied in the Parker group. PaeD short form: 

short variant of Pseudomonas aeruginosa type II DAH7PS, PaeD long form: long variant of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa type II DAH7PS. MtuD: Mycobacterium tuberculosis DAH7PS, HpyD: Helicobacter pylori 

DAH7PS. The sequences are projected onto a Cartesian coordinate plane. 

 

Figure 2.23. Taxonomy of the organisms in which a type II sequences were identified 

 

Type   II  DAH7PS  is   found   in  even   less  bacterial  phyla   than   type   Iα  DAH7PS  (Figure 

2.23), with 50% of the 2413 sequences retrieved belonging to Proteobacteria and 32% to 

Actinobacteria. A few Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Acidobacteria and some others are also 

present but this remains anecdotal (only 13 sequences in total). A little more than 16% of the 

Proteobacteria Actinobacteria Opisthokonta

Viridiplantae Other
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sequences belong to Eukaryotes, essentially fungi and plants. Type II is the only DAH7PS 

enzyme found in plants. To a far lesser extent, it has also been identified in Stramenopiles (16 

sequences), Alveolata (6 sequences), Rhodophyta (5 sequences).  

 

 

Figure 2.24. ML phylogenetic tree of type II DAH7PS.The number represent the bootstrap support values 

obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. Branches with bootstrap support values below 10% 

have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by phyla. The tree is midpoint rooted. Regions 
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highlighted in  light  red  correspond  to  sequences  missing  the  α2aα2b insertion, whereas the taxa highlighted in blue 

have  an  insertion  different  from  the  two  α2aα2b helices in the same region. 

 

An ML tree of type II DAH7PS obtained for a representative set of sequences is presented 

in Figure 2.24. The subgroup identified with CLAN, to which PaeD short form belongs, 

corresponds to a well-supported  clade  of  sequences  missing  the  α2aα2b helices responsible for 

the binding of Trp. This missing insertion is however not limited to this particular clade, and 

this couple of helices is also absent in a small number of Actinobacteria belonging to the main 

group, as well as in a complete clade of Fungi (highlighted in light red Figure 2.24). Moreover, 

within this subgroup, two taxa (highlighted in light blue Figure 2.24) present an extension in 

this region,  which  is  however  significantly  different  from  the  α2aα2b extension sequences.  

 

 

Figure 2.25. Representation of the key conserved residues in the main group of type II DAH7PS. Figure 

obtained with WebLogo3  from the alignment representative of type II DAH7PS used to generate the ML tree in 

Figure 2.19. Sequence numbering corresponds to MtuD. Red rectangles highlight the residues of importance for 

the binding of Trp, whereas residues important for the binding of Phe are highlighted with blue rectangles and 

those important for the communication of the allosteric signal are highlighted in green. 

 

Within the main group, residues that have been shown to be fundamental for the 

transmission of the allosteric signal or for the tetrameric assembly such as or Gly190, Phe227 
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and Gly232 or in the binding of Trp such as Lys123, Leu194 are particularly well conserved 

(Figure 2.25). In contrast, some residues deemed important for the binding of Phe such as 

Arg171 [187] or Asn 175 are significantly less conserved, which might indicate substantial 

changes in binding affinity at those sites. 

 

Eukaryote  DAH7PS  are,  as   for   type   Iα,  closely related to Proteobacteria. Eukaryotes, 

however, do not form a distinct clade but form two clades. Plant DAH7PS, as well as a few 

Stramenopiles DAH7PS, form a first clade, which is strongly supported by bootstrapping. 

Within this clade, Chlorophyta and Streptophyla are first found to diverge into two separate 

lineages, and then Stramenopiles diverge from Chlorophyta. The second clade consists in 

Fungi, Isochrysdales and Oomycetes. From the last common ancestor of this clade a first split 

led to a lineage of Fungi lacking  the  α2aα2b extension, whereas, within the rest of this clade, 

Isochrysdales and Oomycetes diverged from the rest of the Fungi. Both eukaryotic clades have 

proteobacterial sister groups resulting in two larger clades. These clades share a common 

ancestor with a clade of Proteobacteria, which in turn share a common ancestor with 

Actinobacteria. Therefore, Actinobacteria share a common ancestor with any other organism 

equipped with type II DAH7PS, on the basis that the mid-point rooting of this tree represents 

a good approximation of the actual root. 

 

2.3.5 Toward a complete DAH7PS phylogenetic tree  

 

A set of representative sequences were selected from each of the trees detailed above in 

order to keep the phylogenetic diversity as well as the main tree topology. The same procedure 

was performed for KDO8PS. The resulting 158 sequences were then collated and aligned using 

PRANK as previously and the columns containing no useful phylogenetic information 
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removed and an ML tree constructed using the same procedure as previously. The resulting 

unrooted tree is presented in Figure 2.26.A.  

 

Figure 2.26. A. ML tree for a selection of DAH7PS and KDO8PS.The width of the branches is proportional to 

the bootstrap support values obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. Branches with bootstrap 

support values below 10 have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by kingdom: dark cyan for 

Bacteria, dark red for Archaea and dark purple for Eukaryotes. The main clades of the tree are highlighted 

depending  on  which  group  they  belong:  red  for  type  Iβ,  blue  for  type  Iα,  green  for  type  II  and  purple  for  KDO8PS.  

Circles identified with letters indicates the possible position for rooting the tree. B. Different rooted versions of 

the tree. The resulting trees for the different rooting points using the same type-associated colour code. (a) 
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corresponds to a midpoint rooted tree, (b) to a tree rooted using type II as an outgroup, (c) to a tree rooted using 

KDO8PS as an outgroup. 

 

Firstly, this tree shows that   in   the   case   of   type   Iα   and   Iβ,   the   subgroups   identified  

previously are robust outgroups when compared to the main group, confirming a posteriori, 

the validity to using them  to  root  the  type  Iα  and  Iβ  tree.  The  situation  is  less  clear  for  type  II,  

however, the subgroup is the first to diverge, validating the conclusion drawn with the mid-

point rooted tree.  

 

Rooting of this tree is not straightforward and a number of possibilities can be envisaged. 

Three of the possible scenarios are shown in Figure 2.26.B. Classically [207], KDO8PS, type 

Iα  and  type  Iβ  are  studied  together  while  type  II  is  considered  separately  based  on  low  sequence  

identity between type II and the other types. Following this logic, type II can be considered as 

an outgroup and used to root the tree, resulting in the rooted tree (a). However, such a tree 

results in a situation where type II is the closer to the root and has undergone less evolutionary 

changes than the other groups. This seems unlikely as the allosteric machinery is much more 

complex in type II than in type   Iβ which can even be unregulated. A better rooting would, 

therefore, be a mid-point rooting that would better account for the evolutionary changes of type 

II, however, this tree presents two limitations. Firstly, almost the amount of evolutionary 

change from the root is observed for type Iβ and  type  Iα,  this  again  would  be  surprising  for  the  

same reason as for type II. Secondly, it relies on the assumption that the rate of evolution is 

reasonably constant, which is unknown. Another option might be to consider KDO8PS as the 

outgroup, as it does not have the same function and is deprived of any allosteric regulation 

mechanism. It might, therefore, be reasonable to assume that KDO8PS diverged from DAH7PS 

before the apparition of allosteric regulation in the later.  
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Figure 2.27. ML tree for a selection of DAH7PS rooted using KDO8PS as an outgroup. The width of the 

branches is proportional to the bootstrap support values obtained for 1000 rapid bootstrap replicates with RAxML. 
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Branches with bootstrap support values below 10 have been collapsed into soft polytomies. Taxa are coloured by 

kingdom: dark cyan for Bacteria, dark red for Archaea and dark purple for Eukaryotes.  

 

A more detailed version of the tree rooted using KDO8PS as an outgroup is given in 

Figure 2.27. This tree presents the advantage of accounting for the amount of evolutionary 

changes expected from the known allosteric regulation in the different types of DAH7PS, with 

type   II   having   undergone  more   changes   than   type   Iα, which in turn has undergone fewer 

changes  than  type  Iβ.  In  this  tree, type  Iα  and  type  II  have  diverged  from  a  common  ancestor.  

This common ancestor has evolved from an ancestor shared with C-terminal  regulated  type  Iβ, 

which is a lineage of type Iβ. Some inconsistencies between this tree and the trees obtained for 

each type can be noted. In particular, Fungi in type Iα and type II cluster with bacterial taxa 

instead of being distinct monophyletic groups. In type II, Proteobacteria and Eukaryotes do not 

share a common ancestor with Actinobacteria belonging to the main group of type II. Such 

kind of discrepancy might be due to the limited number of sequences or from the alignment. 

Indeed, major differences exist between DAH7PS and KDO8Ps and between the different 

DAH7PS types and the alignment can be challenging. 

 

In order to improve the alignment and also to try to include NeuB sequences as an 

outgroup within the DAH7PS and KDO8PS, another approach was tried that relies on using 

Bayesian inference to concomitantly perform the alignment and the tree construction. This 

approach, made possible with BAli-Phy [234], has been shown to provide lower alignment 

errors [251] and has been successfully used in the case of highly divergent sequences [252]. 

However, to ensure convergence, BAli-Phy can only be used on a very limited number of 

sequences. This method was used on 31 taxa and the resulting tree is shown in Figure 2.28. 
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Figure 2.28. Unrooted Bayesian tree for a selection of DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB sequences. The width 

of the branches is proportional to the posterior probability. Taxa are coloured by kingdom: dark cyan for Bacteria, 

dark red for Archaea and dark purple for Eukaryotes. The main clades of the tree are highlighted depending on 

which group they belong:  red  for  type  Iβ,  blue  for  type  Iα,  green  for  type  II,  purple  for  KDO8PS  and  yellow  for  

NeuB. 

 

NeuB and KDO8PS do not form a monophyletic group,  instead  they  both  branch  from  type  Iβ,  

but from different ancestors. NeuB split from the subgroup of type Iβ   corresponding   to  C-

terminal  CM  domain,  whereas  KDO8PS  split  from  the  main  group  of  type  Iβ.  Moreover,  the  

position  of  the  subgroup  of  type  Iβ  and  as  well  as  the  position  of  KDO8PS  relative  to  the  other  

major clades are fundamentally different in this tree than in the previous one. Two possible 

explanations stand: it might be due to the very small amount of sequences used to construct 

this tree that might incorrectly lead to the relative positioning of these two clades, or it is the 

improved alignment provided by the method that allowed this particular topology to be 

identified and new relationships to be refined. In order to correct potential flaws due to the 

limited number of taxa used, the method is currently being reapplied to a larger number of 
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sequences. However, this increased number of sequences lead to a very slow convergence of 

the chains and calculations are not yet finished. Nevertheless, two rooted versions of the tree 

shown in Figure 2.28 are presented in Figure 2.29, using NeuB as an outgroup (A), or midpoint 

rooting (B). 

 

 

Figure 2.29. Bayesian trees for a selection of DAH7PS, KDO8PS and NeuB sequences rooted using NeuB 

as an outgroup (A) and midpoint rooted (B). Bayesian posterior probabilities are indicated on each branch. 
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Taxa are coloured by kingdom: dark cyan for Bacteria, dark red for Archaea and dark purple for Eukaryotes. The 

main clades of the tree are highlighted  depending  on  which  group  they  belong:  red  for  type  Iβ,  blue  for  type  Iα,  

green for type II, purple for KDO8PS and yellow for NeuB. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

 

Not only are type  Iβ  DAH7PS sequences represented among virtually all bacterial phyla, 

but they are proportionally more often found in extremophiles and deep branching Bacteria 

such as Firmicutes than in Bacteria that have diverged from a common ancestor more recently, 

such  as  Proteobacteria.  Moreover,  type  Iβ  is  the  only  group  found  in  Archaea  and  the  only one 

not found in Eukaryotes. Eukaryotes  are  likely  to  have  acquired  type  II  and  type  Iα  DAH7PS  

via horizontal gene transfer form Proteobacteria, in contrast with Archaea which might not be 

a distant lineage from common DAH7PS ancestor as they branch deeply within the type Iβ  tree 

and are often unregulated. It is also in the type Iβ  group that unregulated DAH7PS can be found 

and the allosteric regulatory domains correspond to N-terminal or C-terminal extensions with 

no insertions within the scaffold of the catalytic TIM barrel in the large majority of the cases. 

This type of allosteric regulation is primarily based on a mechanical blocking of the active sites 

of the tetramer by large regulatory domains (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).  In  contrast,  type  Iα  and  

type II rely on subtle regulation mechanisms [165,247] that utilise large domain or subdomain 

insertions. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that evolution of allosteric regulation in type 

Iα  and  type  II  required  more  changes  to  the catalytic barrel to fine tune the regulations than for 

type   Iβ.   This   abundance   of   evidence suggests that   type   Iβ   is likely closer to the common 

ancestor of all DAH7PS and that other types of DAH7PS are likely to have evolved from an 

unregulated  ancestor  of  type  Iβ.  It  also  seems  reasonable  to  assume  that  allosteric  regulation  

evolved later than the catalytic function. Based on these assumptions,   type   Iβ  DAH7PS  are  
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expected to have undergone fewer evolutionary  changes  than  type  II  and  type  Iα  DAH7PS  and, 

therefore, this group is  expected  to  be  found  closer  to  the  root  than  type  II  and  type  Iα  DAH7PS. 

This is observed in the trees shown in Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.29 (but not in trees a and b of 

Figure 2.26). 

 

Allostery in type Iβ DAH7PS seems to have evolved via gene fusion, for example 

between a DAH7PS and a CM or ACT domain. Because ACT domains can share very little 

sequence  similarity  between  one  another  and  yet  present  the  characteristic  βαββαβ  fold,  little  

evolutionary pressure is expected on the sequence of the ACT domain and therefore evolution 

of ACT-domain regulated DAH7PS is primarily driven by the catalytic barrel, explaining why 

both ACT domain regulated and unregulated type Iβ DAH7PS appear very scattered and mixed 

together on the phylogenetic tree of type Iβ DAH7PS. In contrast, the CM domains have 

retained their catalytic activity leading to more evolutionary pressure on this subtype of 

DAH7PS, which are accounted for by their monophyletic character observed on the tree. The 

example of Streptococcus species having lost their N-terminal CM domain as well as the 

existence of clades containing both ACT-domain regulated and unregulated forms of DAH7PS 

indicate that loss of the regulatory domain might be frequent with retention of the catalytic 

barrel mutations gained prior to the loss of regulatory domain. Species that present the greatest 

degree of evolutionary changes have acquired, perhaps via loop extension, insertions within 

the catalytic barrels that might have fostered the apparition of more subtle regulation 

mechanism   as   observed   in   type   Iα   proteins.   Indeed,   the   type   Iβ   DAH7PS   found   in  

Nitrosococcus oceani presents  both  an  ACT  domain  as  well  as  a  longer  β6α6 loop, which is 

relatively similar to the N-terminal  βαα  extension and  the  β6aβ6b hairpin insertion of type  Iα, or 

the  β6α6 insertion identified in the subgroup of type  Iα. 
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It  is  known  that  organisms  relying  purely  on  type  Iα  for  the  synthesis  of  aromatic  amino  

acids often express two or three isozymes, each being inhibited by a different aromatic amino 

acid. Because this is a rather inefficient way to regulate the flux within the shikimate pathway, 

it is possible that some organisms have evolved to express a single enzyme sensible to all three 

amino acids, giving rise to type II DAH7PS. Moreover, if the endogenous versus exogenous 

hypothesis [167] is correct and the presence of different isozyme permits a fine control of the 

production of aromatic amino acids depending on the environment, then it is not surprising that 

type II would have evolved to exploited the synergetic effect of ligand binding, in order to 

mimic the regulation observed with more than one enzyme. In addition, several organisms 

express both type   II   and   type   Iα  DAH7PS, whereas none express both type   II   and   type   Iβ  

DAH7PS. It is thus possible that type II has evolved from type Iα or an ancestor of type Iα. 

After all the N-terminal  domain  of  type  Iα  is  only  one  helix  shorter than type II, and the very 

long N-terminal   extension   found   in   the   type   Iα  DAH7PS   expressed  by   some  organisms   as  

Metascardovia criceti and Bifidobacterium gallicum, might be an illustration of how type II 

has started to evolve from type Iα. Furthermore, as discussed previously type Iα could have 

evolved from type Iβ or an ancestor of type Iβ, as the type Iβ DAH7PS that have experienced 

the most important changes, including insertions within the main barrel as it is the case in type 

Iα and type II, correspond to Proteobacteria and this phylum is, in proportion, more likely to 

express type  II  and  type  Iα. Perhaps these type Iβ Proteobacteria are relics of an evolutionary 

impasse toward the evolution process that yielded type  Iα, or it might be a slightly more evolved 

lineage than the ancestor of type  Iα. Similarly, it might not be a coincidence that a number of 

Bacilli species found in the subgroup of type Iα are also found in type Iβ. Overall, this points 

toward an evolution from type Iβ to type Iα to type II. The trees shown Figure 2.27 and Figure 

2.29 are in good agreement with the this hypotheses as they depict an evolutionary scenario in 

which  type  II  and  type  Iα  share  a common ancestor and this ancestor share a common ancestor 
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with  type  Iβ.  Allostery  in  type  Iα  and  type  II  might  therefore  have evolved by building upon 

the   allosteric   regulation   domains   of   type   Iβ   via   loop   expansion   and   domain   expension,  

facilitated by the low  evolutionary  pressure  on  the  ACT  domain  found  in  type  Iβ.     

 

KDO8PS structures are extremely similar to unregulated type Iβ and are able to catalyse 

the condensation of PEP and E4P (as well as substrate A5P). In addition, the metal ion found 

in some KDO8PS, which is completely dispensable for the reaction it catalyses for some 

KDO8PS enzymes, might be a carryover from an common ancestor with metal-dependent 

DAH7PS [253]. Since KDO8PS is not allosterically regulated and catalyses a reaction similar 

to DAH7PS, it might have diverged from an DAH7PS ancestor during the evolution of the 

catalytic site but prior to the evolution of allostery in DAH7PS. It is therefore extremely 

unlikely that it represents a common ancestor of  type  Iα  and  type  II,  ruling  out  the  tree  presented  

in Figure 2.29A. This tree also misrepresents the evolution of NeuB. Indeed, NeuB has evolved 

to permit Gram-negative bacteria to mimic Eukaryotic cells, it is therefore a very recent 

enzyme, and DAH7PS, which is required for the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids and 

KDO8PS, which is important for the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, represent essential 

enzymes that precede the apparition of Eukaryotes. Consequently, it is expected that NeuB has 

evolved recently. It is therefore possible that this enzyme only branches recently and presents 

a substantial amount of evolutionary modification form the ancestor of DAH7PS, which would 

be in disagreement with the tree presented in Figure 2.29A. On the other hand, an evolutionary 

relationship  between  the  subgroup  of  type  Iβ  and  NeuB  could  potentially  make  sense  as  both  

are dimeric proteins and both have C-terminal domain extension. Thus, although unlikely due 

to the major differences observed in the active site of NeuB when compared to DAH7PS and 

KDO8PS, evolution of NeuB from an ancestor of C-terminal CM DAH7PS remain a possibility 
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and so does the tree in Figure 2.29B, although this topology would need to be confirmed by 

including a greater number of sequences in the analysis. 

 

Given the hypotheses formulated above on the grounds of experimental and evolutionary 

data, both the tree depicted in Figure 2.29B and the tree shown in Figure 2.27 represent possible 

scenarios that explain the evolution of DAH7PS with respect to NeuB and KDO8PS and the 

evolution of allostery within this family. 
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Chapter 3 – The  allosteric  regulation  of  type  Iα  

DAH7PS from Neisseria meningitidis 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The DAH7PS enzyme expressed by the pathogen Neisseria meningitidis, which is 

responsible  for  meningitis,  belongs  to  the  type  Iα  class of DAH7PS.  N. meningitidis DAH7PS 

is expressed as a single isozyme and is allosterically inhibited by Phe. Crystal structures of the 

inhibitor-free and Phe-bound enzyme do not indicate any major differences in the position of 

most backbone atoms. Molecular dynamics simulations of the apo and Phe-bound form of N. 

meningitidis DAH7PS do not reveal any large conformational changes even by conducting 

accelerated MD.  

 

As this enzyme seems to be allosterically regulated in the absence of any major 

conformational changes (dynamic allostery), a number of the approaches, which have been 

outlined in Chapter 1, have been tried in order to understand how the binding at one site affects 

the catalytic activity at a distant site, and how the allosteric information is communicated from 

the allosteric site to the catalytic site. In particular, mutual information to identify correlated 

motions between alpha carbons [114] or dihedral angles [115], dynamical network analysis on 

alpha carbons [116] and residue centre of mass [118], identification of regions of high 

frustration [123], co-evolution analysis [254], statistical coupling analysis [158] can shed light 
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on dynamic allostery. However, when applied to N. meningitidis DAH7PS, none of these 

methods led to conclusive results about the way the allosteric signal is communicated from the 

allosteric site to the catalytic site. 

 

In the absence of results from these methods in the case of N. meningitidis DAH7PS, I 

decided to develop and implement an original approach based on the analysis of pKa variations. 

Ionisable residues do not present a constant pKa in proteins, instead, their pKa depends on the 

environment of each residue. The underlying premise of the method is that, even in the absence 

of major conformational changes, the environment of each ionisable residue involved in, or 

neighbouring a residue involved in the communication of the allosteric information, will 

change. Therefore, by monitoring the pKa changes in the presence and absence of allosteric 

ligand, the mechanism of allosteric regulation can be deciphered. 

 

This chapter consists in the article, recently published in the Journal of the American 

Chemical Society, presenting this method and its application to N. meningitidis DAH7PS: 

 

Lang EJM, Heyes LC, Jameson GB, Parker EJ: Calculated pKa Variations Expose 

Dynamic Allosteric Communication Networks. Journal of the American Chemical Society 

2016, 138:2036-2045 

 

Dr. Logan C. Heyes expressed and purified the enzyme, conducted the crystallographic 

experiments, including condition optimisation, crystallisation, soaking, data collection, 

refinement, deposition (PDB code: 4UC5) and analysis of the crystal structure. He identified 

possible allosteric communication pathways based on subtle atomic displacements in the apo 

and Phe-bound crystal structures. He performed pH-dependent isothermal titration calorimetry 
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(ITC) and pH-dependent kinetics and contributed to the writing of the manuscript. Prof. 

Geoffrey B. Jameson contributed to the writing of the manuscript. Prof. Emily J. Parker 

designed experiments and contributed to the writing of the manuscript.  

 

I designed, prepared, performed and analysed the MD simulations. I invented the pKa-

based method, implemented it as a python programme and analysed the results. I contributed 

to the analysis of the ITC results and contributed to the writing of the manuscript.   

 

3.2 Calculated pKa Variations Expose Dynamic Allosteric 

Communication Networks 

 

The supporting information accompanying this article is available in Appendix B – 

Supporting information for Chapter 3. 



Calculated pKa Variations Expose Dynamic Allosteric Communication Networks 
Eric J. M. Lang†, Logan C. Heyes†, Geoffrey B. Jameson§, and Emily J. Parker*‡  
†Biomolecular Interaction Centre and Department of Chemistry, and ‡Maurice Wilkins Centre, 
Biomolecular Interaction Centre and Department of Chemistry, University of Canterbury, PO Box 
4800, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand 
§ Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, PO Box 11-222, Palmerston North 4422, New 
Zealand 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2016, 138 (6), pp 2036–2045 
DOI: 10.1021/jacs.5b13134 
Publication Date (Web): January 21, 2016 
Copyright © 2016 American Chemical Society 
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Chapter 4 - The  allosteric  regulation  of  type  Iβ  

DAH7PS from Thermotoga maritima 

 

4.1 Introduction  

 

The allosteric decoration of DAH7PS from the hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima 

consists in an N-terminal ACT regulatory domain that binds allosteric inhibitor Tyr [180,255]. 

T. maritima DAH7PS exists as a tetramer in solution and has been crystallised in the absence 

(Protein Data Bank ID code: 1RZM) [179] and presence of Tyr (Protein Data Bank ID code: 

3PG9) [180]. Each chain (Figure 4.1 A) is composed of 338 amino acids that can be divided 

into three distinct domains: the N-terminal regulatory ACT domain from residue 1 to residue 

63 which consists in a  typical  βαββαβ  structural  motif  [246], a flexible linker region (residues 

64 to 82) and a core catalytic barrel from residue 83 to residue 338. A divalent metal ion is 

required for the catalytic activity of all DAH7PS enzymes; in the case of T. maritima DAH7PS, 

manganese is the metal coordinating ion for which the fastest reaction rates have been observed 

[256]. The catalytic TIM barrel possesses  a  classical   (α/β)8 topology  with  an  extended  β2α2 

connecting loop (residues 127 to 143) covering the active site and being involved in the binding 

of  E4P  and  PEP.  The  β8α8 connecting loop (residues 299 to 315) also covers the active site, 

and is partially responsible for the binding of E4P and the metal ion, whereas the   β4α4 
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connecting loop contributes to the PEP binding site and is buried inside of the tetrameric 

structure.  

 

Figure 4.1 A. Structure of monomeric T. maritima DAH7PS. The regulatory domain is coloured in blue and 

the  catalytic  main  barrel  is  coloured  in  light  grey.  Connecting  loops  β2α2 and  β8α8 that are known to be catalytically 
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important are shown in red and green respectively. Substrates E4P and PEP are represented with fat sticks, metal 

ion Mn2+ is identified with a purple sphere and residues responsible for the binding of the substrates and metal 

ion are represented with thin sticks. B. Structure of tetrameric T. maritima DAH7PS in the absence and C. in the 

presence of allosteric inhibitor. The regulatory domains are coloured in blue and the catalytic main barrels are 

coloured in grey  with  β2α2 and  β8α8 loops coloured in red and green respectively. Allosteric Tyr molecules bound 

to the regulatory domain interfaces are represented by yellow sticks. 

 

Tetrameric T. maritima DAH7PS is mainly inhibited by Tyr, and to a lesser extent by 

Phe [257]. Comparison of the active and Tyr-inhibited crystal structures reveals remarkable 

differences in the position of the regulatory domains. Specifically, in the absence of allosteric 

ligand, the regulatory domains appear to stand in a vertical conformation (Figure 4.1B) whereas 

in the inhibited structure diagonally adjacent ACT-domains face each other in a horizontal 

fashion with the allosteric ligands bound at the interface (Figure 4.1C). This arrangement 

suggests that allosteric inhibition is achieved through a striking conformational change from 

an active broadly open form to an inhibited closed form. 

 

However, it is not known in any detail how these ACT domain associations result in a 

decreased catalytic activity and what permits this association. Moreover, kinetic and SAXS 

experiments [180,257] reveal that solely relying on crystal structures is not sufficient for 

explaining the allosteric inhibition mechanism of this enzyme. For instance, it has been 

suggested based on SAXS data that in the absence of an allosteric ligand, T. maritima DAH7PS 

exists as an equilibrium between the open and closed forms and that the presence of Tyr shifts 

the equilibrium toward the closed form. Moreover, the inhibition profile of the enzyme in the 

presence of Tyr seems to plateau at around 15% of activity, demonstrating that even at high 

concentration of Tyr, the enzyme is still partially catalytically active.  
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In order to fully comprehend the allosteric regulation mechanism of T. maritima 

DAH7PS, a more in-depth understanding of the conformational dynamics in solution is 

required. Herein, the results obtained from all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 

performed to investigate the behaviour of the enzyme in solution are presented.  

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 System preparation 

 

Three crystal structures of T. maritima DAH7PS were used as starting points: the open 

form co-crystallized with E4P and PEP (PDB code: 1RZM), the closed form co-crystallized 

with Tyr (PDB Code: 3PG9) and the truncated mutant, which lacks the regulatory domains 

(PDB Code: 3PG8). Tetramers were prepared from the crystal structures. For the open form, 

E4P and PEP molecules were removed so the dynamic behaviour of the enzyme could be 

explored in the absence of ligands. Using COOT [258], cadmium ions in the active sites were 

replaced with manganese ions since catalytic activity and inhibition assays were performed in 

the presence of this metal [180]. Mn2+ parameters were added to the CHARMM force field 

parameter set based on the MM3 force field, as previously reported [165]. Missing residue 

Glu261 was added with COOT and the position of the side chain of one Met211 was changed 

to avoid steric clashes. For the closed form, two systems were prepared in order to explore the 

effect of the allosteric ligand on the closed system: one with Tyr bound to the allosteric sites 

and one without any allosteric ligand. Manganese ions were added to the metal-free 

crystallographic structure in COOT based on the metal coordinates of the open form and 

missing atoms side chains were added with COOT. For the truncated mutant, missing residues 

were reconstructed with MODELLER [259] using the automodel routine. In order to correctly 
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model the position of the missing metal binding residues, metal binding residues in 1RZM, as 

well as their direct neighbours, were used by homology. The non-natural amino acid found at 

position 102 of 3PG8 was also modelled as a Cys. A total of 100 models were created with 

MODELLER using a thorough optimization procedure that is repeated twice per model (setting 

automodel.library_schedule to autosched.slow, automodel.max_var_iterations to 

300 and automodel.md_level to refive.very_slow) . Only the missing residues and the 

residues missing atoms were allowed to move, the others being constrained to their 

crystallographic position. The best model was chosen based on both the best DOPE and 

MolPDF scores as well as on the overall best DOPE score per residue profile The best model 

was also checked visually to ensure a realistic positioning of the missing residues based on the 

position they adopt in the known crystal structure. The protonation state of the ionisable 

residues was calculated for both the open and closed form using MCCE [260] for His residues 

and PROPKA 3.1 [261] for all the others, averaging the results per chain. In the case of 

differences between open and closed forms in the prediction, the protonation state determined 

for the closed form was kept and apply to the open, closed and truncated systems. Each system 

was solvated in an explicit TIP3 water box of 109 Å x 97 Å x 99 Å, which allows for the 

movements of the regulatory domains during the MD simulations without any risk of 

interactions with the periodic images. The net charge of each system was neutralised with Na+ 

and Cl- ions added with a minimum distance of 5 Å from the enzyme and from each other.  

 

4.2.2 Classical MD simulations 

 

All MD simulations were carried out with NAMD [89] using CHARMM all-atom 

parameter set 22 with the CMAP correction [82,262].  The simulations were run on the high-

performance computing service facility at the University of Canterbury. The particle mesh 
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Ewald (PME) method was used to calculate electrostatic interactions and Van der Waals cut-

off was set up at 12 Å. The simulations were performed at 363 K with the Langevin thermostat 

and with the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston used to keep a constant pressure of 1 atm during 

equilibration and production runs. The simulations were conducted with a 2 fs time steps with 

the SHAKE algorithm used to constrain all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. Using the 

conjugate gradient energy minimization method, each solvated protein was minimized for a 

total of 100000 steps, first by allowing only the hydrogen atoms to move and keeping all the 

other atoms fixed (10000 steps), then water molecules and ions were released (10000 steps), 

followed by protein side chains (30000 steps) and finally, all atoms were released (50000 

steps). Each system was gradually heated from 0 to 49 K, increasing the temperature by 1 K 

every 200 steps with all heavy protein atoms restrained in their crystallographic position with 

a 1 kcal/mol/Å2 harmonic potential and then from 50 to 369 K, increasing the temperature by 

1 K every 200 steps with all backbone protein atoms restrained in their crystallographic 

position with a 1 kcal/mol/Å2 harmonic potential. Equilibration using isobaric-isothermal 

conditions for 27200 steps with all backbone protein atoms restrained in their crystallographic 

position with a 0.5 kcal/mol/Å2 harmonic potential was performed and followed by 

equilibration using isobaric-isothermal conditions for 300000 steps with all atoms free to move. 

The MD simulations were started with a different velocity distribution each time and the 

trajectories were written out every 100 ps. Two simulations were run for the open form, one 

for 635 ns (Open_run1) and the other for 335 ns (Open_run2). An additional simulation of 335 

ns at 300 K was performed (Open_300K). For the closed form, 2 simulations of 335 ns with 

Tyr bound were run (Closed_run1 and Closed_run2) as well as one simulation performed in 

the absence of Tyr (Closed_noTyr). Finally, one simulation of 335 ns was run for the truncated 

mutant (Truncated). 
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4.2.3 Biased MD simulations 

 

Starting with the equilibrated open and closed (without Tyr) systems, targeted molecular 

dynamics (TMD) simulations were run from the open to the closed form and from the closed 

to the open form using a force constant 600 kcal/mol/Å2 applied to the alpha carbon of residues 

1 to 80. The TMD simulations were run over 5,000,000 steps (equivalent to 10 ns of classical 

MD) using the crystal structure of each system as a reference and setting the RMSD of the final 

TMD steps to 0.2 Å.  

 

A snapshot from the trajectory of the simulation Open run 1 was taken at 31.7 ns to serve 

as a starting point to run two accelerated MD (aMD) simulations. After extensive testing, it 

was found that the boost potential parameters E(dih) and α(dih) defined using the method of 

Tikhonova and co-workers [263] gave the best results. In this approach the boost potential is 

exclusively applied to the dihedral angles following E(dih) = < V0(dih) > + < V0(dih) > × c, 

and α(dih) = E(dih)/5, where <V0(dih)> is the average dihedral potential energy and c is a 

constant with a value comprised between 0.2 and 0.5 in the original paper. In this work we used 

the first 31.7 ns of simulation to assess the average dihedral potential energy and the best results 

were obtained for c = 0.4 (moderate acceleration) and c = 0.8 (aggressive acceleration).  

 

4.2.4 Trajectory analysis 

 

Trajectories were aligned with respect to the TIM barrels to remove undesired rotational 

and translational motions of the enzyme. Root mean square deviations (RMSD), root mean 

square fluctuations (RMSF), radius of gyrations (Rg) and dihedral angles ϕ and   ψ   were  

calculated using Gromacs 4.5 [264]. Hydrogen bonds, distances, angles, solvent-accessible 
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surface area (SASA) and active site occlusion were calculated in VMD [265] using purpose 

made Tcl scripts. The free energy surface was calculated by projecting of the trajectory onto 

the two coordinates of interest and dividing the space with a 100 × 100 grid. The free energy 

for each bin is then given by ΔG  =  - RT ln(Pi/(1-Pi)) with Pi = Ni/N, where N is the total number 

of frames and Ni is the number of frames in each bin. The energy of the unsampled regions is 

not defined. Solvent accessible cavities leading to the active sites were identified using 

KVFinder [266] using  a  probe  ‘in’  radius  of  1.4  Å,  a  probe  ‘out’  radius  of  6.0  Å  and  a  volume  

filter of 5.0 Å3 on a selection of snapshots from the MD simulations. Structures and ligands for 

docking experiments were prepared with AutoDock Tools [267] and the docking was 

performed with AutoDock Vina [268]. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Large amplitude movements of the regulatory domains are observed 

for the open form  

 

Classical MD simulations of T. maritima DAH7PS in its open state at the upper growth 

limit temperature of the organism 363 K [269] (Open_run1 and Open_run2) present a rapid 

and important increase in the RMSD with respect to the open form crystal structure (Figure 

4.2), exceeding 8 Å after 50 ns simulated. The RMSD traces do not plateau after the initial 

burst but instead oscillate between approximately 7.5 and 11.5 Å. Pursuing the simulation for 

longer to reach 635 ns does not help to attain a plateau, but instead further increases the 

deviation from the initial structure. This behaviour suggests that the protein experiences large 

conformational changes without reaching an energy minimum deep enough to remain in a 

stable conformation. This is confirmed by visual inspection of the MD trajectories (Movie 4.1 
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and Movie 4.2 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies), which show that the regulatory 

domains experience major conformational changes due to the flexibility of the linker region, 

while the catalytic domains do not present any significant alteration of their conformation. Each 

ACT domain samples a large portion of the accessible conformational space and only 

temporally remains relatively immobile when it engages in interactions with the adjacent ACT 

domain or with the catalytic barrels. Unsurprisingly, because of the degree of freedom of the 

regulatory domains imparted by the flexible linker region, classical MD is not sufficient to 

sample the fully closed form starting from the open form crystal structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Alpha carbon RMSD traces of the MD trajectories of tetrameric T. maritima DAH7PS. For the 

open form simulations (Open_run1 shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue and Open_300K in purple) the 

RMSD is calculated with respect to the open form tetrameric crystal structure (PDB ID: 1RZM), while for the 

closed form (Closed_run1 shown in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red) and 

truncated mutants (Truncated shown in orange), the RMSD is calculated with respect to the tetrameric closed 

crystal structure (PDB ID: 3PG9) and truncated tetrameric crystal structure (PDB ID: 3PG8) respectively. 
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Interestingly the broadly open conformation observed in the crystal structure does not 

last for more than a few nanoseconds, almost immediately the regulatory domains deviate from 

their original position and start exploring the surrounding area. This seems to indicate that the 

conformation observed in the crystal structure is not stable in solution but might exist only 

because of the crystal packing in solid phase. Closer inspection of the crystal structure reveals 

that each ACT domain interacts with two symmetry mates that are not part of the tetramer: one 

interacts via its main barrel, whereas the other symmetry mate interacts via its ACT domain 

(Figure 4.3). Several non-bonding interactions can be identified between the ACT domain and 

these two symmetry mates. The result is close-packing with interlaced ACT domains, which 

maintain the broadly open conformation observed in the crystal structure. In a diluted solution, 

when these inter-tetramer interactions do not exist anymore, the ACT domains rapidly leave 

the now-unstable broadly open conformation for a more relaxed conformation and start 

exploring the surrounding space.  
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Figure 4.3. Surface representation of symmetry mates in crystal structure 1RZM. One of the ACT domain 

of tetrameric T. maritima DAH7PS (blue) is shown to interact with the ACT domain of an adjacent symmetry 

mate (red). Both ACT domains interact with the main barrel of a third symmetry mate (green). Zooms show the 

proteins as a cartoon and the main interacting residues are represented with sticks and the interactions with orange 

dotted lines. 

 

In order to investigate the effect of temperature on the dynamics of the regulatory 

domains and confirm that the instability of the broadly open form in solution is not an artefact 

of the simulated temperature, a simulation was performed at 300 K (Open_300K). Although 

the initial increase in RMSD is not as steep as at higher temperature, the RMSD rapidly reach 

the same range of values as observed at 363K. Visualisation of the trajectories confirms the 

existence of large regulatory domain movements leading to interaction with the adjacent ACT 

domain or with the main barrels, even though the amplitude of these movements is slightly less 

important at 300 K (Movie 4.3 and Movie 4.4 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies).  

 

In order to try to simulate the closing of the regulatory domains, two accelerated MD 

simulations were performed. During aMD simulations, a boost potential is applied if the energy 

falls below a chosen threshold. This boost potential enables to flatten the energy landscape by 

reducing the depth of the energy minima and thus lowering the height of the energy barriers to 

cross. The challenge of aMD is to find the appropriate acceleration parameters for the studied 

system,  i.e.  the  acceleration  factor  α  which  determines  the  shape  of  the  modified  potential  and  

the threshold energy E which controls the portion of the potential surface affected by the boost. 

Here the boost potential was only applied to the dihedral angles using a previously reported 

method (see Methods) and used two degrees of acceleration. In order for aMD to have an 

improved sampling over the classical MD runs, the aMD runs were also run at 363 K to take 

advantage of the increased sampling provided by the high temperature. However, the 
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combination of high temperature and boost potential led to the partial unfolding of the enzyme 

if the simulations were carried out for too long. As a result, the aMD simulations could only be 

run for 175 ns in order to limit to a minimum the unfolding of the secondary structure features 

of the enzyme. This period of time was insufficient to observe any closing events and the 

exploration of the conformational landscape over this period is identical to what is observed 

for longer unbiased simulations. Consequently, the results of these aMD simulations are not 

shown. 

 

Figure 4.4. Radius of gyration of the tetramer as a function of simulated time. Open_run1 is shown in dark 

blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and 

Closed_noTyr in red.  

 

To quantify the effect of the regulatory domain movements on the tetrameric structure, 

the radius of gyration Rg of the tetramer was monitored over the course of the simulations as a 

measure of the compactness of the protein (Figure 4.4). For the open form trajectories, the Rg 

decreases rapidly from its initial value and then tends to decrease at a lower rate, sometimes 
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plateauing, sometimes increasing for some time. This is in line with the unrestrained 

movements of the regulatory domains observed at the beginning of the simulation and then the 

creation and breaking of interactions with an adjacent regulatory domain or with the catalytic 

barrels. Overall the motions of the regulatory domains exploring their available conformational 

space correspond to closing motions which lead to an increased compactness of the tetramer in 

solution that can even approach the level of compactness observed for the closed form.  

 

 

Figure 4.5. Evolution of the total solvent accessible surface area of the tetramer over the course of the 

simulations. Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 in 

light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red.  

 

In order to understand the effect of the increased compactness on the open form, the 

solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the tetramer was calculated for each frame of the 

trajectories as shown in Figure 4.5. For the open form simulations, after an initial burst 
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corresponding to the relaxation of the systems, the SASA oscillates and can decrease to reach 

a lower value than for the X-ray crystal structure. This again agrees perfectly with the fact that 

the regulatory domains interact with each other or with the catalytic barrel, leading to a 

reduction of the SASA. As these closing motions are less pronounced at 300 K than they are at 

363 K, the effect on SASA is significantly less pronounced.   

 

 

Figure 4.6. Fraction of the catalytic barrel buried by the regulatory domains in the tetramer as a function 

of simulated time. Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 

in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red.  

 

SASA calculations additionally show that the fraction of the catalytic barrel buried by 

the ACT domains and the linker region tends to increase over the course of the open form 

simulations (Figure 4.6), which is consistent with the movements of the regulatory domains 

observed for these simulations. Large discrepancies are however observed across these 

simulations, with a fraction of buried catalytic barrel remaining around this initial value of 17% 
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in the case of Open_300K, it increases to up to 21% in the case of Open_run2 and 25% in the 

case of Open_run1. Such differences are not observed when comparing the RMSD traces 

(Figure 4.2) or Rg evolution (Figure 4.4). This highlights the fact that the motion of the 

regulatory domains in the open form simulations are not necessarily accompanied by direct 

interactions with the catalytic barrels and instead, an ACT domain might simply interact with 

the adjacent ACT domain or can move toward the catalytic barrel without actually entering 

into contact with it, resulting in decrease in radius of gyration but a fraction of buried catalytic 

barrel remaining constant. 

 

4.3.2 The closed form remains very stable throughout the trajectory even 

in the absence of allosteric ligand 

 

In contrast with the MD simulations of the open form, the closed form remains very 

stable throughout the simulations, with the RMSD increasing slowly but constantly over the 

course of the simulations, but without going further than 2 to 3 Å from the closed form crystal 

structure (Figure 4.2). No opening of the regulatory domains was observed over the course of 

the simulations, even in the absence of Tyr in the allosteric binding site, suggesting that the 

closed state is a very stable conformation. Even a Tyr unbinding event observed in one 

trajectory (Closed_run1) did not trigger the opening of the regulatory domains (Movie 4.5 and 

Movie 4.6 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies), although its RMSD is more elevated when 

compared to the other two closed simulations (Closed_run2 and Closed_noTyr). 

 

For the closed form trajectories in the presence of Tyr, the Rg increases slowly from its 

initial value until reaching a plateau after about 125 ns and in the absence of Tyr, the Rg 

stabilised sooner. In both cases, although the initial increase during the first 10-20 ns can 
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possibly be explained by a full relaxation of a system, which would be in line with the initial 

increase in RMSD observed for these trajectories during the same amount of time (Figure 4.2), 

the subsequent increase that takes more than 100 ns before to stabilised, cannot be solely 

explained by a relaxation of the system and instead other mechanisms are likely to be at play. 

 

Globally the SASA of the entire protein increases gradually in the closed form and 

although the initial SASA is lower than for the open form, it can exceed the SASA of the open 

form simulations at 363 K.  

 

4.3.3 Exploring the conformational energy landscape accessible to T. 

maritima DAH7PS 

 

To better visualise the differences between the open form and closed form simulations 

in terms of sampled conformational space, their complete trajectories were projected onto the 

conformational space defined by the RMSD from open form versus RMSD from closed form 

as presented Figure 4.7.  

 

The closed form simulations deviate by more than 15 Å from the open crystal structure, 

exceeding the RMSD difference between the closed and   open   forms   of   14.2   Ǻ.   This   is  

explained by the fact that the deviation from the closed crystal structure is not associated with 

an opening of the regulatory domains, thus, the more they deviate from the closed form, the 

further apart they are from the open form. Because of the absence of major global domain 

motions observed during the closed form simulations, their projection onto the RMSD space 

remains extremely localised, with large overlapping portions between the three closed form 

trajectories. 
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As observed in Figure 4.2, the open form simulations deviate rapidly from the open form 

crystal structure leading to the trail of sporadic conformations presenting an RMSD between 2 

to 7 Å from the open form crystal structure (Figure 4.7). The bulk of the trajectories occupies 

a larger area with less overlap than what is observed for the closed trajectories. In addition, 

because of the partial closing observed during these simulations, an increase in RMSD from 

the open form roughly corresponds to a decrease in RMSD from the closed form. Although 

larger than for the closed form simulations, the portion of the conformational space sampled 

during the open form simulations represents only a small area of the vast conformational space 

that describes the opening and closing of the four regulatory domains and remains distant from 

the closed crystal structure by more than 10 Å.  

 

 

Figure 4.7. Projection of the trajectories onto the alpha carbon RMSD space formed by the RMSD 

calculated from the tetrameric open crystal structure (x-axis) and from the tetrameric closed crystal 
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structure (y-axis). Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, 

Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red. The TMD trajectories are 

represented with grey crosses and the x-ray crystal structure of the open (O) and closed (C) forms are identified 

with squares. 

 

To further investigate the amplitude of the movements required by the regulatory 

domains to reach a fully open or a fully closed form starting from a fully closed and fully open 

state respectively, a targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulation was run, using the crystal 

structures of the open and closed tetrameric forms as reference points and driving the 

transitions between these two final states by applying a harmonic potential force, based on the 

RMSD from the reference state, to the regulatory domain and linker region alpha carbons. 

 

Projection of the open to closed (TMD_open) and closed to open (TMD_closed) TMD 

trajectories along the two RMSD coordinates better helps to visualise the amplitude of the 

conformational changes involved in the transition between open and closed forms which 

present an RMSD difference of 14 Å. The two trajectories loosely follow the line formed by 

the RMSD between the two crystal structures. Characteristic of TMD simulations, large 

amplitude global motions, which rapidly decrease the RMSD from the reference structure occur 

prior to small local changes. As a result, the RMSD plot first follows a quasi-rectilinear trace 

corresponding to the global changes. This region is comprised between 14 and 5 Å (RMSD 

from closed crystal structure) for the open to close simulation, and between 14 and 8 Å (RMSD 

from open crystal structure) for the close to open simulation. The traces then gain in curvature 

with a dramatic slope decrease, corresponding to local rearrangements. This behaviour is likely 

to be unrealistic as it is expected that both global and local changes would occur concomitantly. 

It is, however, reassuring that the region of local changes roughly follows the region sampled 

by classical MD. Therefore, although the resulting trajectory is not at equilibrium, it permits 
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the concomitant closing and opening of the regulatory domains to be simulated, otherwise 

impossible by conventional MD. 

 

As noted above, visual inspection of the open form trajectories indicates that the 

regulatory domains occasionally and individually sample conformations that resemble those 

sampled in the closed form simulations. In order to better study this phenomenon, each 

trajectory of the tetramer was decomposed into four trajectories, one for each monomeric unit, 

which can be seen as four independent trajectories for the purpose of considering the sampling 

of the conformational space accessible to a single regulatory domain. This leads to 1.34 µs of 

monomeric unit dynamics for each system except for Open_run1, for which 2.54 µs of 

monomeric unit dynamics are available. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Projection of the trajectories onto the alpha carbon RMSD space formed by the RMSD 

calculated from the monomeric open crystal structure (x-axis) and from the monomeric closed crystal 
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structure (y-axis). Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, 

Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red. The TMD trajectories are 

represented with grey crosses and the x-ray crystal structure of a single chain of the open (O) and closed (C) forms 

are identified with squares. 

 

Projection of the monomeric unit trajectories onto a conformational space formed by the 

RMSD from the open or from the closed monomeric unit crystal structure is shown in Figure 

4.8. Contrary to the conformational space of the tetramer, a more exhaustive sampling of the 

conformational space is achieved. Of particular interest, some regions sampled during the open 

form simulations overlap with regions of the conformational space sampled during the closed 

form simulations. Although the conformations obtained from the open state trajectories still 

present at best an RMSD of 2 Å from the closed crystal structure, more relaxed closed form 

conformations are sampled during the open form simulations. Therefore, it indicates that, 

although simulating the transition from a fully open tetrameric conformation to a fully closed 

one remains impractical using classical MD simulations, simulation of the closing of individual 

regulatory domains is amenable within the timescale accessible by conventional MD. 

 

Moreover, because this conformational space is extensively explored during the 

simulations (combining all the simulations at 363 K corresponds to 7.9 µs of monomeric unit 

dynamics), a population-based relative free energy map of the conformational landscape of the 

monomeric unit in the tetramer (since the conformations sampled are dependent on the 

interactions with the adjacent regulatory domain or with the catalytic barrels) at 363 K can be 

calculated with fair accuracy. Here the energy map shown in Figure 4.9 was constructed along 

two coordinates representative of the closing/opening motions of individual domain: the radius 

of gyration of the monomeric unit and the angle formed by Gly33-Pro68-Lys231, which 

describes reasonably well the pendulum-like motion of the regulatory domain from open to 
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close and vice versa (Figure 4.10). For the construction of the energy map, the first 35 ns of 

each tetramer simulation were discarded to allow for extensive equilibration of each system 

and to exclude the initial RMSD burst observed at the beginning of the simulations (Figure 

4.2). 

 

Figure 4.9. Relative free energy landscape formed by the Gly33-Pro68-Lys231 angle (x-axis) and the radius 

of gyration (y-axis). The map was calculated from the population obtained during the simulations at 363 K. The 

TMD trajectories are represented with grey crosses and the x-ray crystal structure of a single chain of the open 

(O) and closed (C) forms are identified with squares. 

 

It is clear from this map that the X-ray crystal structures of the open and closed forms do 

not correspond to the calculated energy minima in solution but instead appear to be at the edge 

of the two deepest energy wells, centred on 54.9°, 2.14 nm and 159.3°, 2.42 nm, corresponding 

to the relaxed open and relaxed closed forms in solution respectively. Unsurprisingly the Rg of 

the crystal structure monomeric units is lower than for the relaxed structure, likely due to the 

crystal packing effect. Overall the energy landscape presents an upside-down J-shape, which 
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is explained by the fact that the highest radius of gyration does not correspond to the largest 

angle but instead occurs before the relaxed closed state. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Structure of the X-ray crystal structures of the monomeric unit in its open form (blue) and 

closed form (green). Alpha carbon of Gly33, Pro68 and Lys231 used to calculate the angle representing the 

regulatory domain motions are represented by spheres. 

 

The energy well corresponding to the relaxed closed state is only 0.6 kcal/mol deeper 

than the relaxed open form but the region covered larger. However, because no opening of the 

regulatory domains in the closed state was sampled, this energy map is flawed toward the 

closing of the regulatory domains, and the difficulty of opening the regulatory domains 

suggests that the energy well corresponding to the relaxed closed conformation is certainly 

much deeper than what is calculated here. The highest energy barrier is therefore expected to 

be encountered by a closed conformation willing to escape the closed conformation energy 

well. Nevertheless, the rest of this energy landscape is not expected to be fundamentally 

affected by additional sampling and it provides useful information regarding the closing 

mechanisms of the regulatory domain. 
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To reach a relaxed closed conformation starting from an open one, crossing of a barrier 

of about 3 kcal/mol with respect to the open form energy well is required. However, this barrier 

crossing does not occur in one step, and instead intermediate low energy states about 1.5 

kcal/mol higher than the energy of the open state are spread along the path. Moreover, these 

shallow energy basinsmake the exploration of the conformational space between the open and 

close state facile. This region of the energy landscape accounts for the large number of 

conformations sampled with relative ease by the regulatory domains in the open form 

simulations.  

 

With the exception of a few conformations, the TMD trajectories follow reasonably well 

the path between the two end states along these two coordinates and seem to sample both 

intermediate low energy states and higher energy regions. The trajectories also present a very 

good overlap with the region of the space characterised by the two RMSD coordinates, sampled 

by the classical MD simulations (Figure 4.9).  

 

4.3.4 Three residues appear to be responsible for the flexibility of the 

linker region 

 

As the TMD simulations provide as a whole a good approximation of single regulatory 

domain closing and opening mechanisms, they can inform on the role played by the residues 

composing the linker region during this process, in particular, those responsible for the opening 

and closing movements. Indeed, crystal structures and classical MD simulations reveal that the 

numerous degrees of freedom of the ACT domains are permitted by the flexibility of the linker 

region. In order to investigate the contribution of each residue, dihedral angles ϕ and  ψ  for  
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residues 63 (corresponding to the last residue of the ACT domain) to residue 70 were monitored 

during the TMD simulations.  

 

 

Figure 4.11. Frequency distribution plots of dihedral angles for residues 63 to 70 from the TMD 

simulations. ϕ dihedrals are coloured in red and ψ  dihedrals  in  blue. 

 

Linker residues after residue 70 show only marginal changes in their dihedral angles and 

their lack of involvement in the flexibility of the linker region is confirmed by their low RMSF 

values (see below). Plots of the frequency distribution of these dihedral angles of interest are 

shown in Figure 4.11. Three residues, Arg64, Val65 and Leu66 (Figure 4.12) stand out from 

the others by presenting an unusually broad distribution of their ψ  angles  that  span  more  than  

170° while their ϕ angles range from -180° to more than -45°. The flexibility of these residues 

seems to be essential for the free motions of the regulatory domains, and they appear to be the 

key to the closing mechanism. Of these three residues, Val65 presents the greatest dihedral 

angles changes and because of its position in between the other two, it is likely to be the most 
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important and thus is a promising candidate for a single point mutation to reduce the flexibility 

of Pro68. 

 

  

Figure 4.12. Zoom on the regulatory domain region of the X-ray crystal structures of the monomeric unit 

in its open (blue) and closed form (green). Lys64, Val65 and Leu66 are identified with sticks. 

 

4.3.5 Key interactions in the tetrameric protein stabilise the regulatory 

domains in a closed state 

 

If these three residues are essential for the flexibility of the linker region and by extension 

of the regulatory domains, a number of key individual residues might counterbalance them by 

forming strong non-covalent interactions between the regulatory domains and the rest of the 

protein in order to maintain the regulatory domains in a closed state. The analysis of the 

occurrence of hydrogen bonds between a regulatory domain and its adjacent counterpart, 

allosteric Tyr or the rest of the protein is reported in Table 4.1. Only the hydrogen bonds 

presenting an occupancy of more than 50%, in the trajectories for which the first 35 ns have 

been removed, are discussed hereafter. 

 

Two adjacent regulatory domains in their closed conformation only form a hydrogen 

bond between His29 and Ser31 and a salt bridge between Glu35 and Arg46. This is somewhat 
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surprising given the stability of the closed form. The presence of Tyr enables the two adjacent 

regulatory domains to come together via the formation of various main chain hydrogen bonds 

with the main chain functionalities of Gln34, Glu35, Arg36 and Gly43, but also via a salt bridge 

between Asp45 and the ammonium ion of Tyr as well a hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl 

of Tyr and the hydroxyl of Ser31. Ser31 has been shown to be essential for the sensitivity to 

Tyr whereas His29 is responsible for the selectivity of Tyr versus Phe [257]. 

 

Table 4.1. Hydrogen bond occupancy between regulatory domains, between regulatory domains and 

allosteric Tyr and between regulatory domains and the rest of the protein. Only hydrogen bonds presenting 

an occupancy of more than 50 % over the course of an MD trajectory are reported. Residues that form salt bridges 

appear in red. The number of water molecules bridging two regulatory domains (more specifically involving 

residues 1 to 3 and 29 to 46 of the ACT domains which are either buried or responsible for the binding of Tyr) is 

averaged over the course of each simulation. 

Donor Acceptor Closed_run1 Closed_run2 Closed_noTyr 
Inter-regulatory domains hydrogen bonds 

ARG46-Side GLU35-Side 84% 84% 86% 
SER31-Side HSE29-Side  53%  

Tyr - regulatory domains hydrogen bonds 
TYR-Main ASP45-Side 88% 96%  
TYR-Side SER31-Side 62% 86%  
TYR-Main GLY43-Main 65% 86%  

GLN34-Main TYR-Main 96% 98%  
GLU35-Main TYR-Main 94% 97%  
ARG36-Main TYR-Main 60% 74%  
GLY43-Main TYR-Main 76% 95%  

TYR-Main ILE41-Main  54%  
Regulatory domains - rest of protein hydrogen bonds 

ARG64-Side GLU215-Side 91% 98% 81% 
ARG247-Side GLU54-Side 97% 97% 70% 
SER55-Side ALA306-Main 59% 77% 88% 
TYR47-Side GLU222-Side  74%  

ARG277-Side ASP57-Side  71% 78% 
LYS16-Side GLU304-Side 63% 64% 79% 

LYS311-Side ASP57-Side 51%   
ARG36-Side GLU75-Side 96% 95% 98% 
LYS70-Side GLU35-Side 78%   

Average number of water bridges linking two regulatory domains via hydrogen bonds 
Mean ± standard deviation 2.1 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 1.2 
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Although the presence of Tyr is responsible for the formation of key interactions that 

indirectly link the two regulatory domains, this does not explain the stability of the closed form 

in the absence of Tyr. In addition, the absence of Tyr does not favour the presence of water 

molecules within the allosteric binding sites that could serve as a bridge between two regulatory 

domains as the average number of such kind of water bridges is the same for Closed_run2 and 

Closed_noTyr (Table 4.1). Moreover, each regulatory domain interacts with the rest of the 

protein via a number of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges but there are no major differences 

between the closed forms in the presence and absence of Tyr. Therefore, it seems reasonable 

to conclude that the predominant force stabilising the closed regulatory domains is the 

hydrophobic interactions between the two beta sheets of the regulatory domains, which are 

mainly composed of hydrophobic residues.  

 

4.3.6 Differences in the flexibility of key catalytic loops are observed 

between the open and closed form simulations  

 

To start addressing the impact of the domain movements on catalysis, the flexibility of 

individual  residues  was  evaluated  based  on  their  Cα  RMSF  calculated  on  the  monomeric  unit  

of T. maritima DAH7PS by considering each chain composing the tetramer as being 

independent and combining them as individual trajectories and aligning all frames on the TIM 

barrel to remove undesired translational and rotational motions. The first 35 ns of each tetramer 

simulation were discarded as previously to allow for ample relaxation of the systems. 

 

Unsurprisingly, the RMSF of residues 1 to around residue 63 is much more important for 

the open form simulations, accounting for the large amplitude motions observed for the ACT 

domain when simulated in their open state (Figure 4.13). Residues 64 to 67 are also more 
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flexible in the open trajectories, suggesting that the first residues of the linker region might 

play a more important role in the flexibility of the regulatory domains than the other linker 

region residues, confirming the findings made above regarding the importance of Arg64, Val65 

and Leu66. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Cα  RMSF  of  the  MD  trajectories  of  T. maritima DAH7PS after removal of the first 35 ns of 

each simulation. Open_run1 is represented in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, 

Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green, Closed_noTyr in red and Truncated shown in orange. 

 

Apart from the regulatory domains, the most flexible region corresponds to catalytic loop 

β2α2 which is more flexible in the closed form simulations in the presence of Tyr when 

compared with the open form simulations, and almost reaches the degree of flexibility observed 

for the truncated mutant for which the movements of this loop are unrestrained. The position 

of this loop in the open form crystal structure is similar to its position in the closed form crystal 

structure.  Careful  examination  of  the  closed  form  MD  trajectories  reveals  that  the  β2α2 loop 
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tends to rapidly leave the conformation adopted in the closed form crystal structure and move 

away, the longer the simulation, the further away the loop is (Figure 4.14 A). The same loop in 

the open simulations presents lower amplitudes, more random motions (Figure 4.14 B) and 

does not deviate as much from the open crystal structure.  

 

Figure 4.14. Snapshot   of   the   β2α2 loop motions taken at regular intervals over the course of the MD 

simulations for Closed_run2 (A) and Open_run2 (B). The loops are coloured with a gradient function of the 

increasing simulation time from red to white to blue. 

 

The movement  of  the  β2α2 loop is confirmed by plotting the deviation  of  Pro136  Cα  from  

the crystal structure as a function of time (Figure 4.15). Pro136 corresponds to the turn in loop 

β2α2 and presents the greatest deviation. Globally the deviation of the loop in the closed form 

trajectories increases steadily before starting to plateau after about 150 ns, accounting for the 

gradually increased distance of the loop from its original position. For the open form 

trajectories, the distances tend to first increase and then decrease leading to lower deviations 

from the X-ray crystal structure than the closed form simulations, in agreement with more 

random motions of this loop.   
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Figure 4.15. Deviation of Pro136 averaged by chains from its position in the crystal structure. Open_run1 is 

represented in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 

in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red. 

 

In  addition  to  the  β2α2 loop,  loops  β3α3 (residues 165-170),  β4α4 (residues 184-190) and 

β5α5 (residues 208-213) also seem to be more flexible in the closed state in the presence of Tyr 

or in the truncated mutant than in the open state or closed state in the absence of Tyr, but to a 

far   lesser   extent   than   the   β2α2 loop. These loops do not appear to be directly involved in 

catalysis, with the exception of Arg186, which binds a hydroxyl group of E4P (PDB 1RZM). 

Instead, they are at the interface with an adjacent monomeric unit and interact with other loops 

within the same monomeric unit or the adjacent one. 

 

Catalytic loops β8α8 and β7α7 also exhibit differences between open and closed states. 

Overall in both cases, the flexibility of the loops seems to be higher for the open form 

simulations than for the closed ones, with a very high flexibility of loop β8α8 observed for 
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Open_run1. This would indicate that these two loops have less freedom to move when the 

regulatory domains are closed and that this reduction of flexibility might be part of the 

inhibition mechanism. This is partly corroborated by the hydrogen bonds identified between 

this loop and the closed regulatory domains, in particular, Ala306 and Ser55, Lys 311 and Asp 

57 as well as the salt bridge between Glu304 and Lys16 (Table 4.1). 

 

Finally,  loop  β6α6 which is involved in the binding of E4P and PEP presents a moderate 

increase in flexibility when compared with most of the other residues belonging to the main 

barrel, but no clear differences between open and closed forms can be identified. 

 

4.3.7 The regulatory domains occlude the entrance to the active site by 

entering in contact with key catalytic loops 

 

Analyses of the SASA, Rg and RMSF as well as visualisation of the trajectories have 

revealed the regulatory domains hinder the entrance to the active site over the course of the 

open form simulations  and  the  motion  of  β2α2 loop in the closed form simulations lead to a 

more accessible active site. In order to quantify the occlusion of the active site by the regulatory 

domains both in the open and closed form trajectories, the number of contacts between the 

ACT  domains  and   loops  β2α2,  β6α6,  β7α7, β8α8 that form the contour of the active site were 

counted. Once a regulatory domain is in contact with one or more of these loops, the active site 

becomes occluded and the substrates have more difficulties to access it and, therefore, the 

activity of the enzyme can be affected. A loop is deemed to have one contact with a regulatory 

domain when any Cα of the regulatory domain falls below 10 Å of one alpha carbon of the 

loop, if more than one alpha carbon of the loop is affected, then the number of contacts increase 

accordingly. Therefore, the higher the number of contacts, the higher the number of residues 
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constituting the loop are affected. The distance of 10 Å was chosen as it gives the best 

selectivity and specificity for each loop of both the open and closed form simulations. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Structure of the catalytic barrel of one chain interacting with the regulatory domain of another 

chain in the closed form crystal structure. The  active  site  of  the  enzyme  is  essentially  formed  by  loops  β2α2 

(red),  β6α6 (purple),  β7α7 (orange),  β8α8 (green). Regulatory domain is coloured in blue and the manganese ion in 

the active site represented with a grey sphere. 

 

The average number of contacts per chain between each loop and the regulatory domains 

are plotted in Figure 4.17. For the closed form trajectories, the number of contacts between the 

regulatory  domains  and  the  β2α2 loop rapidly decreases and can even fall below one, meaning 

that for some of the chains composing the tetramer, there is no contact at all between this loop 

and the regulatory domains. This is in line with the motions of this loop observed for the closed 

form simulations with this loop moving away from its original position. In contrast, the number 

of contact for this loop increases significantly over the course of the open form simulations at 
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363 K (the increase being less important at 300 K) and quickly exceeds the number of contacts 

in the closed form simulations, revealing that the motions of the regulatory domains lead to 

extensive  contacts  with  the  β2α2 loop. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Number of contacts between residues of  loops  β2α2,  β6α6,  β7α7, β8α8 and the regulatory domain. 

The number of contacts has been averaged per chain. Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, 

Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 in light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red.  

 

The   regulatory   domains   present   few   contacts  with   loop   β6α6 and   loop   β7α7, which is 

unsurprising as these loops are the most distant ones from the regulatory domains due to the 

internal   position   of   β6α6 and   the   shortness   of   β7α7. The contacts occur essentially over the 

course of the closed form simulations but also toward the end of the Open_run1 simulation. 

The   number   of   contacts   between   loop   β8α8 and the regulatory domains remains very high 

during the closed form simulations accounting for the hydrogen bonds and salt bridges 

identified between this loop and the regulatory domains. Although initially not in contact with 
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this loop, the regulatory domains in their open conformation soon close the distance and a large 

number of contacts are observed as a result of the regulatory domain movements. 

 

4.3.8 Displacement  of   the  β2α2 loop during the closed form simulations 

open a back door to the active site  

 

 

 

Figure 4.18. Fraction of the time for which at least one contact is observed between regulatory domains and 

a given loop. Open_run1 is shown in dark blue, Open_run2 in light blue, Open_300K in purple, Closed_run1 in 

light green, Closed_run2 in dark green and Closed_noTyr in red.  

 

Looking at the fraction of the time for which at least one contact is observed between a 

regulatory domain and a given loop reveals that during the closed form simulations, the 

regulatory  domains  remain  always  in  contact  with  loop  β8α8 and almost always in contact with 
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β7α7 as revealed in Figure 4.18, which shows the fraction of the simulation time during which 

at least one regulatory domain – loop   contact   exists.  However,   contacts  with   loop  β2α2 are 

scarcer and almost non-existent   in   the  case  of   loop  β6α6. The regulatory domains are in the 

majority  of  the  cases  at  the  same  time  in  contact  with  loop  β8α8 and  loop  β7α7 or  with  loop  β8α8, 

loop  β7α7 and  loop  β2α2 (Table 4.2). Taken together, these results suggest that if blocking of 

the  β8α8 loop and, to a lower extent,  the  β7α7 loop by the regulatory domains is a prerequisite 

to achieving inhibition  of  the  enzyme,  blocking  of  β2α2 might  be  less  critical  and  loop  β6α6 does 

not need to be blocked.  

 

Table 4.2. Type of regulatory domains – loops contact existing at the same time during the MD simulations.  

Type of contacts Open run 1 Open run 2 Open 300 K Closed run  1 Closed run 2 Closed no Tyr 

No contact 1% 18% 34% 0% 0% 0% 

Contact loop 2 only 48% 24% 33% 0% 0% 0% 

Contact loop 8 only 3% 16% 32% 6% 9% 7% 

Contact loops 2 & 8 26% 39% 0% 6% 6% 4% 

Contact loops 7 & 8 2% 3% 1% 48% 23% 52% 

Contact loops 6, 7 & 8 2% 0% 0% 5% 5% 6% 

Contact loops 2, 7 & 8 10% 0% 0% 31% 53% 30% 

Contact all loops 8% 0% 0% 4% 3% 2% 

 

If  the  blocking  of  the  β2α2 loop is not deemed necessary to achieve enzyme inhibition, 

what effect has the displacement of this loop on the enzyme activity? Surface representation of 

the closed form simulations reveals that this loop movement opens a direct access to the active 

site (Figure 4.19). Not only this makes the active site solvent accessible, but the dimensions of 

the entrance can also accommodate the substrates PEP and E4P.  

 

In order to verify that E4P and PEP can enter the active site via this back door, the two 

substrates were docked at the vicinity of the active site and both PEP and E4P were found to 

bind the entrance to the active site formed by this back door as well as its direct internal walls 
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(Figure 4.20). Therefore, this suggests that both the size of the back door is sufficient to 

accommodate the substrates, but also that the polarity of this active site entrance is adapted for 

the substrates to find their way inside the cavity. 

 

 

Figure 4.19. Molecular surface representation of the region corresponding to one active site and one 

regulatory domain during the MD simulations of Closed_run1 (A) and Closed_run2 (B). Regulatory domains 

are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loop  in  red,  β8α8 loop in green and the rest of the catalytic barrel in light grey. The solvent 

exposed cavities are identified with a yellow mesh and were determined with KVFinder [266]. E4P and PEP are 

represented at scale with sticks to provide an indication of the size of the back door entrance. 

 

 

Figure 4.20. Docking of E4P (A) and PEP (B) to the back door entrance.  The structure corresponds to the 

frame of Closed_run1 at 335 ns. Regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loop  in  red,  β8α8 loop in green and 

the rest of the catalytic barrel in light grey.  
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4.3.9 Movements of the regulatory domains observed in the open form 

simulations impede the entrance to the active site 

 

The  open  form  simulations  reveal  that  the  β2α2 loop is extensively in contact with the 

regulatory domains (Figure 4.18) explaining why this loop is significantly less flexible in the 

open form simulations than in the closed form simulations (Figure 4.13). Contrary to the 

contacts  with  the  β2α2 loop, which are present in the open form crystal structure, contacts with 

loop  β8α8 and to a far lesser extent with  loop  β7α7 are created over the course of the simulations 

because of the large amplitude movements that are experienced by the regulatory domains due 

to the flexibility of the linker region (Figure 4.18). As shown in Table 4.2, during the open 

form simulations the regulatory domains can either have no contact at all with the loops, be in 

contact  with  only  loop  β8α8,  with  only  loop  β2α2 or with both at the same time. Interestingly, in 

the case of Open_run1, in 10% of the cases the regulatory domains are in contacts with loop 

β8α8,  loop  β7α7 and  loop  β2α2 and in 8 % of the cases with all four loops. Consequently, in 18 

% of the cases, the active site is completely occluded by the regulatory domains. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.21, where the regulatory domains movement significantly compromises 

the open access to the top left active site after 35 ns. The active site remains, nonetheless, partly 

accessible but at the price of the substrates having to wander through the tortuous, constantly 

moving tunnel formed by the ACT domain interacting with the catalytic barrels and its adjacent 

counterpart. This is likely to affect both binding affinity of the substrates and release of the 

products. 
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Figure 4.21. Molecular surface representation of the region corresponding to two active sites and two 

regulatory domains during the MD simulation of Open_run1. Regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 

loop  in  red,  β8α8 loop in green and the rest of the catalytic barrel in light grey. The solvent exposed cavities are 

identified with a yellow mesh and were determined with KVFinder [266]. E4P and PEP are represented at scale 

with sticks. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

 

Using MD simulations, the dynamics in solution of tetrameric T. maritima DAH7PS, 

both in its open and closed forms, was studied in order to provide new insights into the allosteric 

regulation mechanism of this enzyme and of shed some light on some of the surprising 

experimental results observed. 

 

The regulatory domains of the open form appear to be extremely mobile and do not retain 

the broadly open position captured in the crystal structure for more than a few nanoseconds 

before exploring the surroundings. This leads to the formation of transient interactions with the 

adjacent regulatory domain or with the catalytic barrels leading to a reduction in the solvent 
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accessibility of the main barrel. It is important to note that the region of the catalytic barrels 

that can be buried by the displacement of the regulatory domains corresponds, for the largest 

part, to the catalytic site of the adjacent chain. Therefore, any increased portion of the barrels 

buried by the regulatory domain diminishes the solvent accessibility of the active site of the 

enzyme. This can explains why the turnover number, kcat, of the reaction is higher and Km
E4P is 

lower for the truncated mutant than for the wild-type (WT) in the absence of Tyr (Table 

4.3)[180]: the constant large amplitude motions of the regulatory domains impede the binding 

of E4P as well as the product release, thereby affecting kcat and Km
E4P compared with the 

truncated mutant. It is however important to note that the Km of a single substrate presented 

here corresponds to an apparent Km value measured experimentally by maintaining the 

concentration of the other substrate constant. Therefore, changes in the Km value of a substrate 

might affect the Km value of the other substrate. Although indicative of the affinity of a 

substrate for its binding site, the Km are not a dissociation constants and the actual dissociation 

constants are unknown. 

 

Table 4.3. Kinetic parameters for T. maritima DAH7PS. Kinetic parameters from [180] 

 KmPEP (μM) KmE4P (μM) kcat (s-1) 

Wild-type in the absence of Tyr 4.85 ± 0.04 13 ± 1 11.7 ± 0.2 

Wild-type in the presence of Tyr  21 ± 1 118 ± 10 2.59 ± 0.07 

Truncated mutant 38 ± 3 6.6 ± 0.5 18.2 ± 0.3 

 

The higher Km
PEP for the truncated mutant is however somewhat surprising, but can 

possibly be explained by the results of the simulations. Firstly, the fact that E4P is bigger than 

PEP makes it more easily affected by the blocking of the active site by the regulatory domains 

as it can less easily and more slowly find its way through a tunnel leading to the active site as 

those formed during the regulatory domain motions (Figure 4.21).  
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In addition, in the truncated mutant, the motions of the loops, in particular, the  β2α2 loop, 

are completely unrestrained and it has been shown that an increase in flexibility of the catalytic 

loops can explain the reduction of activity observed upon binding of an allosteric ligand in type 

II [165] and   type   Iα  DAH7PS   [247]. Therefore, one possible explanation might be that the 

flexibility of the loops in the truncated mutant render the binding of PEP entropically 

unfavourable, leading to a slower on-rate and thus a higher Km
PEP than for the WT (although 

as mentioned above the Km may not represent the actual Kd and changes in Kd for E4P may also 

impact Km
PEP) for which the motions of the loops are restrained by the regulatory domains. 

Moreover, due to the accessibility of the active site in the truncated mutant, the off-rate of PEP 

binding may be higher than in the WT enzyme as the domain motions are expected to slow the 

release of the substrate and products from the active site. Binding of PEP might then form 

stabilising interactions that reduce the flexibility of the loops, making the binding of E4P much 

easier. In contrast, the flexibility of the loop is lower in the WT even in the absence of PEP, so 

the transient blocking of the entrance to the active site is primarily responsible for a reduced 

binding affinity. In the case of E4P, the off-rate is less affected because PEP is likely to have 

already bound the active site, making the reaction between the substrate directly possible 

whereas in the case of PEP, the substrate has to wait for the E4P to bind.  

 

Although the closing of individual ACT domain is relatively facile, the closing of all four 

domains is expected to be a much rarer event and, therefore, to occur on a longer timescale. 

What is, however, the role of Tyr in the closing of the regulatory domains? Is the enzyme able 

to attain the fully closed form in the absence of Tyr and binding of Tyr stabilise this form 

(conformational selection mechanism)? This is unlikely, as simulations of the closed form in 

the absence of Tyr have proven to be very stable. Indeed, the closed form is stabilised by both 

strong   hydrophobic   interactions   at   the   interface   of   the   two   β-sheets composing the ACT 
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domain, and the hydrogen bonds and salt bridges existing between the two ACT domains and 

between the ACT domains and the catalytic barrels. Tyr seems to form a number of interactions 

between the two ACT domains but these interactions do not seem to be required for the enzyme 

to remain in position and, therefore, we can conclude that the stabilising role of Tyr is low 

relative to the strong forces that maintain the ACT domain in a closed conformation. This is 

also confirmed by the fact that release of a Tyr does not trigger the opening of the regulatory 

domains, as observed for Closed_run1 (Movie 4.2) and thus the absence of Tyr does not seem 

to be primarily responsible for the opening of the ACT domains. Then does Tyr trigger the 

closing (induced fit mechanism)? Not exactly as the individual domains can explore a large 

number of conformations, including the partially closed conformation easily. The most likely 

explanation is that the regulatory domains can sample a large number of conformations and 

interact with each other but cannot reach easily the fully closed form because of high energy 

barriers. The role of Tyr might be to promote certain interactions between adjacent regulatory 

domains that are not often sampled, thereby leading to a more facile closing of all the regulatory 

domains. Tyr can for example, assists in the correct positioning of two adjacent ACT domains 

by engaging non-covalent interactions with one and then serving as a bridge to recruit the 

second ACT domain in a position intermediate to the closed form. This situation is illustrated 

in Figure 4.22. The fully closed conformation might be virtually inaccessible because of high 

energy barriers, Tyr might lower the energy and the barriers of some key intermediate states in 

the closing process, and thus facilitates the conformational transition to a fully closed form.  

 

One question remains: what is the role of the displacement of the β2α2 loop in the closed 

form? A possible scenario could be that  the  increased  flexibility  of  the  β2α2 loop decreases the 

binding affinity for the substrates or decreases the catalytic activity. This is unlikely as the 

binding affinity would be at its lowest value by maintaining the loop closed, as in the crystal 
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structure, and the catalytic activity of the truncated mutant is high despite the flexibility of this 

loop.  Moreover,   if   the   β2α2 loop appears to have a high RMSF, this is due to its overall 

displacement rather than the fluctuations of this loop, so the situation is different than a 

constantly  moving  loop  as  it  is  the  case  in  type  II,  type  Iα  or  in  the  truncated  mutant.  Indeed,  

once  the  β2α2 loop is open, it remains in this position and does not fluctuate anymore.  

 

 

Figure 4.22. Schematic representation of the energy landscape for the closing and opening mechanism of 

T. maritima DAH7PS. Each bead represents the relative population of a given state and the red arrows represent 

the classical conformational changes the protein experience due to its dynamic. Dashed arrows indicate infrequent 

events.  In the absence of allosteric ligand, the regulatory domains (green ovals) explore the swallow energy 

landscape and interact with the adjacent regulatory domains and the main barrel (blue oval). Most of these 

interactions are not real intermediate states of the closed state but can interconvert rapidly due to low energy 

barriers. A few conformations can serve as intermediates to give access to the fully closed state, but these 

conformations are not often sampled due to higher energy barriers, and the fully closed form remains essentially 

inaccessible. The addition of Tyr (orange stars) enables to stabilised these conformations by reducing their relative 

energy and the associated barriers. As a result, there is a population shift toward these states (orange arrows, 

middle panel) upon binding of Tyr and these intermediate states can be sampled more often and thus, the fully 

closed state is more readily accessible due to its lower energy barrier, permitting another population shift from 

the intermediate states to the fully closed state (orange arrows, right panel). Unbinding of Tyr might not occur 

directly form the fully closed state. Instead, the opening of the β2α2 loop might be able to destabilise the fully 

closed form, leading to the sampling of intermediate conformations (purple arrow, right panel). Then unbinding 

of Tyr can occur from these intermediate conformations, and upon unbinding, these conformation becomes of 

high energy and the system return to the set of conformation initially sampled (purple arrows, left panel). 
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Therefore, the displacement of this loop is more likely to open a back door, which may 

serve two potential purposes: it might restore partial activity or permit the opening of the 

regulatory domains. It has been shown that this new entrance is large and is likely to be able to 

accommodate the substrates, enabling the enzyme to perform its reaction despite the regulatory 

domain   “blockade”.   This would explain the remaining activity of the enzyme observed 

experimentally when fully inhibited and because E4P is bulkier than PEP, its entrance not as 

facile and thus Km
E4P is higher than Km

PEP (with the proviso that these Km values are not 

dissociation constants as mentioned previously). However, for the enzyme to be able to perform 

this catalysis, the closing of the  back  door  is  required  so  catalytic  residues  belonging  to  the  β2α2 

loop can serve their purpose. As the loop seems to be stable in this open state, the closing might 

be a limiting step to restore full catalytic activity. Moreover, after the reaction, the product is 

much bulkier than the two separate substrates and, therefore, release of the product might be 

slower than in the active open enzyme. This two factors might explain why the activity remains 

very low despite the substrates being able to enter the active site.  

 

As observed during the simulations, the two regulatory domains in a closed state form 

very stable interactions, which are not easily broken even in the absence of allosteric ligand. 

Therefore, another possible role, which might happen in parallel, is that opening of a back door 

might disrupt the non-covalent interactions between the main barrels and the regulatory 

domains (for example via the interactions with water molecules that enter the region buried by 

the regulatory domains), destabilising the closed form and facilitating the opening. Such a 

mechanism is observed in the Closed_run1 trajectory (Movie 4.2), in which the displacement 

of  the  β2α2 loop seems to lead to the cleavage of the interactions as well as the loss of contacts 

between the  β8α8 loop and its ACT domain partner. In turn, this enables a partial opening of 

the two regulatory domains, allowing one Tyr to escape its allosteric binding site. If the same 
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loss  of  contact  between  the  adjacent  regulatory  domain  and  its  interacting  β8α8 loop would have 

happened, it is likely that it would have resulted in the two regulatory domains to break apart, 

releasing the second Tyr. Therefore, it is likely that the opening of the regulatory domains is 

not, at least initially, triggered by the unbinding  of  Tyr.  Instead,  the  opening  of  the  β2α2 loop 

can eventually lead to the destabilisation of the closed form, and the enzyme can readopt a 

conformation similar to the intermediate conformations mentioned previously that are involved 

in the closing mechanism (Figure 4.22), and it is from these conformations that Tyr can 

dissociate from the regulatory domains which in turn leads to the adoption of the sampling of 

open conformations.  

 

In conclusion, the regulatory mechanism of T. maritima DAH7PS is not straightforward 

and presents several hidden complexities, such as the exact role played by the allosteric ligand 

in the opening mechanism of the regulatory domains as well as the role of the displacement of 

the  β2α2 loop in the residual activity of the enzyme in the presence of ligand as well as in the 

opening mechanism. Moreover, if the large, rather clumsy, domain motions seem like a gross 

and ineffective way to regulate activity, it is also an easy way to implement allostery in an 

unregulated protein by recruitment of an external domain via gene fusion. The regulation can 

then be rapidly fine-tuned via evolution of the residues forming interactions between the 

regulatory domains and the catalytic barrels, and of the residues composing the linker region 

in order to provide the correct level of flexibility. 
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Chapter 5 – The  allosteric  regulation  of  type  Iβ  

DAH7PS from Geobacillus sp. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

From sequence analysis, the DAH7PS from Geobacillus sp., a thermophilic soil 

bacterium, is predicted to have an N-terminal  CM  domain  and  be  a  member  of   the   type   Iβ  

group.  The independence of the individual catalytic DAH7PS and CM has already been 

demonstrated for the Bacillus subtilis enzyme [210] and a structure of an uninhibited form 

enzyme of this type has been previously determined for the DAH7PS from Listeria 

monocytogenes [181].  This structure shows two homodimeric CM domains extending from 

either side of the catalytic barrel tetrameric plane.  In this chapter, the structural changes 

associated with the allosteric response to prephenate are studied using X-ray crystallography 

and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments and it is found that prephenate binding 

to the CM domain stabilises a more compact conformation of the protein, limiting the catalytic 

functionality of the DAH7PS domain active site. In addition, the on-going molecular dynamics 

simulations of Geobacillus sp. DAH7PS (GspDAH7PS) that should reveal additional 

information on the dynamics of this enzyme and on its allosteric regulation mechanism are 

introduced. 
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The first part of this chapter, dedicated to the analysis of the X-ray crystal structure, 

homology models and SAXS data are extracted from an article in preparation: 

 

Nazmi AR, Othman M, Lang EJM, Bai Y, Allison TM, Panjikar S, Arcus VL, Parker EJ: 

Tipping an allosteric hat:  The catalytic regulatory domain caps the active site of 3-

deoxy-D-arabino heptulosonate synthase from Geobacillus sp., In preparation 2016 

 

Dr Ali Reza Nazmi and Mohamad Othman designed experiments, expressed and purified 

the enzyme and conducted its biochemical characterisation (not reproduced here with the 

exception of the kinetic parameters). Dr Ali Reza Nazmi crystallised the enzyme and refined 

the crystal structure. Dr Timothy M Allison, Dr Santosh Panjikar and Prof Vickery L Arcus 

assisted with X-ray crystallography. Yu Bai expressed and purified the enzyme, prepared the 

SAXS samples, and analysed the SAXS data and contributed to the SAXS section of the article. 

Prof Emily J Parker, designed experiments, collected the SAXS data and wrote the manuscript. 

Dr Ali Reza Nazmi and Dr Timothy M Allison contributed to the manuscript.  

 

I contributed to the final stages of refinement of the crystal structure, designed the 

molecular modelling experiments, constructed the model of the inhibitor-free structure by 

homology with Listeria monocytogenes DAH7PS (LmoDAH7PS) as well as modelled the 

missing residues of GspDAH7PS. I analysed the crystal structure, the models and participated 

in the interpretation of the SAXS data. I wrote the section of the article on the analysis of the 

crystal structure and of the models and contributed to the SAXS section. This work is described 

in this chapter. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Reconstruction of the missing residues and side chains of 

GspDAH7PS  

 

Missing residues and side chains from the structure of GspDAH7PS obtained after 

refinement were reconstructed using MODELLER [270] version 9.13. Firstly, the tetrameric 

form was generated from the asymmetric dimeric unit in PyMOL [271] and the topologies and 

parameters for prephenate and Mn2+, obtained from the SwissParam server [272] and the MM3 

force field [273-275] respectively, were added to the MODELLER library. Secondly, 100 

models of GspDAH7PS were  generated  using  the  “automodel”  routine  of  MODELLER  tuned  

to improve model accuracy. More specifically the variable target function method was set to 

slow and the maximum number of conjugate gradient iterations set to 300 while the level of 

molecular dynamics refinement was adjusted to slow and the complete optimization-

refinement process was repeated twice. The env.io.hetatm instruction defined as true in order 

to include the metal ion and prephenate in the model. During the model generation, only the 

missing residues and residues with missing atoms were allowed to move, the chorismate 

mutase domains were restrained to keep their secondary structure intact and a symmetry 

restraint was applied on the alpha carbon of the symmetric chains of the tetramer. The best 

model was selected among the models presenting the lowest MODELLER objective function 

value and the lowest global DOPE score, following visual inspection and residue-by-residue 

DOPE score analysis. The C-terminal tail of this model was further refined using the 

“loopmodel”  class  of  MODELLER  [276] using the same protocol as describe above and the 

best of the 100 models generated was assessed using the same evaluation procedure.  
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5.2.2 Homology model construction of GspDAH7PS in its open form  

Homology modelling of GspDAH7PS in its open active form was performed using the 

two crystallised structures of DAH7PS from Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e [Protein Data 

Bank (PDB) ID code: 3NVT and 3TFC] as templates. For each structure of LmoDAH7PS, the 

tetrameric form was generated in PyMOL, and the topology and parameters of PEP obtained 

with SwissParam as well as those of Mn2+ were included into MODELLER libraries. The 

missing residues and side chains were then added with MODELLER using  “automodel”   to  

create 25 models using the same parameters and the same assessment procedure as described 

above. The best model for each of the structures were aligned and their sequences were aligned 

against the full sequence of GspDAH7PS using T-Coffee [224]. The homology model of 

GspDAH7PS in its open form was performed with MODELLER using  the  “automodel”  routine  

as before with the env.io.hetatm instruction was set to true in order to include PEP and 

Mn2+in the model. Secondary structure restraints were applied to the chorismate mutase 

domains and symmetry restraints were used for the symmetric chains of the tetramer. A total 

of 100 models were generated, the best model was selected using the previously reported 

method. 

 

5.2.3 Analysis of the small-angle X-ray scattering data  

 

Scattered intensity (I) was plotted versus s using Primus [277].  All samples were devoid 

of an increase in intensity at low s (indicative of aggregation). Guinier plots were linear for sRg 

< 1.3. The data sets for structural analysis were recorded with 447 data points over the range 

0.005 ≤  s ≤  0.35 Å-1. Theoretical scattering curves were generated for the models of the open 

active and closed inactive forms of GspDAH7PS and compared with experimental scattering 

curves using OLIGOMER [277]. Theoretical scattering data of two distinct GspDAH7PS 
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forms were further mixed and fitted to the individual experimental scattering profile in presence 

or absence of prephenate with OLIGOMER to investigate the volume fraction of each form in 

the solution with and without ligand [277]. 

 

5.2.4 Additional computational methods 

 

Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for the open and closed models were calculated 

in VMD [265] using an in-house Tcl script and using a solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å. Sequence 

identity was determined using EMBOSS Matcher [278,279]. Sequence alignments were 

generated with T-Coffee [224,280] and rendered with ESPrit 3 [281]. Structural figures were 

generated with PyMOL. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Prephenate binds to the chorismate mutase domain at a binding site 

located within a helical bundle 

 

GspDAH7PS was crystallised in the presence of Mn2+ and chorismate and its structure 

was determined at a resolution of 2.75 Å in the space group P64. The asymmetric unit is 

composed of two adjacent chains, with each comprising a  catalytic  (β/α)8 barrel common to all 

DAH7PS enzymes (residues 106 to 362), a CM domain (residues 1 to 86) connected by a short 

linker region (residues 86 to 105), as shown in Figure 5.1. The two catalytic barrels from each 

chain in the asymmetric unit are highly similar (Cα  RMSD = 0.11 Å) whereas the CM domains 

are slightly less similar (Cα RMSD = 0.23 Å), with one of the chains having more unresolved 
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residues than the other one in the linker region connecting the CM domain with the catalytic 

barrel. However, when taken as a whole, the two chains present a Cα  RMSD  of  3.93  Å.  This  

large difference arises from the difference in placement of the two CM domains relative to the 

barrels (Figure 5.1A).  

 

 

Figure 5.1. Crystal structure of GspDAH7PS. A. Chain A (left) and chain B (right) constituting the asymmetric 

unit. The catalytic TIM barrel is shown in blue, the CM domain in green and the linker region in purple. Allosteric 

inhibitor prephenate (PRE) is represented with grey sticks while the active site is identified with the metal ion, 

represented by an orange sphere. B. Tetrameric assembly with one asymmetric unit coloured as previously and 

the other one coloured in grey. C. and D. Binding sites of prephenate. Residues important for the binding of 

prephenate and the catalytic activity of the CM domain are shown with sticks. One CM domain is shown in green 

and the adjacent chain forming the catalytically active CM is shown in blue. Prephenate is represented with grey 
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sticks. The Fo-Fc omit maps for prephenate are represented with a blue mesh and were generated by deleting the 

prephenate molecules from the n-1  round  of  refinement  the  density  is  contoured  at  contoured  at  3σ  (0.1457e/A3).   

 

A two-fold symmetry operation reveals the homotetrameric biological unit of 

GspDAH7PS.  The DAH7PS barrel subunits are arranged in a similar fashion to the tetrameric 

assemblies observed for other structurally characterised type  Iβ  DAH7PS  enzymes [177], with 

neighbouring protomers placed so that adjacent barrels face in opposite directions around the 

tetramer plane. A manganese ion is coordinated at the C-terminal end of each of barrels the by 

residues Cys126, His296, Glu322 and Asp333, depicting the locality of the active site.  These 

metal binding residues are conserved in all structurally characterised DAH7PS enzymes. The 

helical CM domains of two diagonally opposed chains associate in a tightly interlaced dimer 

that resembles a type II or AroQ helical CM [238].  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Comparison between the CM domains of GspDAH7PS and EcoCM.  A. Structural alignment of 

the CM domains of GspDAH7PS (residues 1 to 94) and EcoCM. GspDAH7PS is shown in green with prephenate 

in orange sticks and EcoCM is shown in purple with the transition state intermediate in blue sticks B. 

Superimposition of the CM active site. 

 

Despite low sequence identity (34.5%) the CM domains of GspDAH7PS align well with 

E. coli AroQ CM [238],  (EcoCM, RMSD = 2.23 Å) (PDB code: 1ECM, Figure 5.2).  The 
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GspDAH7PS CM helices show more curvature than is observed in the EcoCM structure, 

especially noticeable at the end of the first helix (Figure 5.2), which may be the result of the 

interactions between the CM domains and the DAH7PS main barrels.  Moreover, the second 

and third helices of the GspCM domains are shorter than their EcoCM counterparts.  

 

Electron density was observed in the area corresponding to the catalytic site of the CM 

domain. Due to the observed CM activity of GspDAH7PS, it is likely that the added chorismate 

co-crystallised with the protein was converted into prephenate and, therefore, the prephenate 

was modelled into the CM domain active site (Figure 5.1 C and D). Modelling of prephenate 

within the active site reveals that the residues involved in its binding correspond to a subset of 

the residues responsible for the catalytic activity of the CM domain (Figure 5.2 C). More 

specifically, the position of Arg10, Arg27, Lys38, Asp47 and Glu51 suggest they form 

hydrogen bonds and other electrostatic interactions with prephenate whereas Val31, Ile34, 

Met54, Phe79 and Leu83 create a hydrophobic shell surrounding the ligand, and the aliphatic 

side chain of Arg50 contributing to these hydrophobic interactions. 

 

The well-characterised catalytic site of EcoCM [237-240] exhibits an excellent structural 

alignment with the active site of the CM domain of GspDAH7PS (Figure 5.2 A), with the 

catalytically important charged and polar residues shared by both proteins. Hydrophobic 

residues Ala32, Val35, Ile81 and Val85 of EcoCM, are not conserved in GspDAH7PS but 

instead replaced by alternative hydrophobic residues: Val31, Ile34, Phe79 and Leu83 

respectively.  In addition, Ser84, which had been postulated as being important in EcoCM [237] 

is not conserved and replaced by Ala in GspDAH7PS.  These alterations may account for the 

relatively low CM activity of the GspDAH7PSWT and the truncated protein.  
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5.3.2 Prephenate binding is associated with closer association between the 

catalytic and regulatory domains 

 

The structure of an N-terminal CM domain regulated DAH7PS has previously been 

reported for Listeria monocytogenes (LmoDAH7PS, PDB IDs: 3NVT and 3TFC) [181]. This 

structure, however, differs from that presently reported for GspDAH7PS in the sense that it is 

an active, uninhibited crystal structure of DAH7PS in the presence of substrate PEP. The 

position of the CM domains in the LmoDAH7PS structure are found further from the catalytic 

DAH7PS  barrels  in  an  “open”  position  when  compared  with  the  “closed”  position  they  adopt  

in the inhibited prephenate-bound GspDAH7PS structure. LmoDAH7PS shares sequence 

identity of 77% with GspDAH7PS (Figure 5.3) and the structural alignment of tetrameric 

GspDAH7PS with LmoDAH7PS yields RMSD values of 0.82 Å (3NVT) and 1.08 Å (3TFC).   

 

 
Figure 5.3. Sequence alignment of LmoDAH7PS and GspDAH7PS. 
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In order to estimate the likely structural changes of GspDAH7PS on the binding of 

prephenate, a model of GspDAH7PS in its active open form based on the two known 

LmoDAH7PS structures was created. The homology model was created using MODELLER 

[270] after having reconstructed the loops missing in the two LmoDAH7PS structures. A total 

of one hundred models were generated and the best model was selected on the basis of the 

lowest MODELLER objective function value and the lowest global DOPE score, followed by 

analysis of the residue-by-residue DOPE score and visual inspection of the structure. 

Additionally, the residues and side chains for which electron density is not observed from the 

crystal structure of GspDAH7PS were added in order to generate a complete model of the 

inactive closed form of GspDAH7PS. The resulting models are presented in Figure 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.4. Open (A) and closed (B) models of GspDAH7PS corresponding respectively to the apo and 

allosterically inhibited states of the enzyme.  The open model consists in a homology model based on the 

deposited structures of LmoDAH7PS while the closed model corresponds to the crystal structure of GspDAH7PS 
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for which the missing atoms have been modelled. The CM domains are coloured in green, the linker regions in 

purple and the main DAH7PS barrels in blue. The substrate PEP and the allosteric inhibitor prephenate are shown 

in sticks in (A) and (B) respectively while the metal ions are represented as orange spheres. For each model, the 

inset represents a zoom on a particular region of the CM domain which is disorganised in the open form model 

and reorganised to accommodate prephenate in the closed form model. In these insets, the residues important for 

the binding of prephenate are displayed with sticks and prephenate is shown with grey sticks. C. Molecular surface 

representation of the closed (top) and open (bottom) models of GspDAH7PS. The active site of the DAH7PS 

moiety show up in the open form model and is identified with a red arrow which points on PEP (shown in sticks).  

 

Comparison of these open and closed models sheds light on the possible structural 

changes associated with the binding of prephenate and mechanism of the allosteric inhibition 

of GspDAH7PS. In the absence of prephenate, there is little contact between the CM domain 

and the DAH7PS main barrels (7.6% solvent accessible surface area of tetramer buried, or 6% 

of the buried solvent accessible surface area of each of the CM dimers) and the structure is 

extended, with the entrance to the active sites of the DAH7PS domains accessible for substrate 

binding (Figure 5.4 A). In comparison, the structural model with prephenate bound (Figure 5.4 

B) is far more compact, with the CM domains slightly bended to fit closely the DAH7PS main 

barrels and maintain close contact (15.6% of the solvent-accessible surface area of the 

tetrameric DAH7PS barrels buried by the CM domains), occluding in part the entrance to the 

active sites suggesting an explanation for the inhibitory activity of prephenate against the 

DAH7PS activity (Figure 5.4 C).   

 

The CM domains of the open form model of GspDAH7PS present partially unfolded 

inter-helical loops and N-terminal regions in comparison with the model of the closed 

prephenate bound form for which the same region is reordered upon binding of prephenate.  

This change is especially apparent when morphing the two models (Movie 5.1 – Appendix A 

– Supplementary movies). This part of the CM domains includes residues identified as being 
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responsible for the catalytic activity of the CM domains and for the binding of prephenate, in 

particular, Ile34, Lys38, Asp47, Arg50 and Glu51 are the most affected. We can, therefore, 

postulate that the binding of chorismate or prephenate is accompanied by a reorganisation of 

the secondary structure of the CM domains, viz. the formation of longer helices. This 

reorganisation, together with the binding of the allosteric ligand itself, rigidify drastically the 

CM domains which find an energy minimum making up for this strain by leaning on the 

DAH7PS catalytic barrels. 

 

5.3.3 Small angle X-ray scattering data confirm a conformational change 

upon addition of prephenate, consistent with the transition from an 

open to a closed conformation  

 

Experimental SAXS data were obtained for GspDAH7PS in the absence and presence of 

prephenate in order to shed light on the conformation changes associated with allostery (Figure 

5.5). Comparison of the SAXS profiles of GspDAH7PS in presence and absence of prephenate 

shows clear differences, consistent with a conformational change resulting from binding of 

prephenate (Figure 5.5A). This change is further confirmed as an increased compactness of the 

enzyme in the presence of an allosteric inhibitor by the smaller radius of gyration, derived from 

the Guinier plot, for the prephenate bound form (Rg = 34.8 ± 0.6 Å) than for the apo form (Rg 

= 36.5 ± 0.4 Å) (Figure 5.5A). The bell-shaped curve observed in the Kratky plot (Figure 5.5B) 

shows that both in the presence and absence of prephenate, the protein exhibits a folded shape 

without long random coils. It confirms that the CM domains remain folded even in the absence 

of prephenate, although the slightly more flattened curve for the prephenate-free sample may 

indicate an increased flexibility of the protein. The Porod-Debye plots (Figure 5.5C) present 

two different plateaux in the presence and absence of prephenate, suggesting that the protein 
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experiences a discrete conformational change upon ligand binding without any radical changes 

in its intrinsic flexibility [282,283]. This is supported by the q3•I(q)  vs.  q3 plot (Figure 5.5D) 

that does not plateau as one would expect in the case of a highly flexible enzyme.  The 

differences observed in the SAXS data both in the absence and presence of prephenate are 

consistent with the crystal structure and the models described above, that is a more compact 

and less flexible structure in the presence of prephenate is observed. 

 

Figure 5.5. Analysis of the SAXS data for GspDAH7PS in the absence (blue) and presence (red) of allosteric 

prephenate. A. SAXS profiles (log I(q) vs. q) and Guinier plots (at top-right corner), B. Kratky plot (q2 •  I(q)  vs.  

q), C. Porod-Debye plot (q4 •  I(q)  vs.  q4) and D. SIBYLS plot (q3 •  I(q)  vs.  q3), limited to the range of the SAXS 

data for which the Guinier linearity is observed. 
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Comparison of the models of GspDAH7PS in the presence and absence of prephenate 

with the experimental SAXS data was achieved by first modelling the non-cleavable His-tag 

on both models. The models were then tested against the experimental data with OLIGOMER 

[284] and the results are presented in Figure 5.6. The theoretical curves present a good fit with 

the  experimental  curves  (χ2 = 0.70 and 0.37 for the closed and open forms respectively). The 

experimental SAXS data were further fitted using a mixture of open and closed models of 

GspDAH7PS. In the absence of prephenate, the analysis shows a much better fit of mixed 

GspDAH7PS structure (χ2 = 0.22) to the experimental profile than that of GspDAH7PS open 

form alone, predicting that ~73% protein adopts the open form structure, and ~27% protein 

adopts the closed form structure. There might be a conformational equilibrium between open 

and closed forms or, more likely, intermediate states between the open and closed form when 

the ligand is absent due to the motion of the CM domains, although the open structure or open-

like structures are predominant. Whereas in the presence of prephenate, the best fit to the 

experimental profile (χ2 = 0.37) is obtained with closed form structure alone, predicting that 

the closed structure or closed-like structures are the sole forms adopted by the prephenate 

bound protein. This indicates that the activity of GspDAH7PS can be totally inhibited by 

prephenate, which is consistent with the results of kinetic assays.  
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Figure 5.6.  The distribution of open and closed conformations in GspDAH7PS with or without prephenate 

in solution. Theoretical scattering profiles were generated from models of both the prephenate-free open form, 

(Blue line) and the prephenate-bound closed form (red line) using OLIGOMER. These theoretical profiles were 

compared with the experimental GspDAH7PS SAXS data (open circles) in both the absence (A) and the presence 

(B) of prephenate. The experimental SAXS data were fitted to a distribution of both open and closed forms using 

OLIGOMER (green dashed line), and column charts show the percentages of open and closed forms GspDAH7PS 

adopted in the solution with and without prephenate. 

 

Coupled with the crystal structures and homology models presented above, the 

experimental SAXS data clearly demonstrates a shift from open form to closed form in 

GspDAH7PS resulting from the binding of prephenate. The results from the analysis with 

OLIGOMER shows the existence of the closed form in prephenate-free GspDAH7PS, 

indicating that the effect of prephenate on GspDAH7PS may not induce the conformational 

change, but to stabilise the closed form in the conformational equilibrium. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

 

Based on these results, it seems that the CM domains can inactivate the enzyme by 

blocking the entrances to the active site, very much like the ACT domain of TmaDAH7PS. The 

SAXS data suggest that the CM domains remain tightly bound to the catalytic barrels in the 

presence of allosteric ligand, owing to the very good fit obtained for the data in the presence 

of inhibitor, using the closed form model.  

 

 In the absence of allosteric ligand, the CM domains remain at a distance from the 

catalytic barrels, permitting the substrates to enter the active site. However, the absence of 
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ligand also makes the CM domains more flexible and able to sample structures that resemble 

the closed form as indicated by the better fit obtained for the SAXS data by combining open 

and closed form structures. This is, again, similar to what has been observed for TmaDAH7PS 

(Chapter 4), and as the motions of the ACT domains affect the binding of E4P and the turnover 

number, the movements of the CM domains have similar effects on GspDAH7PS. This is 

illustrated in Table 4.3: kcat is lower for the wild type enzyme than for a truncated mutant 

lacking its CM domains, while Km
E4P is higher.  

 

Table 5.1. Kinetic parameters for GspDAH7PS  

 Km
PEP  (µM) Km

E4P (µM) kcat (s-1) 
GspDAH7PSWT 87 ± 9 95 ± 8 45 ± 4 
GspDAH7PStruncated 98 ± 11 62 ± 5 63 ± 5 

 

However, in contrast to the ACT domains, the CM domains present only limited degrees 

of freedom because the dimerization of CM effectively leads to the CM domains being attached 

to the catalytic barrels by two linkers. However, it is not clear how this affects the activity of 

the enzyme when compared with TmaDAH7PS as on the one hand it can reduce the ability of 

the CM domains to move toward the active site in the absence of the ligand, but on the other 

hand, it also means that the enzyme is less likely to explore broadly open conformation that 

leaves the active site completely in unhindered. 

 

Of particular interest as well is the partial folding of a random coil in the open form to 

generate longer helices that bind chorismate/prephenate. This raises, in particular, the question 

of whether the folded state of this region is sampled in the absence of ligand, or if it is the 

presence of chorismate or prephenate that triggers this folding. Moreover, how does the folding 

of this unfolded loop affect the motions of the CM, i.e. does the folding of this region initiate 

the closing of is the folded state only attainable once the CM domains cap the catalytic barrels?    
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Therefore, although X-ray crystal structure and homology modelling provides invaluable 

details on the allosterically inhibited and ligand-free state of the enzyme, and SAXS 

experiments enable to examine GspDAH7PS from a dynamical point of view, neither of these 

methods provide an atomic description of the protein motions nor provide any details on the 

transition between the two end states. Therefore, in order to answer the remaining questions 

about the allosteric mechanism of this enzyme, further investigations must be carried out. 

 

5.5 Toward a better understanding of GspDAH7PS dynamics 

 

In order, to gain more insight into the allosteric regulation mechanism of GspDAH7PS, 

MD simulations of this enzyme are currently in progress. However, at this stage, not enough 

data have been collected to conduct an in-depth analysis of the molecular motions associated 

with the allosteric regulation of the enzyme. Herein, the strategy employed will be presented 

and some details on the methodology used will be provided.  

 

5.5.1 Classical MD simulations of GspDAH7PS 

 

Starting from the closed and open models of GspDAH7PS described in sections 5.2.1 

and 5.2.2 respectively, classical all-atom MD simulations were initiated. More specifically, 

three systems were prepared: the open form in the absence of ligand, the closed form in the 

presence of prephenate and the closed form in the absence of ligand. Simulations are carried 

out with NAMD [89] using CHARMM all-atom parameter set 22 with the CMAP correction 

[82,262]. Parameters and topology for prephenate were obtained from the CHARMM General 
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Force Field (CGenFF) [285] and were optimised using Force Field Toolkit (fftk) [286] and 

Gaussian09 [287]. After minimization, heating and equilibration, three runs were started for 

each one of the three systems, using different velocity distributions in each case. Each 

simulation is running until reaching 300 ns. 

Once the simulations are finished, among other analysis methods, the resulting 

trajectories will be analysed in light of the experimental SAXS data. Indeed, each conformation 

generated by MD (i.e. each trajectory frame) for both the open and closed form in the presence 

of prephenate, can be converted into a PDB file, which can then be used to fit the experimental 

data. The resulting SAXS fits can then be analysed on their own or as part of a multi-

conformational ensemble in solution. In this case, the multi-conformational scattering I(q) can 

be calculated by averaging the individual scattering of each N conformers, as shown in equation 

5.1 [288]: 

 𝐼(𝑞) =   
1
𝑁   𝐼 (𝑞) (5.1) 

One can either give the same weight to each conformer or automatically give more 

weight to a subset of conformations depending on the fitting using the MES programme [289]. 

I have written and tested the scripts to enable this analysis. This method should permit to 

confront experimental and computational data regarding the dynamics of GspDAH7PS in 

solution, to judge the comprehensiveness of the conformational landscape sampling by MD 

and to provide more information on the CM domain motions. 

 

5.5.2 The use of Markov state models to study the transition between open 

and closed forms 
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In parallel to the classical MD approach, a large number of short simulations have been 

started in order to study the transition between open and closed form. The strategy in use here 

is partly inspired by the work of Silva and co-workers [111]. The idea is to first simulate the 

closing and opening of the CM domains using targeted MD (TMD). Then, multiple, regularly 

spaced conformations generated from the TMD runs are used to seed short classical all-atom 

MD simulations. These multiple short trajectories, at equilibrium, will allow to explore the 

energy landscape around the non-equilibrium path generated by TMD and can be used to create 

a Markov state model (MSM). This MSM should provide mechanistic and kinetics information 

on the open to closed and closed to open transitions and may be to shed light on the induced fit 

vs. conformational selection mechanism using, for example, an approach similar to that of Gu 

et al.[290], which is based on flux analysis [291] or to help assessing how well prephenate 

binds the representative structure of each metastable state along the path using molecular 

docking. 

 

Regarding the practical implementation of this strategy, a theoretical truncated mutant of 

GspDAH7PS, which is only equipped of CM domains on one side of the protein (i.e. only one 

CM dimer), has been modelled. The reason for this choice is primarily to reduce the 

computational burden and speed up the calculations since the number of protein atoms, water 

molecules and ions are significantly lower than for the wild-type protein. In addition, by having 

only one dimeric CM domain, sampling of the conformations should be much more efficient 

and the construction of the MSM should be significantly simplified. Indeed, in the case of the 

wild-type enzyme, if one of the CM dimers for one frame has almost the same conformation 

than the CM dimer of another frame, but if the second dimer of each frame differs, the 

structures might not be clustered together (depending on the clustering parameters). However, 

this situation cannot arise in the case of the fictitious truncated mutant used here, and the two 
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structures would be grouped together, which makes, from the point of view of studying the 

transition between open and closed forms, more sense. 

 

In addition, because in TMD simulations global conformational changes that greatly 

affect the RMSD occur prior to the local conformational changes, that have only limited effect 

on the RMSD, both forward and backwards TMD simulations need to be run, and the classical 

MD simulations to be started from both structures. Furthermore, the CM dimer of both the 

closed and open forms of GspDAH7PS do not present symmetrical sides: for the closed form 

one side is closer from the catalytic barrel than the other and for the open form one side is more 

unfolded than the other. Because of this, all the possible transition scenarios need to be explored 

as shown in Figure 5.7. The TMD trajectories a, b, c, d and their symmetrical equivalents 

represent the possible transitions from the open and closed form models, whereas the TMD 

trajectories e, f, g, h, I and j cover the scenarios in which the transitions occur from more 

symmetrical intermediate states in which the CM domain is in a more horizontal position.  

 

For each end state structure, two classical MD simulations have been run for 50 ns. In 

addition, 9 equally distant structures are selected along each TMD trajectory. Each of these 

structures, after energy minimization, heating and equilibration, serves as a starting point for a 

40 ns classical MD simulation. Simulations are conducted with the GPGPU version of AMBER 

[292]. Indeed, AMBER on a single GPU can reach performances similar to that obtained with 

hundreds of CPUs, depending on the type of hardware used, enabling to run efficiently a very 

large number of short simulations. At this stage, 20 ns for each structure have been simulated. 

Once 40 ns have been reached, a first MSM will be constructed in order to identify regions of 

the energy landscape that require additional sampling. Once this is achieved, a final MSM can 

be constructed. 
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Figure 5.7. Schematic representation of the strategy adopted to sample the conformational transition 

between open and closed form. For each structure, chain A is in blue and chain B in green while truncated chains 

C and D (lacking the CM domain) are shown in grey. The black arrows represent the TMD trajectories and 

symmetrical trajectories are identified with a prime. For one of these trajectories, the structures selected to run 

short classical MD simulations are identified with red circles.  
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Chapter 6 – Toward the modelling of the first 

reaction step catalysed by DAH7PS 

6.1 Introduction  

 

DAH7PS catalyses the condensation of phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) and D-erythrose 4-

phosphate (E4P) to yield 3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulusonate 7-phosphate (DAH7P). A number 

of kinetic, mutational and structural studies [179,183,293,294] have refined a plausible 

mechanism for this reaction that best agrees with the experimental evidences and is shown in 

Figure 6.1 [293,294]. The proposed mechanism predicts that first nucleophilic attack of PEP 

on the re face of the aldehyde moiety of E4P takes place, facilitated by the metal ion 

coordinating the oxygen of the carbonyl group of E4P. The resulting oxyanion is then 

protonated via an adjacent Lys residue leading to intermediate 1. A water molecule, which is 

positioned on the re face of PEP, is then deprotonated by a Glu residue to attack the 

oxocarbenium ion leading to the tetrahedral intermediate 2. Subsequent protonation of the 

phosphate group via a Lys residue facilitates the elimination of the phosphate yielding 3. 

Deprotonation of the 2-keto moiety of 3 by the same Lys permits the restoration of its original 

protonation state and release of DAH7P. Glu145 and Lys99 are expected to be regenerated to 

their original state thanks to a water molecule.  
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Although the proposed mechanism is based on solid experimental evidence, to date no 

information exists on the energetic profile of the reaction nor on the role of dynamics in the 

catalysis. Such information can be retrieved from QM/MM modelling of the enzymatic 

reaction, which would generate detailed data on each step of the reaction and help to further 

refine or modify the proposed mechanism. Furthermore, QM/MM calculations could provide 

more insight on how the changes in dynamics associated with allosteric regulation could affect 

individual steps of the reaction, for example by destabilising key intermediates or increasing 

energy barriers. A QM/MM study of the related KDO8PS enzyme has been performed [295], 

but in this case, the enzyme does not need a metal ion to activate the nucleophilic attack 

between PEP and arabinose 5-phosphate (E5P) and the enzyme is more promiscuous, making 

any comparison of mechanism between KDO8PS and DAH7PS subject to caution.  

 

 

Figure 6.1. Postulated catalytic mechanism for DAH7PS. Adapted from references [293,294]. The residue 

numbering for NmeDAH7PS, TmaDAH7PS and SceDAH7PS is shown for the first reaction step in black, blue 

and red respectively. 
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In this chapter, the first attempts to model the first reaction step catalysed by DAH7PS, 

(i.e. the nucleophilic attack of PEP on E4P) and the subsequent protonation of the resulting 

oxyanion, are reported. In order to determine if the nucleophilic attack and proton transfer take 

place via a concerted mechanism or as a two stage process, both possibilities need be 

considered. As a first approach, QM/MM-MD implemented in AMBER 14 [84,296,297] was 

used to model this first reaction step. The objective of this approach was to enable a systematic 

exploration of the free energy landscape of the reaction, while the error from the semi-empirical 

(SQM) method used could be assessed later by comparing the energy of the key species 

obtained in gas phase with SQM and with a more accurate QM method. However, the SQM 

methods implemented in AMBER were unable to model correctly the phosphate groups and 

the transition metal, and an adiabatic mapping approach was considered instead. Extensive 

testing and optimisation of the adiabatic mapping was performed but unfortunately, modelling 

of the reaction could not be achieved. Nevertheless, this work paves the way to the modelling 

of the first reaction step catalysed by DAH7PS.  

 

6.2 Tentative modelling of the first reaction step of DAH7PS 

from T. maritima using a QM/MM-MD approach 

6.2.1 Set-up of the simulations 

 

The structure of TmaDAH7PS in its open form (PDB 1RZM) was used for the modelling 

as it has been co-crystallised with a metal ion (Cd2+) and substrates PEP and E4P. The choice 

of the semi-empirical method is dictated by the presence of a metal ion and of the phosphate 

groups. AM1/d-PhoT includes the parameters for Zn2+ and has been developed for phosphates, 
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thus this method is the best choice a priori. The metal ion was replaced with Zn2+, as it is 

known to adequately replace Cd2+ for catalysis, and the reaction was modelled in chain B since 

the position and orientation of both PEP and E4P are reasonable starting points to model the 

first reaction step. Indeed, in chain A, the carbonyl gorup of E4P is not modelled in a reactive 

conformation in the original structure. MM force field parameters and topology for E4P and 

PEP were obtained using the SwissParam server [272] and the parameters for the Zn2+ ion were 

those included in the CHARMM all-atom parameter set 22 with the CMAP correction [82,262]. 

 

The missing residue Glu261 was added with COOT [258] and the position of the side 

chain of one Met211 was changed to avoid steric clashes. The protonation state of each of the 

ionisable residues (except for histidine) was calculated with PROPKA 3.1 [261], averaging the 

results per chain. All residues were predicted to exhibit a standard protonation state except for 

Glu164, which is predicted to be protonated (pKa = 8.2) and thus modelled accordingly. This 

deviation does not come has a surprise as Glu164 faces the negatively charged phosphate group 

of PEP, favouring a neutral species to avoid repulsive charge interactions. The protonation state 

of each histidine was calculated using MCCE [260] and modelled as follows: His29, His77 and 

His272 were singly protonated on Nδ1,  His263,  His293  and  His300  were  singly protonated on 

Nε2  and  His115  was  doubly  protonated  (positively  charged).  The  protein  was  first  solvated  

with a 3 Å explicit TIP3P solvent layer using Grubmüller’s SOLVATE program [298] and then 

the resulting system was solvated in an explicit TIP3P water box of 110 × 110 × 115 Å.  Na+ 

and Cl- ions were added with a minimum distance of 5 Å from the enzyme and from each other 

to neutralise the net charge of the system and reach an NaCl concentration of 0.1 M.  

 

Simulations were carried out with AMBER 14 [292] using the CHARMM all-atom 

parameter set 22 with the CMAP correction [82,262], which is accurately represented in 
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AMBER owing to CHAMBER [299]. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to 

calculate electrostatic interactions and Van der Waals cut-off was set up at 12 Å. The 

simulations were conducted with a 2 fs time steps with the SHAKE algorithm used to constraint 

all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The initial structure was first minimised with the 

conjugate gradient energy minimization method for 1000 steps with a harmonic restraint of 

100 kcal/mol/Å2 on all atoms except hydrogens, then for another 1000 steps without restraining 

the water molecules and ions. For 5000 steps the harmonic restraint was decreased to 50 

kcal/mol/Å2 and applied only to the backbone atoms and the metal ion. A final minimisation 

of 5000 steps was performed with a 5 kcal/mol/Å2 restraint on alpha carbon and metal ions. 

The system was then heated from 0 to 333.15 K over 25000 steps, keeping the same harmonic 

restraint. The system was then equilibrated in the NPT ensemble, using Langevin dynamics to 

keep the temperature at 333.15 K and the Berendsen barostat to keep a constant pressure of 1 

atm, with the restraint on alpha carbon and zinc ions decreased stepwise from 5 to 0 

kcal/mol/Å2 over 25000 steps and the systems equilibrated without any restraint for 500000 

steps. 

 

In order to test the stability of the substrates within the active site, 10 ns of unrestrained 

MD simulation were performed, starting from the equilibrated structure. During this run, major 

motions of PEP and E4P were observed, resulting in the carbonyl of E4P presenting the wrong 

face to PEP or being too far away to model the reaction. In addition, Lys131 (presumed to be 

responsible for the protonation of the oxyanion) was shifted away from E4P, and the residues 

coordinating Zn2+ moved away from the metal ion, leaving it partially uncoordinated. These 

observations are likely mainly a consequence of the limitation of the force field, in particular 

the parameters used to model E4P, PEP and Zn2+.  
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In order to avoid these problems, the same minimisation, heating and equilibration 

protocol was applied, but this time a number of restraints were applied to the key distances 

throughout the whole procedure and kept for a 1 ns MD simulation. More precisely, restraints 

of 50 kcal/mol/Å2 were applied to the distance between the metal ion and the oxygen of the 

aldehyde of E4P, between the metal ion and the nucleophilic carbon of the PEP double bond, 

and between this carbon and the electrophilic carbon of E4P aldehyde function. Despite these 

new constraints, significant deviations in the position of the substrates were still observed. 

Therefore, a shift to a QM description of the active site immediately after MM minimization 

was chosen in order to avoid these deviations.  

 

Using the AM1/d-PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory, minimization of the structure for 

a minimal QM region consisting in PEP, E4P (but not its phosphate group), Zn2+, and part of 

the side chain of Lys131 was performed. After QM minimisation of the MM-minimised 

system, a twist of the carbonyl of E4P from its ideal position with respect to PEP was observed 

(Figure 6.2).  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Relative positions of PEP, E4P, Zn2+ and Lys131. Left: initial solvated crystal structure. Central: 

MM-minimised (CHARMM-22). Right: QM/MM-minimised (AM1/d-PhoT/CHARMM-22). 
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Figure 6.3. Relative positions of PEP, E4P, Zn2+, Lys131 and a water molecule. Left: initial MM-minimised 

structure. Central: QM/MM-minimised without adding the water molecule to the QM region. Right: QM/MM-

minimised with the water in the QM region. 

 

Interestingly, a water molecule (which is not found crystallographically, but comes from 

the solvation shell) moves in the direction of the carbonyl during the MM minimization and 

remains at an interacting distance of PEP and E4P during a 10 ns MD simulation using MM 

force field and restraints. The inclusion of this water molecule within the QM region led to a 

reduction of the twist of the carbonyl group with the carbonyl being parallel to the double bond 

of PEP (Figure 6.3), presenting a better positioning for the attack of PEP with a better angle 

for the HOMO-LUMO overlap. Furthermore, in this configuration, the carbonyl is oriented 

such that one of the lone pairs of the oxygen is directed toward Lys131 and the other toward 

Zn2+ with the carbonyl carbon at a reasonable distance from the double bond for the modelling 

of the bond formation (Figure 6.4). 

 

Figure 6.4. PEP, E4P, Zn2+, Lys131 and a water molecule after QM minimisation.  
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A number of QM/MM-minimisation tests were run with an increasing number of atoms 

in the QM region: residues coordinating the metal ion, as well as those interacting with PEP. 

These tests did not lead to important changes in terms of geometry and distances. Thus, the 

minimal QM region, including the water molecule described above represents a reasonable 

starting point for the calculations from a structural perspective. 

 

6.2.2 Test QM/MM-MD modelling 

 

A tentative unrestrained QM/MM-MD simulation of 100 ps using the AM1/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level with the minimal QM region including the water molecule (see 

section 6.2.1 and Figure 6.3) led to the cleavage of the O-P bond of PEP after about 25 ps and 

release of the phosphoryl group (Figure 6.5). As a result, the remaining part of PEP seems to 

rearrange as a carbanion that coordinates Zn2+. The addition of the lysine and arginine residues 

that bind the phosphate group of PEP (Arg237, Lys207 and Arg126) to the QM region does 

not change the outcome of the simulation. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. PEP, E4P, Zn2+, Lys131, Arg237, Lys207, Arg126 and a water molecule. Left, after MM 

equilibration, before QM/MM calculations. Right, after about 25 ps of MD using a QM/MM potential. 
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This is in direct contradiction with the 18O labelling experiments that demonstrated a C-

O bond cleavage mechanism rather than an O-P cleavage mechanism operates for DAH7PS 

[300] as well as in the related KDO8PS [301] and NeuB [302]. Observation of the O-P bond 

cleavage is, therefore, most likely due to the limitations of AM1/d-PhoT and is probably related 

to the fact that this SQM method has been mainly parameterised based on O-P bond formation 

and cleavage [303,304]. The alternative SQM methods (PM6, PM3 and AM1) tested worsened 

the results and, therefore, AM1/d-PhoT was used, but with a strong (400 kcal/mol/Å2) 

harmonic restraint on the P-O bond in addition to a 100 kcal/mol/Å2 restraint used to restraint 

Lys131 at a reasonable distance from the carbonyl oxygen of E4P. 

 

6.2.3 Modelling the bond formation between PEP and E4P  

 

Using the two restraints mentioned above, a test umbrella sampling at the AM1/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory and the QM region consisting of PEP, E4P (without its 

phosphate group), Zn2+, part of Lys131 and the water molecule was performed using the 

distance between the C1 of E4P and the C3 of PEP as reaction coordinate, from 3.7 Å to 1.4 

Å. A window size of 0.1 Å with a simulation time of 2 ps for each window and a force constant 

of 200 kcal/mol/Å2 was used. Umbrella sampling enables to sample exhaustively the 

conformations along the reaction coordinates, including the transition state, and calculate the 

free energy profile along these reaction coordinates. 

 

Plotting the region sampled during the umbrella sampling shows a major gap between 

approx. 2.2 and 1.8 Å (Figure 6.6 - left), which is confirmed by the histogram plot (Figure 6.6 

- right). This gap corresponds to the region around the transition state (TS) and a stronger 

restraint in this region will be needed for a correct sampling. 
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Interestingly, monitoring of the P-O distance in PEP over the course of the simulation 

reveals a sudden increase of the bond length upon the crossing of the transition state, and this 

despite the very strong harmonic restraint on this bond (Figure 6.7). Therefore, it seems that 

any electronic changes occurring at a reasonable distance of this phosphate might reinforce the 

tendency of this P-O bond to cleave and consequently affect the energy calculation of the 

corresponding reaction step. This will be particularly true for the third step of the DAH7PS 

reaction (i.e. cleavage of the C-O bond) since the willingness of P and O to be apart from one 

another will considerably affect the energy required to cleave the C-O bond. Monitoring of the 

distance between the N of Lys131 and the oxygen of the carbonyl of E4P does not reveal such 

a dramatic change upon the crossing of the TS, suggesting that in our model, the proton transfer 

is not spontaneous. 

 

    

Figure 6.6. Umbrella sampling. Left, region sampled during each umbrella sampling window. The gap indicates 

the region around the transition state. Right, histogram plot for each umbrella sampling window 

 

Using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM) [305], the relative free energy 

of the reaction along the reaction coordinate can be assessed and is plotted in Figure 6.8.  It 

predicts a transition state at a reaction coordinate of 1.9 Å with a free energy barrier of about 
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20 kcal/mol, while the optimal bond length in the product is 1.6 Å. The product is of higher 

energy than the reagents (free energy difference of about 10 kcal/mol), which is not surprising 

since this product corresponds to an unprotonated intermediate. These results represent a very 

crude approximation given the flaws of AM1/d-PhoT for the phosphate of PEP and because 

the umbrella sampling simulation was set up as a test run (TS was not sampled correctly, short 

simulation time was selected for each window). The trajectory of this simulation is presented 

in Movie 6.1 (Appendix A – Supplementary movies). 

          

Figure 6.7. Monitoring of the restraints during the umbrella sampling simulation.  24 windows x 2 ps = 48 

ps. left, the distance between C3 of PEP and C1 of E4P. Right, P-O bond length in PEP.  
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Figure 6.8. Relative free energy along the reaction coordinates. Free energy assessed with WHAM at a 

convergence tolerance of 10-9.  

6.2.4 Conclusion on the QM/MM-MD approach 

 

These results highlight some of the weaknesses of AM1/d-PhoT to model, at least, the 

first step of the reaction. However, since other common SQM methods (AM1, PM3 and PM6) 

are problematic for describing the chemical species involved and because SCC-DFTB 

(DFTB2) parameters for a combination of phosphate and transition metals have not been 

developed (and DFTB3 is not yet implemented in AMBER), the SQM approach was put aside 

and adiabatic mapping in conjunction with a higher level QM method was used instead (see 

section 6.3). 

 

6.3 Tentative modelling of the first reaction step of DAH7PS 

from T. maritima using a DFT QM/MM approach 

 

6.3.1 Set-up of the simulations 

 

Following the limitations of AM1/d-PhoT to model the first step of the reaction as 

discussed in section 6.3, an approach based on using DFT instead of SQM was tested. A 

number of modifications have been made when compared with the set-up of the QM/MM-MD 

simulations in Amber. Firstly, Cys102, which coordinates manganese, is now modelled as 

being unprotonated, which is more consistent with the behaviour of Cys residues binding metal 

ions [306]. In addition, PROPKA predicts Glu164 to be protonated in the presence of PEP as 
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the pKa averaged over the 4 chains is equal to 8.3 (no major differences between chains) and 

the protonotaion states are chosen for pH = 7.5. This protonation state is mainly due to the 

contribution of the phosphate group of PEP, which is at an average distance of 4.4 Å and 

Glu164, is predicted to be unprotonated in the absence of PEP. For the QM/MM-MD 

simulations, Glu164 was chosen to be protonated. However, based on the suggested mechanism 

described in Figure 6.1, unprotonated Glu164 is involved in the second step of the reaction and 

should deprotonate a water molecule that will attack the intermediate from the first reaction 

step.  Moreover, a water molecule, conserved in many DAH7PS structures, is found between 

Glu164 and PEP and it is believed to be the one that attacks the intermediate in step 2 (WAT1 

in reference [294]). Therefore, it seems reasonable to model Glu164 as unprotonated, so it may 

readily capture a proton from the adjacent water molecule for the next reaction step. Glu164 

was therefore kept unprotonated for this simulation.  

 

 

Figure 6.9. The first snapshot chosen for the DFT-QM/MM calculations. 
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In addition, manganese is modelled instead of Zn2+. Previously, zinc was chosen because 

parameters were available for AM1/d (but not manganese). This does raise the question of the 

multiplicity that should be used in the simulations. After careful consideration, it was decided 

to first model the high spin state of Mn2+ (5/2) based on both experimental [307,308] and 

computational evidence. Indeed, in a recent QM/MM study by Thiel and co-workers [309], the 

energy of the sextet, quartet and doublet were compared and it appeared that the sextet was the 

only accessible state under mild conditions.  

 

After minimization, heating and equilibration at the MM level (in AMBER) an 

equilibrated  conformation  (“snapshot”) was selected based on the distances and geometry of 

PEP, E4P and Mn2+. The snapshot was chosen so the distance between C1 of PEP and C1 of 

E4P is short, the carbonyl E4P presents its re face to PEP and the oxygen of the carbonyl group 

coordinates Mn2+, as shown in Figure 6.9.  During the MD equilibration, a harmonic restraint 

was applied to the distance between the carbonyl of E4P, C1 of PEP and Mn2+ as well as on all 

atoms of PEP, E4P, and Mn2+. Removal of these restraints or setting up a spring constant too 

low inevitably leads to a twist of the carbonyl of E4P which ends up presenting its si face to 

PEP, which in turn would lead to the formation of the wrong stereocentre at this carbon in both 

the reaction intermediate and DAH7P product. 

 

6.3.2 QM/MM simulations 

 

After setup, MM equilibration and selection of a snapshot, QM/MM simulations were 

started with ChemShell [310], using DL-POLY [311] for the MM part and ORCA [312] for 

the QM part. A geometry optimization procedure was started using the B3LYP/CHARMM22 

level of theory and using the def2-SVP basis set since it has been used with manganese 
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successfully before [309]. The entire system coming from MD equilibration (Figure 6.10 left) 

was first minimised for 10000 MM steps and the protein was truncated for computational 

efficiency so only the regulatory domain of chain A is kept, the others are cut at residue 71. A 

sphere of 25 Å of water centred on PEP, E4P and Mn2+ of chain B is kept as well as a solvation 

shell of 4 Å around the rest of protein. Ions present in the solvation shell are also conserved 

and a number of non-solvated ions are kept in order to neutralise the system (Figure 6.10 right). 

The active region (atoms allowed to move) was selected to be within a sphere of 5 Å radius 

centred on PEP, E4P and Mn2+ of chain B. The geometry optimisation was then started with 

the BP86 functional and the much smaller 3-21+G* basis set for the first optimisation round. 

Indeed, although it is expected to yield less accurate energies, BP86 is faster than B3LYP and 

geometries are expected to be comparable [313]. B3LYP with the def2-SVP basis set could 

then be used for a second round of optimisation. 

 

      

Figure 6.10. System before (left) and after (right) truncation 

 

Three different QM regions were optimised for 500 cycles using the BP86 functional 

paired with the 3-21+G* basis set for the QM region.: 

- QM1:  Mn2+, PEP, E4P (without  its  phosphate)  and  Lys131  (cut  between  Cβ  and  Cγ). 
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- QM2: QM1 + water molecule interacting with both a hydroxyl of E4P and the 

phosphate of PEP identified as being important in the QM/MM-MD simulations. 

- QM3: QM2 + Mn2+ coordinating residues (Cys102, His272, Glu298 and Asp309) 

Convergence was not reached for all three systems after 500 steps. For QM1, very rapidly 

the carbonyl of E4P is twisted as it is during MD in the absence of restraints (Movie 6.2 – 

Appendix A – Supplementary movies), additionally, PEP is slightly flipped on its side moving 

significantly from its starting position. For QM2, the same observations stand but in addition, 

the water molecule included in the QM region is spontaneously deprotonated by the twisted 

carbonyl of E4P (the proton appears also to be partially shared with the second hydroxyl of 

E4P), releasing a free hydroxide (Movie 6.3 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies). For 

QM3, the addition of the residues coordinating the metal ion results in a partial twist of E4P 

and the metal ion partially leaving its coordinating environment and His272 interacting with 

the carbonyl of PEP (Movie 6.4 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies). Mn2+ loses its 

pyramidal coordination geometry as shown in Figure 6.11. In order to see if these surprising 

results are due to the use of a level of theory that does not accurately account for the electrons 

of manganese, calculations for QM1 were also performed with the B3LYP/def2-SVP level of 

theory, but led to the same results. Using a different snapshot and performing the MM 

minimization using the same restraints as for the MD did not change the results of the 

simulations.  

 

The effect of having Cys102 protonated does not change the outcome of the simulation 

neither does the replacement of Mn2+ with Zn2+. Indeed, in both cases, if the metal coordinating 

residues are not included in the QM region, the carbonyl of E4P flips to present its si face to 

PEP and if the residues coordinating the metal ion are included, then again in both cases the 

metal ion leaves its coordinating residues (Movie 6.5 – Appendix A – Supplementary movies).  
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Figure 6.11. Coordination of manganese before (top) and after (bottom) QM/MM optimisation. 

 

The observed behaviours in the calculations might arise from the original position of the 

active site residues and substrates, in particular, the carbonyl of E4P and the metal coordinating 

residues. One limitation of the current starting point is the position of E4P as the only clearly 

interpretable electron density in this structure is for the phosphate functionality (PDB 1RZM). 

Therefore, another structure might provide a better starting point of the simulations.  
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6.4 Tentative modelling of the first reaction step of DAH7PS 

from S. cerevisiae using a DFT QM/MM approach 

 

Looking back at the solved structures of DAH7PS and the associated density, the 

structure of S. cerevisiae DAH7PS (SceDAH7PS) in complex with PEP, Co2+ and glycerol-3-

phosphate (G3P) (PDB 1OF8) represents an interesting starting point. G3P corresponds to E4P 

without the carbonyl group. The density around G3P is much better than the density of E4P in 

1RZM. Modelling of E4P from G3P is straightforward by replacing the water molecule 

coordinating the metal ion with the oxygen of the carbonyl of E4P, yielding a good starting 

geometry for modelling the reaction. Moreover, the resolution of 1OF8 (1.5 Å), is the best 

obtained for a DAH7PS enzyme so far, and it gives very fine details of the position of the 

coordinating residues of Co2+. Finally, the dimer can be modelled instead of the tetramer as it 

has been shown that the dimer is elementary  biological  unit  in  type  Iα  DAH7PS  [248], which 

will reduce the number of atoms simulated in the MM region. After careful consideration, the 

decision was made to redo the calculation with SceDAH7PS. 

 

6.4.1 QM modelling of the metal centre 

 

In order to develop effective QM/MM geometry optimisation protocols and to check if 

the metal ion can remain in position, pure QM geometry optimisations were performed with 

ORCA directly on the crystal structure of the metal centre. Modelling of the coordinating 

residues histidine, aspartate and glutamate, and cysteine was achieved using imidazole, acetic 
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acid and hydrogen sulfide respectively (H2S has been shown to model the acidity of cysteine 

more accurately than other model compounds such as CH3SH or CH3CH2SH [314]). After 

some tests, it appeared that the SCF convergence can be reached relatively rapidly by first using 

the BP86 functional with dispersion correction D3BJ and the small basis set def2-SV(P) using 

the RI-J approximation for the Coulomb integrals to speed up the calculation and the associated 

DeMon/J Coulomb fitting auxiliary basis set to approximate the charge distribution, and using 

the flags looseSCF and VerySlowConv. Once the geometry is optimised with this method, the 

B3LYP functional can be used with dispersion correction D3BJ, the larger basis set def2-TZVP 

and the RIJCOSX approximation (combined RI-J approximation for Coulomb integrals and 

COSX numerical integration for HF exchange). Geometry optimised structure of the metal 

centre using this process is shown in Figure 6.12. In both cases (HS− or H2S), the metal ion 

does  not  “escape”,  although  the  protonated  form  leads to a geometry closer to the octahedral 

geometry observed in the crystal structure.  

 

                        

Figure 6.12. Optimised geometry of the metal centre using the method describe in the main text. Left: 

protonated cysteine model. Right unprotonated cysteine model. 

 

In order to assess the effect of the electrostatic environment, geometry optimisations 

using a continuum solvent model were started from the gas phase optimised geometries using 

the SMD [315] water model. Optimisation converged rapidly with no major differences from 

the gas phase geometries. To further assess the impact of the environment, especially around 
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the coordinating cysteine, additional residues were included for the gas phase geometry 

optimisation. Both for the protonated and unprotonated cysteines, geometry optimisations at 

the BP86 def2-SV(P) level of theory did not lead to the escape of the metal ion (Figure 6.13). 

Deviations of the residues from their initial positions were observed and interestingly, the 

optimised geometries do not present an octahedral arrangement of the metal binding residues. 

 

 

Figure 6.13. Geometry optimisation of the metal ion, coordinating residues, PEP and a few neighbouring 

residues at the BP86 def2-SV(P) level of theory. Left: starting geometry. Centre: optimised geometry with 

protonated cysteine. Right: optimised geometry with unprotonated cysteine.  

 

6.4.2 Set-up of the simulations 

 

Prior to starting the QM/MM calculations, E4P was modelled in COOT [258] based on 

the structure of G3P and the water molecule coordinating the metal ion (Figure 6.14). Missing 

residues (N-terminal   tail   and  some  residues  of   the  β8α8 loop) and missing side chains were 

modelled with MODELLER [259] while keeping all the other residues fixed. The best model 

was selected on the basis of the DOPE and MOLPDF scores given by MODELLER as well as 

on visual inspection. The structure of the best model was checked using the WHAT IF server 
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[316], the protonation state of the ionisable residues determined with PROPKA 3.1 [261] 

except for histidine residues for which the protonation state and position of the proton in neutral 

species were calculated with MCCE [260].   

 

      

Figure 6.14. Modelling of E4P in COOT. Left: original structure and the associated electronic density, G3P is 

on the bottom right, PEP on the left and the metal centre on the top left corner. Right: E4P modelled in place of 

G3P and the water molecule. 

 

 

Figure 6.15: Dimer of SceDAH7PS solvated and neutralised with Na+ Cl- at a concentration of 0.15 M. 

 

Parameters for Co2+ were  taken  from  the  ‘CM’  set  of  parameters  developed  by  Merz  and  

co-workers [317]. Parameters and topology for E4P and PEP were calculated using the 
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MATCH server [318]. Crystallographic water molecules were conserved and hydrogen atoms 

were added to the structure using PSFGEN. Helmut Grubmüller's SOLVATE programme [298] 

was used to first generate a solvent shell around the protein and the system was then solvated 

in a relatively large solvent box (120 × 120 × 130 Å) to allow for the potential motions of the 

long N-terminal tails. Na+ and Cl- were used to neutralise the system and then added to reach 

a concentration of 0.15 M (Figure 6.15).  

 

For the whole MM minimization and equilibration (performed with NAMD), harmonic 

restraints were applied to the distances and angles between the metal ion and its coordinating 

residues, as well as between PEP and E4P. Indeed, initial tests showed that without these 

restraints, the coordinating residues, the metal ions and the substrates deviate significantly from 

the crystal structure and might reach positions that are not optimal for the reaction and 

coordination of the metal ion. The simulations were conducted using a 2 fs time steps in 

conjunction with the SHAKE algorithm. The particle mesh Ewald method was used to calculate 

electrostatic interactions and Van der Waals cut-off was set to 12 Å. 

 

All atoms were constraint except water molecules, ions and hydrogens atoms and the 

system was minimised for 5000 steps using the conjugate gradient energy minimization 

method, then the side chains of the protein, as well as the backbone of the N-terminal tail, were 

released and the system minimised for another 10000 steps. Finally, the whole system (except 

coordinating residues, metal ions and substrates) was released and minimised for 15000 steps. 

The system was then heated from 0 to 303.15 K over 48500 steps, keeping a harmonic restraint 

of 10 kcal.mol-1.Å-2 on the backbone atoms and a restraint of 100 kcal.mol-1.Å-2 on the metal 

coordinating residues, metal ion and substrates, and using a Langevin thermostat. The system 

was then equilibrated in the NPT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston pressure 
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control by decreasing slowly the restraints on the backbone to 0 and the restraints on the 

coordinating residues, metal ions and substrates to 10 kcal.mol-1.Å-2 over 71500 steps and the 

system was further equilibrated for 1 ns keeping only the 10 kcal.mol-1.Å-2 on the coordinating 

residues, metal ions and substrates relative positions as well as on their relative distances and 

angles. After equilibration, the resulting structure was minimised for 15000 steps keeping the 

same restraints. 

 

The N-terminal tails (residues 1 to 22) of the resulting minimised structure were 

removed, a water sphere of 25 Å centred on the active site of chain B as well as a solvent shell 

of 3.5 Å around the protein were kept and all other water molecules removed. Ions that were 

not required to neutralise all the charges of the system were also removed. 

 

6.4.3 QM/MM simulations 

 

The resulting system was then used as a starting point for the QM/MM calculations using 

ChemShell. In order to study the influence of the protonation state of Cys102 which coordinates 

cobalt, two versions of the system were prepared, one in which the cysteine is protonated, and 

one in which it is not (CHARMM parameters and topology of unprotonated cysteine were 

obtained from Foloppe et al.[319]). The QM region consists in PEP, E4P, Co2+, Lys 112 (link 

atom between Cγ and Cδ), which is involved in the proton transfer, the water molecule binding 

both PEP and E4P as well as the residues coordinating the metal ion: Cys102 (link atom 

between  Cα  and  Cβ),  His  282  (link  atom  between  Cβ and Cγ), Glu 316 (link atom between Cβ 

and Cγ) and Asp 342 (link atom between Cα and Cβ) of chain B.  
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Figure 6.16. Geometry optimisation at the BP86/CHARMM22 level of theory (unprotonated cysteine). Left: 

starting geometry. Right: geometry after 230 steps (not converged). 

 

Both unprotonated and protonated cysteine systems were optimised for about 230 steps 

with ChemShell using the BP86 functional and the small basis set def2-SV(P), the RI-J 

approximation with the DeMon/J Coulomb fitting auxiliary basis set. In both cases, the metal 

ion escaped from its coordination site, as observed with TmaDAH7P (see for example Figure 

6.16). 

 

To assess the effect of both the functional and the basis set on the outcome of the 

optimisation, additional tests were performed using the larger basis set def2-TZVP in 

conjunction with either the TPPSh functional which has recently been used successfully in the 

study of a cobalt-containing enzyme by QM/MM [320] or the PW6B95 which has been 

recommended for transition metal studies among others [321]. With these functionals and this 

basis set, calculations took longer, but eventually the escape of the metal ion was observed 

again (Figure 6.17).  
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Figure 6.17. Geometry optimisations at various level of theory. Left: Geometry optimisation at the 

TPPSh/CHARMM22 level of theory after 89 steps (not converged). Right: Geometry optimisation at the 

PW6B95/CHARMM22 level of theory after 119 steps (not converged). 

 

To see if the metal escaping is due to the MM protocol (minimisation, heating and 

equilibration) prior to the QM/MM calculations, geometry optimisation was also started 

directly from the crystal structure coordinates, removing G3P to only leave the coordinating 

water molecule. PEP was left in the MM region. Even under these conditions, the metal ion 

was found to leave its coordination site. 

 

To check if the spin state of cobalt can have an impact on the result of the geometry 

optimization, Co2+ (modelled in its high spin state, multiplicity = 4, in the above tests) was also 

modelled in its low spin state (multiplicity = 2). Interestingly, with this multiplicity the cobalt 

ion remained in position during the optimisation. This is surprising as the pure QM geometry 

optimisation reported above were performed at a multiplicity of 4 using the same minimization 

algorithm and did not lead to any escape of the metal ion.  
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So far the Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) optimisation 

method was used for the geometry optimisation. In order to see if this method could be the 

source of the problem, the simpler conjugate gradient (CG) approach was tested on the MD 

snapshot. Although the energy plateaus and does not reach convergence after 500 steps, the 

metal is still coordinated and overall, with this method, residues do not move as much as with 

the BFGS approach. However, during the CG minimization, the aspartate coordinating the 

metal ion was drifted away from Co2+. Co2+ in turn get closer to the carboxyl group of PEP. 

This is observed for both the low and high spin states. 

 

 

Figure 6.18.  An example of deformation experienced by the guanidinium functional group of Arg residues 

during the BFGS optimisations.  

 

To reach convergence after the CG steps, the BFGS algorithm was used to pursue the 

optimisation, however, this led to significant atomic displacements and unrealistic 

rearrangements. Moreover, during all the BFGS optimisations performed, major deformation 

of the Arg residues in the MM region that bind the phosphate groups can be observed, 

regardless of the inclusion of the phosphates in the QM region. These deformations concern 
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the hydrogens of the guanidinium that leave their planar geometry to act as if the lone pair on 

the nitrogen was localised instead of being conjugated with the double bond (Figure 6.18). The 

deformations are not observed during MM minimization with NAMD or during the 

minimization using the CG algorithm. 

 

6.5 Discussion and perspectives 

 

At this stage, because two starting structures (TmaDAH7PS, SceDAH7PS) which present 

significant differences on how E4P is modelled and on the initial geometry of the coordinating 

residues were used, it is reasonable to state that the metal ion escape is not linked to the crystal 

structure or to the relative position of E4P, PEP, metal ion and coordinating residues. As all 

the key distances and angles were restrained, this is not due either to major deviations in the 

position of the metal ion, coordinating residues and substrates occurring during the MM 

simulation phase. The escape is also not affected by the nature of the metal ion (Co2+, Mn2+ 

and Zn2+ tested) nor by the type or size of the basis set (3-21+G*, 6-31+G*, def2-SV(P) and 

def2-TZVP tested) or the type of DFT functional (BP86, B3LYP, TPPSh and PW6B95 tested).  

 

Simulation of the metal centre in ORCA, with or without an implicit solvation model, 

does not lead to a metal ion escape. This could suggest that the escape observed in the QM/MM 

calculations is due to the effect of the residues neighbouring the QM region. However, the 

inclusion of a few additional residues for the pure QM calculations did not lead to the release 

of the metal ion. For completeness, it might be interesting to run the QM/MM optimisation 

including  the  residues  that  form  a  “second  shell”  around  the  metal  centre.   It may also make 

sense to include all the residues interacting with the substrates and see if a different fate for the 
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metal ion is observed. However, the inclusion of so many atoms will rapidly yield prohibitive 

calculation times.  

 

Another possible reason for the metal escape might be that the coordinating residues are 

a too close to the metal due to crystal packing effects. Because throughout the MM 

minimization and equilibration, the distances between the metal ion and its coordinating 

residues are essentially kept at their crystal structure value, they might reflect more the 

constraint coming from the crystal packing than the more relaxed state expected in solution. 

However, removal of the restraints during the MM modelling leads to significant atomic 

deviations because of the partial inability of the force field to accurately model the interactions 

between the metal ion, coordinating residues and substrates. In order to have a more relaxed 

geometry prior to high-level QM/MM calculations, it might be interesting to model the active 

site using DFTB3 and run minimization and MD in CHARMM using this method.  

Furthermore, it can be checked if the escape of the metal is also observed with a method that 

relies on a different programme. In order to do that, conversion of Co2+ to Zn2+, for which the 

parameters have been developed for DFTB3, is required. 

 

Changing the multiplicity from 4 to 2 in the SceDAH7PS calculations leads the metal to 

retain its initial position throughout the optimisation. If this is an encouraging result, it although 

raises a number of questions, especially if the spin state of the metal ion is so important, why 

pure QM calculations at a multiplicity of 4 did not lead to the escape of the metal ion. 

 

Due to the aforementioned results, and since the escape of the metal ion was observed 

for the QM/MM calculations but not for the QM calculations alone, an error in the ChemShell 

programme cannot completely be ruled out. Moreover, the deformation observed for the 
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guanidinium functional group of Arg residues during the minimisation (Figure 6.18), and the 

large amplitude atomic displacements observed after only a few steps of BFGS optimisation 

also tends to point toward a problem in the DL-FIND algorithm which is used for the geometry 

optimisation in ChemShell. Therefore, the next steps would primarily entail discussing the 

guanidinium deformations as well as the escape of the metal ions when using the BFGS 

optimisation as implemented in DL-FIND with ChemShell developers and work with them on 

trying to solve this problem. Additionally, as noted previously, it might be interesting to try 

including more residues in the QM region and a test a QM/MM approach using the DFTB3 

level of theory in CHARMM. 

 

Unfortunately, due to the finite nature of a PhD project, this work could not be completed 

in the allowed time. Nonetheless, it paves the way to the successful modelling of the reaction 

catalysed by DAH7PS and provides a solid basis to further attempt to simulate the first step of 

the reaction by providing important clues about what is important in the modelling. Indeed, we 

have shown that PDB 1OF8 (SceDAH7PS) represents, to date, the best starting point for the 

simulation by providing a better resolution of the active site than PDB 1RZM (TmaDAH7PS). 

Moreover, special attention should be given to the protonation state of the metal coordinating 

cysteine and that both the protonated and unprotonated forms should be tested. We have also 

highlighted the importance of the spin state of the metal ion as well as the inclusion of the metal 

coordinating residues into the QM region. Finally, the identification, via the QM/MM-MD 

simulations, of a water molecule interacting with both PEP and E4P that might help to orientate 

the carbonyl group into a reactive position, suggests this water should be included in the QM 

region for high-level calculations. 
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Furthermore, if the importance of this water molecule is confirmed, it provides an 

interesting starting point for the development of potential transition state analogues as active 

site inhibitors. Indeed, taken together, the water molecule and the transition state form a 

relatively rigid entity with the water molecule interacting with an arginine residue, the 

phosphate of PEP and occasionally with the hydroxyl of PEP (Figure 6.19). Therefore, 

mimicking this rigidity by designing a compound presenting one or more rings is likely to be 

an effective strategy if this water molecule is indeed important. The two phosphate groups 

would need to be replaced for improved cell penetration and stability, although finding 

phosphate isosteres is notoriously challenging [322]. Removal of the hydroxyl group from the 

E4P part of the analogue should improve the inhibition (as shown in [293]) as well as the 

bioavailability. Moreover, this region can be further rigidified by adding double bonds in order 

to mimic the correct position of the carbons due to the hydroxyl interacting with the protein in 

the transition state. However, a correct transition state should be modelled first, providing 

information on the optimal distances and angles required in the design of a transition state 

analogue. 

 

Figure 6.19.  Structure of the transition state as obtained from the QM/MM-MD simulations with the water 

molecule.  
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Chapter 7 – Summary and perspectives on the 

different allosteric regulation mechanisms 

 

 

Allostery and protein dynamics are intimately linked and traditionally three models are 

used to explain allosteric response following the binding of an allosteric inhibitor. Induced fit, 

for which binding of a ligand induces a conformational change in the protein toward an inactive 

conformation, conformational selection for which binding of a ligand stabilises high energy 

inactive conformations seldom sampled, and dynamic allostery, for which binding of a ligand 

modifies the frequency and amplitude of the protein motions leading to a reduced activity. 

Although it has been proposed that these mechanisms can coexist, e.g. conformational selection 

can be followed by induced fit, these models are usually described as three distinct, unrelated, 

regulation mechanisms. 

 

The DAH7PS family, which catalyses the first committed step in the biosynthesis of 

aromatic amino acids, exhibits a unique variety of allosteric regulation mechanisms due to the 

great diversity of structural variations the members of this protein family exhibit. Phylogenetic 

analysis of the DAH7PS family (Chapter 2) suggests that allosteric regulation in DAH7PS 

originates from the acquisition of an N- or C-terminal regulatory domain obtained via gene 

fusion, essentially   leading   to   the   type   Iβ   DAH7PS   subfamily,   which   also   includes   some  
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unregulated DAH7PS. The two other DAH7PS subfamilies, type  Iα  and  type  II,  share  the  same  

catalytic   barrel   structure   than   type   Iβ   DAH7PS,   despite   relatively   low   sequence   identity,  

especially in the case of type II. They are also equipped with an N-terminal allosteric 

decoration, but include in addition large loop insertions that have been proven to be critical for 

regulation.   Phylogenetic   analysis   suggests   that   type   Iα   and   type   II  DAH7PS might share a 

common  ancestor,   this   common  ancestor   sharing,   in   turn,   a   common  ancestor  with   type   Iβ  

DAH7PS. It was found that there is a low evolutionary pressure on the N-terminal ACT domain 

that  regulate  certain  type  Iβ  DAH7PS.  Moreover,  a  clade  of  type  Iβ  enzymes  closer  to  type  Iα  

than  any  other  type  Iβ  DAH7PS  has  been  identified  and  possess  loop  extensions  in  the  same  

regions   than   type   Iα.  This  supports   the   idea  of  an  ancestor  of   type   Iα  and   type   II  DAH7PS  

which has evolved via mutations of a N-terminal regulatory domain and loop elongation in an 

early  type  Iβ  enzyme.     

 

When equipped with an ACT or CM N-terminal  domain,  allosteric  regulation  in  type  Iβ  

DAH7PS seems to occur via obstruction of the entrance to the catalytic site (Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5). In the absence of allosteric ligand, the enzyme is in an active open form, whereas 

in the presence of an allosteric ligand the enzyme adopts an inactive closed form with the 

regulatory domains occluding the active site. The bulkiness of these regulatory domains lowers 

the catalytic activity of the enzyme when compared to a mutant lacking the regulatory domains. 

Molecular dynamics simulations and SAXS analysis have revealed that the active open form 

is able to sample conformations that resemble the inactive closed form, thereby suggesting a 

regulation mechanism based on conformational selection in which the inhibitor stabilises the 

inactive conformations. However, it is likely that the fully closed forms are, in fact, virtually 

inaccessible in the absence of ligand, which might suggest a partial induced fit mechanism 
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 Indeed, in the case of an N-terminal ACT domain, one possibility is that sampling of the 

fully closed, inactive state, which is stable and presents a low relative free energy, may require 

passing high energy barriers and sampling high energy intermediate states that allow the 

transition from the open form conformations to the fully closed form. This accounts for the 

large degree of freedom of the regulatory domains and the associated variety of conformations 

they can sample, leading to a low probability to sample a fully closed state. The presence of 

Tyr may facilitate the interactions between adjacent ACT domains, lower the energy of the 

intermediate states, and therefore facilitating the complete closing of the regulatory domains. 

In fact, by stabilising the intermediate states that allow for the transition, Tyr may make the 

sampling of these states more frequent and thus the transition to the closed state more likely. 

Then opening of a back door via displacement of a key catalytic loop might destabilise the 

closed form, enabling the intermediate states to be sampled again, leading to the release of Tyr 

and the adoption of open conformations by the enzyme.  

 

The situation may be similar in the case of an N-terminal CM domain, binding of 

chorismate or prephenate is likely to stabilise a conformation of the CM domains that presents 

extended helical regions in lieu of unstructured loops. This results in a more rigid intermediate 

state, which presents a lower energy in the presence of ligand since the entropically 

unfavourable folding of unstructured loops is counterbalanced by the protein ligand 

interactions which are enthalpically favourable. This intermediate state allows the CM domains 

to  ‘lean’  on  the  DAH7PS  catalytic  barrels  leading  to  the  closed  inactive  form.  Although  the  

result of the MD simulations should provide more information on the exact nature of the 

mechanism, such conformational changes triggered by the binding of a ligand may correspond 

to the contribution of the induced fit mechanism to the global regulation mechanism. The 

presence of the ligand might not always be required to trigger the conformational changes and 
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in rare cases, the fully closed conformation might be sampled, however, as for the ACT 

domains, the sampling of intermediate states that are stabilised by the allosteric ligand increases 

the likelihood to reach the fully closed state. 

 

Such an hybrid conformational selection / induced fit mechanism is illustrated in Figure 

7.1. For an ensemble of conformations accessible to a protein, some conformations are only 

sampled very occasionally and briefly due to high energy barriers and high energy states 

(Figure 7.1. a). These conformations can serve, however, as intermediate states to reach other 

conformations. Since these high energy conformations are almost never sampled, they can be 

considered as virtually inaccessible. Binding of a ligand might make more stable some of the 

intermediate conformations by lowering their energy, leading to a population shift toward these 

intermediate conformations (Figure 7.1. b). A ligand would bind these intermediate 

conformations first. It is only once these intermediate states are liganded that a conformational 

change toward the previously virtually inaccessible states is possible (Figure 7.1c). In other 

words, binding of the allosteric ligand to the intermediate states enables a region of the 

conformational space that was previously almost inaccessible to be explored. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the hybrid conformational selection / induced fit allosteric 

regulation mechanism possibly at play in N-terminal   domain   regulated   type   Iβ   DAH7PS. Each bead 

represents the relative population of a given state. In the absence of allosteric ligand, most conformations 

correspond to the active open forms (green). A few conformations (blue) can serve as intermediates to give access 
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to the fully closed state (red), but these conformations are not often sampled, and the fully closed form is therefore 

virtually inaccessible (a). The addition of an allosteric ligand (orange stars) enables to stabilise the intermediate 

conformations by reducing their relative energy and the associated barriers (b). As a result, the intermediate states 

are sampled often and the fully closed state is more readily accessible and becomes the most populated 

conformation (c). 

 

Analysis   of   allostery   in   type   Iα  DAH7PS   (Chapter 3) reveals a regulation mechanism 

primarily based on dynamic  allostery,  with   the  catalytic  activity   in   type   Iα  DAH7PS  being  

drastically reduced by an increased flexibility of a key catalytic loop and changes in the relative 

position of the side chain of a number of catalytic residues. Analysis of the calculated pKa 

variations demonstrated the importance of ionisable residues in the allosteric regulation. This 

analysis  signifies  that  the  regulation  mechanism  of  type  Iα  DAH7PS  relies  on  small,  localised  

conformational changes of residue side chains that lead to the formation or cleavage of non-

covalent interactions that are responsible for the change in dynamics. This confirms that the 

existence of dynamic allostery in the complete absence of conformational change is extremely 

unlikely. Moreover, the existence of small conformational changes would, therefore, suggests 

that an underlying conformational selection mechanism is also at play. In this case there might 

be a hybrid conformational selection / dynamic allostery mechanism. 

 

As illustrated in Figure 7.2, dynamic allostery can indeed be explained in terms of 

conformational changes, as the fluctuations around an averaged conformation can simply be 

seen as the interconversion between an ensemble of closely related conformations, which all 

have very similar energies (Figure 7.2.a.). Binding of a ligand might stabilise a subset of these 

conformations by lowering their energy (Figure 7.2.b.), leading to a population shift toward 

these more stable states. Overall, the amplitude of the motions has been reduced, because the 

number of accessible conformations has been diminished (Figure 7.2.c.). 
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Figure 7.2. Schematic representation of dynamic allostery using conformational selection. Each bead 

represents the relative population of a given state. In the absence of ligand interconversion between closely related 

conformations (green) is facile and the enzyme is able to perform its reaction by being able, for example, to reach 

a broadly open conformation in order to accept the substrates and release the products and a mostly closed 

conformation that enables the reaction to occur (a). In the presence of a ligand (orange stars), a few of these 

conformations are stabilised (red), leading to a population shift (b). The enzyme is not able anymore to reach the 

broadly open and mostly closed conformations and cannot perform the catalytic reaction (c).  

 

Overall, these results suggest that allosteric regulation mechanisms can proceed via a 

subtle combination of the three classical models of allostery, conformational selection, induced 

fit and dynamic allostery. Refinement of regulation mechanisms both in DAH7PS and in other 

systems will, therefore, help unravel some of the complexity and interrelatedness in the 

allosteric regulation mechanisms, helping to contribute to a robust, widely accepted universal 

model of allostery. 
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Appendix A – Supplementary movies 

 

 

All the movies are deposited on Figshare and can be accessed by following this link:  

https://figshare.com/s/823892477b055ad53161: 

 

Movie 4.1. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Open_run1, side view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 635 ns at 363 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are  shown  in  white,  regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loops are coloured 

in red and  β8α8 loops are coloured in green. 

 

Movie 4.2. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Open_run1, top view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 635 ns at 363 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are shown in white, regulatory domains are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loops are coloured 

in red and  β8α8 loops are coloured in green. 

 

Movie 4.3. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Open_300K, side view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 335 ns at 300 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are  shown  in  white,  regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loops are coloured 

in red and  β8α8 loops are coloured in green. 

 

https://figshare.com/s/823892477b055ad53161
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Movie 4.4. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Open_300K, top view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 335 ns at 300 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are  shown  in  white,  regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loops are coloured 

in red and  β8α8 loops are coloured in green. 

 

Movie 4.5. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Closed_run1, side view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 335 ns at 363 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are  shown  in  white,  regulatory  domains  are  shown  in  blue,  β2α2 loops are coloured 

in red, β8α8 loops are coloured in green and allosteric Tyr are coloured in purple. 

 

Movie 4.6. MD simulation of TmaDAH7PS Closed_run1, top view. The trajectory 

corresponds to a MD simulation of 335 ns at 363 K. Catalytic barrels of tetrameric T. maritima 

DAH7PS are shown in white, regulatory domains are shown in blue, β2α2 loops are coloured 

in  red,  β8α8 loops are coloured in green and allosteric Tyr are coloured in purple. 

 

Movie 5.1. Morphing between the open form and closed form of GspDAH7PS. The CM 

regulatory domains are shown in green and the catalytic barrels in blue. Morphing was obtained 

with the Morph command of PyMOL over 60 states and using five sculpting refinement cycles. 

The movie includes both the open to closed and closed to open morphing.  

 

Movie 6.1. QM/MM modelling of the bond formation between PEP and E4P in 

TmaDAH7PS at the AM1/d-PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory. Result of the umbrella 

sampling at the AM1/d-PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory with a QM region consisting of 

PEP (right), E4P (left) (without its phosphate group), Zn2+ (grey sphere), part of Lys131 (top) 

and the water molecule. 
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Movie 6.2. QM/MM energy minimization of TmaDAH7PS at the BP86/3-21+G*/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory for the QM1 region. QM1 includes Mn2+ (pink sphere), 

PEP,   E4P   (without   its   phosphate)   and   Lys131   (cut   between   Cβ   and   Cγ). Cys102 is 

deprotonated. 

 

Movie 6.3. QM/MM energy minimization of TmaDAH7PS at the BP86/3-21+G*/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory for the QM2 region. QM2 includes QM1 + water 

molecule interacting with both a hydroxyl of E4P and the phosphate of PEP identified as being 

important in the QM/MM-MD simulations. Cys102 is deprotonated. 

 

Movie 6.4. QM/MM energy minimization of TmaDAH7PS at the BP86/3-21+G*/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory for the QM3 region. QM3 includes QM2 + Mn2+ 

coordinating residues (Cys102, His272, Glu298 and Asp309). Cys102 is deprotonated. 

 

Movie 6.5. QM/MM energy minimization of TmaDAH7PS at the BP86/3-21+G*/d-

PhoT/CHARMM-22 level of theory for the QM3 region with Cys102 protonated. QM3 

includes QM2 + Mn2+ coordinating residues (Cys102, His272, Glu298 and Asp309). Cys102 

is deprotonated. 
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Appendix B – Supporting information for 

Chapter 3 

 

Table S2. Calculated Phe dissociation constants from ITC experiments 

  Site 1 Site 2 Model 

pH 7 3.3 ± 0.8 µM 11 ± 1.3 µM Sequential two site 
pH7.8 2.0 ± 0.7 µM 8.6 ± 1.2 µM Sequential two site 

 

Table S2. Data Collection and refinement 

 NmeDAH7PS 
 L-Phenylalanine 
Data Collection  

Crystal system; space group Monoclinic, P1211 

Unit cell parameters   
a, b, c (Å) 73.61, 143.50, 75.18 
α,  β,  γ  (º) 90, 96.18, 90 
Resolution range (Å) 47.82-2.19 (2.23-2.19) 
Measurements 301997 
Unique reflections 79522 
Redundancy 3.8 
Completeness (%) 99.9 (100.0) 
I/σ  (I) 9.3 (1.2) 
Rmerge 0.084 
CC1/2 0.50 
Wilson B value (Å)2 39.81 
Matthews coefficient 2.60 
 
Refinement 

 

Rwork 0.1890 
Rfree 0.2357 
Chain length 351 

Observed number of residues 345 (All Chains) 
Water molecules 330 

Other (Mn2+, PEG, SO4-) 9 
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Ligand 4 
Mean B (Å)2  

Protein 48.59 
Water 43.82 
Other 67.46 
Phe 37.13 

R.m.s.d from target values  
Bond lengths (Å) 0.0095 
Bond angles  1.2712 
Dihedral angles 0.0690 

Ramachandran  
Preferred (%) 97.69 
Allowed (%) 1.73 
Outliers (%)  0.58 

PDB Entry 4UC5 
 

 

Table S3. Substrate affinities at pH 6.8 and 8.3 

 pH 6.8 pH 8.3 

KmE4P (µM) 36.7 ± 1.8 106 ± 15 

KmPEP (µM) 15.4 ± 0.9 7.0 ± 0.6 
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Figure S1. |Fo-Fc| maps for L-phenylalanine   bound   at   the   allosteric   site   contoured   at   3σ.  The   four   chains   of  

NmeDAH7PS are indicated. Top left: chain A, top right; chain B, bottom left: chain C and bottom right: chain D. 

 
 

Figure S2. Stereoview of the overlay of the active site of NmeDAH7PS for the apo (green) and Phe-bound (blue) 

forms. Catalytically important residues are shown with sticks. Manganese ions are represented with a sphere.  

 
 

 
 

Figure S3. Distribution of the distance between the center of mass (COM) of each monomer for the apo (green) 

and Phe-bound (blue) MD simulations.  
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Figure S4. Difference between the average pKa difference of ionizable residues between apo and Phe-bound forms 

of NmeDAH7PS, over the course of the MD simulations. The middle blue line represents the average difference 

in pKa between the apo and Phe-bound form and the top and bottom blue lines correspond to the average ± one 

standard deviation. Residues that present a major pKa shift and therefore might be involved in the allosteric 

communication pathway have been selected on the basis of their distance from the average ± one standard 

deviation. 
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Figure S5. Difference between the standard deviation of the pKa of the ionizable residues of the apo and Phe-

bound forms, over the course of the MD simulations. The middle green line represents the average difference and 

the upper and lower green lines correspond to the average ± one standard deviation. Residues that might be 

involved in the allosteric communication pathway have been selected on the basis of their distance from the 

average ± one standard deviation. 

 
 

 
 

Figure S6. Difference between the desolvation values of the ionizable residues of the apo and Phe-bound forms, 

averaged over the course of the MD simulations. The desolvation difference is given in log units. The larger the 

positive difference, the more buried the residue is in the Phe-bound structure.  The middle orange line represents 

the average difference and the two other orange lines correspond to the average ± one standard deviation.  
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Figure S7. Detailed differential maps of interactions between the apo and Phe-bound forms. Details of the 

coulombic interactions, side chain H-bounds (between the ionizable group of a residue and the hydrogen donor 

or acceptor function present on the side chain of another residue) and backbone H-bonds (between the ionizable 

group of a residue and the backbone of another) that are only present or stronger in the apo (left column) or the 

Phe-bound (right columns) trajectories. Nodes represent interacting residues and the edges between nodes indicate 

the interactions, with the diameter of the edge accounting for the strength of the interaction. For the apo form, 

favorable interactions are in blue and unfavorable ones are in orange, and for the Phe-bound form, favorable 

interactions are in red and unfavorable ones are in purple. 
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Figure S8. Distribution of the distances between ionizable groups of interest. Frequency distribution of the 

distances for the apo (green) and Phe-bound (blue) forms. The distances are calculated using the hydroxyl oxygen 

of  Ser,  Tyr,  Thr  the  center  of  the  two  carboxyl  oxygens  of  Glu  and  Asp,  the  nitrogen  of  the  ε-amino group of Lys, 

the center of the guanidinium ion of Arg and the center of the two nitrogens of the imidazole ring of His. 

 
Figure S9. Difference between the pKa difference of ionizable residues between apo and Phe-bound models 

generated by reconstructing missing residues and side chains from the apo and Phe-bound X-ray crystal structures 
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of NmeDAH7PS. The pKa values were obtained by averaging by model and by chain. The middle blue line 

represents the average difference in pKa between the apo and Phe-bound form and the top and bottom blue lines 

correspond to the average ± one standard deviation. 
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